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P R E F A C E 
This study is devoted to a detailed analysis 
of the pol i t ical history of the ci ty of Ajmer and the inner 
working of local administrative structure in al l of i t s 
ramifying branches during the second half of Aurangzeb's 
reign. I t also examines some distinct facets of social and 
religious l i f e of the people of A^mer. These problems are 
discussed in the perspective of changes and developments 
that took place in the f i r s t two decades of his rule« The 
work is mainly based on Vfaaa'-i S^rk^r A.1mer« a diary of 
a news-writer, containing a minute account of pol i t ical 
and mili tary events and official transactions. The diary 
forms the primary source of information for the main subject-
matter of the thesis . But i t suffers from some basic 
deficencies. It does not deal with the culture patterns, 
social more t^^  customs and economic conditions of the people, 
noV does i t throw l ight on the progress of a r t s , crafts and 
l i t e r a tu re in the city. Such a kind of information i s 
;ieither gleaned from contemporary chronicles sfiS foreign 
travellers ' accounts. Moreover, no historical or l i t e r a ry 
works were compiled in Ajmer that could have supplied 
material to enable scholars and popular writers to construct 
i t s history. No Rajput chieftain or foreign conquerer had 
made Ajmer the seat of his dynastic kingdom under whose 
patronage the art of hi story-writing would have flourished 
Cff) 
oral is court served as a repository of a large number of 
royal famanSf official correspondence and papers of 
various descriptions. I t i s , therefore, not surprising 
that due to the paucity of source-material no exhaustive 
and authentic history of Ajmer has so far been written in 
modern times, whereas a number of studies on other major 
c i t i e s of the region have b ^ n produced by historians and 
writers. 
Even this study does not claim to have covered 
al l the aspects of socio-economic conditions and the course 
of pol i t ica l ac t lv i tes , because the scope of investigation 
i s limited to Wlaaa**i Sarkar Ajmer and discussion of the 
theme rests on information derived chiefly from this 
principal source. The tfjoa'-i Sarkar A.1mer wa Ranthambor 
I s a collection of the copies of reports of the news 
gathered and despatched by the tfaga^i HawLs. posted f i rs t 
at Ranthambor and then transferred to Ajmer, The period I t 
covers extends to only three regnal years, 21 t o 24, May 
1678 to December 1689 (Rabl-us S ^ i 1089 ^qV^d 1091,H). 
This collection, preserved In the Seminar Library of EElstory 
Department, Aligarh Muslim University was transcribed from 
a manuscript of Hyderabad State Library. The reports are 
<:///; 
written in simple Persian and chronologically arranged, 
denoting every regnal year and month. 
The name of the V/aaa*-i Hawis i s not given any 
where in the pages of the text , and the contemporary 
records are also silent on this Important matter. However, 
the author of this collection provides sone brief but 
interesting information about himself. H© f i rs t served as 
a Sawaneh Nigay of sarkar Ranthambor, and in 21 regnal year 
became the Bakhshi Maaa*»i Nawis of the Sub ah Ajmer. When 
he was going to Ajmer to assume charge of his new office 
he halted to pass a night at village Hdaria in the D are ana 
Tonk. The local namindar, Ushan Singh, sent some watchmen 
to guard his tent and help him in the event of an attack by 
robbers} but these watchmen finding the Highal officer and 
his servants fast asleep entered the tent and took away a l l 
his belongings which included the three volumes of the 
copies of despatches he hsni communicated to the court from 
Hanthambor. Later, one of the miscreants was caught, but 
the volumes could not be recovered, susd th is valuable 
material was l o s t for ever. The f i r s t ten pages of the 
Waaa'^i concerning the affairs of sarkar Ranthambor he 
wrote on the basis of his memory. Soon after his arr ival 
in Ajmer the ¥aoa'«i Nawis paid vis i t to the governori and, 
having discussed official business with him, assumed the 
charge;^ of his new office. For his residence he occupied 
the house recently vacated by the 
Uu) 
The jurisdiction of the Bakhahl WaQa,l Hawla 
extended to the %ihole province including the ci ty of AJmer. 
He gathered news through his agents vorking in the tovns of 
the pub ah t and twice a week sent them to the office of 
Daroeah*-i Dak Chowki for o^^ward transmission. He himself 
wrote the reports after carefully scrutinizing and editing 
the news he received almost daily from different parts of 
the province. He tried his utmost to report full and 
correct facts without distortion to the iiiijerlal court, 
yhen l» failed to maintain the lines of communication with 
his assistants during the period of Kathor rebellion he 
en5)loyed beggars to bring the news, and thus managed to 
keep the court informed with the changes and events in the 
gubah. But the author has not recorded in his diary the 
proceedings and transactions that took place in the court 
vHien iUirangzeb was himself present in the c i ty . The En^eror 
had once spent four months - January—'April 1679 — — in 
Ajmer, and again, he lived there for two years September 
167Q to September 1681 , to direct aol supervise the 
military operations against the Rathors. 
It i ^ e a r s that the Waga'-i Nawis was not 
aqjpolnted in the princely s ta tes , as , for example, such m 
officer was sent to Jodhpur only after i t s annexation. He 
bimscif attended the courts of the governor and the qayl 
C^) 
in order to put down the proceedings and incidents in his 
register. He was not satisfied with his emoluments which 
were meagre in proportion to the difficult and delicate 
duties he efficently and faithfully performed. He had 
often to borrow money from friends and bankers to meet his 
expenses. He worked under conditions of stress and strains. 
He had to supply authentic information to the Central 
government and maintain at the same time harmonious relations 
with his superior authorities. He once incurred the i l l - w i l l 
of Tahawwar Khan, the governor, for sending complaints 
against his conduct to the government* 
The Waaa*-i Sarkar A.1mer i s a mine of information. 
It makes a substantial addition to our knowledge of the 
history of the sub ah Ajmer for the period with which i t 
deals. I t describes in detai l various mili tary expeditions 
and administrative measures which Aaranggeb undertook to 
face the challenge of the Rathors and other refractory 
elements. It provides a rich data regarding the powers 
and function of the governor! the diwan and other provincial 
officers, and also sheds l ight on the moie of their handling 
the official business. I t reveals that the royal orders for 
temple destruction were vigorifously carried out throughout 
the province. It informs how Ani;^  Singh had destroyed the 
foodgrains worth forty thousand rupees which formed part of 
c^yn 
Maharaja Jaswaut Singh's property. Though the to l l - tax 
had been abolished by the government, yet the local famlndara 
and laalrdars realised I t without any check, and even the 
government servants had to pay i t under pressure. A Yad* 
dasht of 21 regnal year, July - August 1678, Included in 
the Jitaalzlf gives a l i s t of price prevalliLng In AJmer at 
that time. Prlce/<Cof same of the commodities are given here. 
If^eat 
Barely 
Oil 
Gram 
Qur 
EL our 
24 s^ps 
37 « 
4 " 
23 •» 
4 " 
23 " 
per one rupee 
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ti 
n 
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Besides this primary authority, there are several 
other valuable works that throw l ight on the history of 
Ajmer, and they have been used to support or supplement 
the information given in the yaoa*. The f i r s t i s the 
'Alamglr-namah written by Mirza Muhammad Kazlm, This official 
history i s based on State records and documents, and i t 
deals with the f i rs t ten years of the reign. The next work 
is the Ma»aslr-i Ulameiri written by Saqi Musta'id Khan. 
I t i s a canplete history of Aurangzeb*8 reign and is based 
on state papers and documents. The Muntakhab^ul Lubab of 
Muhammad Hashlm Khafi Khan Is a general history of the Mighal 
isy'^0 
rule, aM gives a complete history of Auriangzeb*s reign, 
A work of great value i s Futuhat^i Alamgiri written by 
Is war Das who was a civil officer in Jodhpur. I t i s of 
great Importance for the history of Rajas than from X6S7 
to 1698. Shah Nawaz Khan* s Ma*asir-ul Ifeiaray a dictionary 
of the I&ighal nobil i ty, is immensely useful for detai ls 
about the car/eers of governors, fauMars and other 
officials appointed in AJmer during the rdlgn of Aurangzeb, 
Asnad.us Sanadid^ a collection of royal farmans, oarwanas 
and aanAs of various description dating from the time of 
Akbar to the end of Shah Alam I P s reign, i s of trenendois 
Importance for the administrative history of Ajmer, It vas 
compiled by Maulana Syed Abdul Bari Mani-AJmeri—— and 
published in 1962. The si^jplement of Mi rat* 1 Afamadi i s 
very useful for a discussion of the nature and character 
of the ci ty administration under the Mughals, as i t gives 
a minute account of the powers and functions of officers 
engaged in that administration. Then the two works, Annals 
And Antiquities of Ralasthan by Tod and HJ^tpyy of ^.kg.tftaQ 
in the Vir Vinod by Kavi Raj Shaymal Das are of priceless 
Importance for the histo.ry of the period under discussion. 
• • • < 
CaAPTER - I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The First Two Decades of Aaranezeb's Relen. 1658-1678: 
In 16"^ Aurangzeb had completed two decades of his reign. 
These twenty years, constituting nearly the first half of the 
reign, had witnessed successful military campaigns against 
disruptive forces, conquest of some strategic areas and pro-
found changes in religious and administrative policies of the 
state. During these years North India was the centre of all 
the important military and political activities, while the 
south 'figured as a far-off and negligible factor'. The wars 
waged in this period served not only to assert Imperial 
prestige but also keep the nobles engaged and win public 
acclaim* By pursuing a policy of aggression and conquest 
Aurangzeb also wanted to demonstrate his claim to the throne. 
He had declared that none of his rivals, not even his father, 
possessed capacity and force of character required for leading 
the Eurplre to political glory and economic plenty. In the 
fulfilment of his objectives he faced difficulties and dangers, 
but ultimately succeeded in making the Empird stronger and 
building up his image as a superb general and efficient 
administrator. A man of undaunted courage, grim tenacity of 
purpose and ceaseless activity, Aurangzeb responded aggressively 
to the military challenges posed by the disruptive elements of 
the Empire. The dominant feature of his policy towards the 
pol i t i ca l anarchists and adversaries was straight fight by 
throwing the whole weight of the isrperial resources into the 
scale and carrying out struggle incessantly t i l l complete 
victory was achieved. Moreover, with his accession a period 
of strong government began* He infused new vigour in the 
administrationi distracted by the war of succession, and 
adopted effective measures to restore law and order in the 
provinces of the iSnqjire. 
In 1662-3 FaXamdaL and Kutch Bihar were occupied. 
Two years la ter Mir Jumla invaded Assam, while In the west 
Navangar was annexed. In January 1664 &hivaji*8 seizure 
and sack of Surat struck a severe blow to the growing power 
of the imperial government. However, Mirza Raja J a l S>ingh 
in the following year defeated and compelled Shivaji to 
submit to the dictates of the Emperor. &hivaji*s escape from 
Agra in 1666 nullif ied Ja l Singh's "Victory of the previous 
year and annuled the Treaty of Purandar. The inqaerialists 
opened vigorous offensive against Xusufzai and Afridi Afghans 
in June 1674 and after a reie;Kbtless fighting of two years 
they were brought into complete subjugation. The insurrections 
of the Jats in 1669-70 and of the Satnamls in 1672 were 
effectively suppressed. 
Though these mil i tary operations kept the Empr^or 
preoccupied, he endeavoured to raise the standards of the 
imperial administration, especially in i t s revenue and 
judicial spheres. He reduced the fiscal burden on the general 
public by abolishing 63 abvabs or Illegal cesses. For the 
growth of agriculture and protection of peasants he issued 
several decrees, the most Important being those addressed to 
Muhammad Hashlm and Raslkdas Karori. The work of compiling 
the Fatawa-1 *Alamgiri* designed to remove the prevailing 
defects and anomolies in the judicial system, was completed 
in this period. But he displayed fanatical intolerance towards 
the Hindus and Silkhs which stirred in their hearts a deep 
sense of cruel injustice and alienated their sympathies for 
government. On 19 April 1669 the Bmperor issued a general 
oi 
oTj^et to demolish the temples and shrines of the infidels, and 
accordingly Vlshwanlith temple of Benares and Keshav temple of 
Mathura were demolished in 1670. This change in the policy 
of the s tate reversed the process of enlightened liberalism 
which had begu^ with the accession of Akbar to the Mughal 
throng a century ago. 
Thus, these first two decades of Aurangzeb's reign 
were full of momentous events and develofments which produced 
changes of great significance in state policies. A study of 
these developments and their effects on government and society 
will provide with a historical perspective that may be helpful 
to an understanding of political conditions emerging in 1679. 
The brief survey given in the present chapter is mainly 
devoted to the Important military and administrative issues 
Military Conottests and Suppression of Reyolifli 
fitffKB3.hfly,„ffl.(a mm 
Dariflg the war of succession Fran Harayan,the la ja 
of Such Bihafi had occupied Ksosrup without encountering anjr 
sffl^lous resistance from the imperis i ls ts . For three years, 
1658-1661, the Raja remained in undisturbed possession of the 
terr i tory, defying al l the time soveilgn authority of the 
1 
Mughal Bmperor. Aurangzel}, having consolidated his position, 
planned for the suppression of the rebellious vassal and 
recovery of the los t land. For this purpose the Emperor 
2 
appointed Hir Jumla, the most trusted and experienced general, 
as the Viceroy of the eastern provinces In 1661. The march of 
the Mughal army under the command of a capable coousander 
1. Prince Shuja* vas the subedar of these provinces before 
the civi l war, but when he engaged himself in the contest 
for throne these rebel gaaindars annexed a large 
terr i tory and created disturbances. The governor 
Lutfullah Shirazi fled away from the prosinee, leaving 
a l l the Mughal dominion at the mercy of Ahom and 
Eutch Bihar kings. 
See for de ta i l s , J.H. Saikar, Short History of Aurangzebf 
pp. 113-123. 
2. fits real name vas J t r Muhammad Sa»id Ardistani and he 
vas a Persian by bir th. He served under the Sultan of 
Golcanda in various posts and finally became vagir of 
the Qutub Shahl ruler . He la ter joined hands with Prince 
Aurangeeb in the 29 H.Y. of Shahjahan, was rewarAM and 
created a mans^bdar of 6000/5000, When Qutub Shah in 
anger imprisoned his family and confiscated a l l his 
property the Mughal cormy marched towards Hyderabad and 
(Contd > 
alarmed the local chiefs and they in terror submitted and 
offered to surrender the t e r r i to ry they had formerly seized. 
However, Mir Jumla could not be satisfied with the mtre 
surrender of Kaarup by the Aboms unless the rebels were 
thoroughly punished and the Mughal authority was restored. 
With this object in view the viceroy set out from Decea on 
Nbvember 1B61 at the head of 12,000 horse and 30,00 foot,and 
vast f l o t i l l a of 323 boats, equipped with guns and led by 
European sa i l e r s , accompanied him. On 19 December 1661 the 
army occupied the capital of Kutch Bihar, and soon the 
annexation of the whole kingdom followed. On 4 January 1662 
the Mughal commander left the place and invaded Assam. Mir 
Jumla experienced overwhelming diff icult ies in the course of 
campaign but his firmness and military sk i l l triumphed over 
them. The Ahoms could not stand before the trained cavalry 
(qpr^t^, Xrm vv^^^mn pas?). 
Marched towards Hyderabad and compelled the Sultan to 
send back ^Q.r Jumla*s family. He received the t i t l e of 
^'azzam Khan. Isfhen he visited the imperial court the 
rank of 6,000/6,000 and office of Dlwafl was bestowed 
upon him. He fought in the Deecan and won fame as a brave 
and skilful general. When Aurangzeb declared war against 
his father and brother to secure the imperial throne,Jttr 
Jumla was suspected for being in secret alliance with the 
Emperor. Aurangzeb Imprloned him. However, after some time 
he was released and honoured with a higher rank of 7,000/ 
7,000. He was then sent to fight with Shuja*. He was success-
ful in crushing Shuja and was given the t i t l e of Khan-i-
Khanan Sepahsalar. His fonous campaigns In JEutch Elhar and 
Assam brought him name, but i t was during th^campaign when 
he died in April 1663, 2 ^fis f^ fom Kfelderpuye. 
For deta i l s , Jagdish Narayan Sarkar, The Life of Mir 
SMXU pp. S22«283| ms^Qry Of Auransi;efe,Vol.III, pp. 9s--/c^ 
Ma'asiiuul Umara* Vol. I l l , pp. 30-55. 
and heavy artillery of the Mughals, and were defeated in every 
battle. Their army and navy were annihilated, and on 17 March 
1662 the Mughals took possession of GarhgQpon, the capital of 
Assam, After the rainy season —May to October — in which 
the Mughal troops suffered terribly, Dikhu near Garhgaon was 
besiged, ^TDewalgaon was reduced and the whole country 
1 
overrun. At last the Ahom king became despair of resistance 
and he opened negotiations with the Mughal viceroy through the 
mediation of Diler Khan« According to the terms of peace the 
Ahom Raja, Jayadhwaj, agreed to rule as vassal of the Mughal 
£mpero/^r and send an ambassador to the headquarters of the 
faujdar at Gauhati* He also agreed tosend atonee his daughter 
and the sons of the Raja of Tlpan to the imperial court* He 
further undertook to pay the war indemnity consisting of 
20,000 tolas of gold, 1,20,000 totlas of silver, and 20 dressed 
elephants for the Emperor, 15 for Mir Jumla and 5 for Diler Khan. 
Moreover, he was to pay in the following year 3,00,000 tolas 
of silver, and 00 elephants in three instalments. The Haja 
1. During the months from May to October Mir Jumla remained 
surrounded by floods and the eneny forces, and consequently 
the ImpetSialisits- suffered immensely* But when the floods 
subsided and the ground became dry, the Mughal general 
rose to occctslon and successfuly dealt with the activities 
of the enemy. 
ceded to the Mughals more than half of the province of 
Dsorrang in the66-ttarkoX| and the kingdom of Nakti Hani, thus 
expanding to a great extent the eastern limits of the Mughal 
1 
Empire* 
S h i v a i i ' 8 Conflict With The Mughal Empire? 
I t i s not necessary for our purpose to t race e i the r 
the or igin of ttie Marathas or the ear ly career of Sh iva j i , the 
subjects have been exhaustively discussed in the scholar ly 
s tudies on the Maratha h i s t o ry . This section i s confined to 
a br ief analysis of events tha t led to the armed conf l i c t 
between Shivaj i and the Mughal government from 1660 to 1679 
and i t s impact on the imperial power and p o l i t i c s in the 
Decctan during tha t per iod. 
The unbroken ser ies of mi l i ta ry conquests achieved by 
2 
Shivaj i forced Aurangzeb to organise a concerted mi l i ta ry act ion 
under the d i r ec t i c^ of his experienced generals against him* 
1 . Ma 'as i r - i 'Alameiri . p . 44. 
L*asir"Ul Umara. I l l * p )^* 630-655. 
2 . Shivaj l was the second son of Shahji Bhonsle and was 
bom in April 1627 at Junxmr. He was an ambitious and 
energetic person* He strove to es tab l i sh his pos i t ion 
and influence in the area by uni t ing the Marathas under 
his leadership* He showed great courage and organizing 
capacity in es tabl ishing his kingdom by defeating h i s 
adversar ies . 
For d e t a i l of h is l i f e and achievements, see-
J . Grant Duff's History of Marathas^ Vol. I . 
N*a, Takakhav, The Life of ahiva.1i Mahara.1 
J .N. Sarkar, &hiva.1i and His Times. 
8 
1 
He appointed Shayista Khan to the vieeroyalty of the Deccafl 
with the specific task of cupshing the pQ\mT of Shiva^i. The 
viceroy, accordingly, opened a vigorous campaign early in 1660 
2 
and occupied Poona and the fort of Ghskan. But the gains of 
this hard-won victory were destroyed by ShJLvaji's surprise 
night attack on Shayista Khan's eaiBp in Poona as a result 
of -iliich he lost his thumh, a son and several attendants. I t 
was a severe blow to the power and prestige of the governor. 
Aurangzeb punished the governor for his negligence and ineapa-
Gity by transfering him to the government of Bengal and 
eipressed his anger by not allowing him to proceed to Agra 
3 
to attend the royal court. Shivadi's second outstanding 
success was the seizure and sack of Surat, the richest port 
of the west in January 1664. *'Politically and mi l i ta r i ly the 
seizure of Surat was a bombshell for the Maghals." It caused 
4 
a great demoralising effect on the Imperial court. 
1. Mirza Abu falib was the maternal uncle of Aurangzeb and 
was the son of Asaf Khan, son of I'ta:lmaA-ud Daula. 
Jehangir bestowed on him the t i t l e of Shaisyta Khan.He 
served as the subedar of various provinces under Shah* jehan and in 1658, got the t i t l e of Khan»i Jahan. He 
was holding the rank of 6000/6OO0 in the reign of 
Aurangzeb, Ma*a8ir«-ul Umarsy Vol. II |PP. 690-706, 
2. Saaqi Mustad Khan, Ma'aair»'i »AlamgiriLf p. 25, 
3. KhafL Khan, Muntakhab*ul Lubab^ Vol, I I , p . 171. 
4. During the governorship of Prince Muazzam Surat was 
sacked by Shiva^i. He also seized the pon^s of Jiwal 
and Pabal near Surat, and attacked tb© vassels of 
pilgrims, ^amtflkhab.ul Lubab^ Vol . ( i i ) , p. 177. 
For the successful prosecution of war ^ t h Shivaji 
the Bmperor's choice nov fe l l on Mirza Raja ^al Singh, a veteran 
of hundred fights* skilful dlplomate and cultured nobleman. On 
30 September 1564 he was appointed the viceroy of the Deccan, 
and some generals of repute l ike Bller Khan, Raja Hal Singh 
Sisodia and Raja Sujan Singh Bundela were placed under his 
command. Raja Jai Singh arrived at Poona on 3 March 1666 and 
took over charge from Maharaja Jaswant Singh who had been 
summoned to Delhi by the Emperor. Having completed arrangements 
for the defeice of Poona, the new governor laid seige to 
Purandhar, the stronghold of Shivaji. For two months the 
lighting raged In which the Marathas suffered heavily in men 
and material alike. Shivaji, seeing prospects of a prolonged 
resistance bleak, offered to SUIT end er the fort and met the 
3 
Mughal commander on 10 June 1665 to discuss the terms of peace. 
The Treaty of Purandhar formed a new landmark in the history of 
Mughal-Marat ha relations* By the treaty obligations of Purandhar 
Shivaji acknowledged the paramountcy of the Mughal Emperor and 
1. Mirssa Raja Jai Singh was a Kachwaha Rajput, having Mber 
as his hereditary watan l a s l i and was serving under Mighal 
banner since 12 R»y, of Emperor Jehangir. He served the 
Mughal government in various capacities in different parts 
of the fiapire. During the war of succession In 1658, he 
defeated Prince Shuja at Patehabad, and was promoted to 
the rank of 7000/7000 (5,000 2-3 b). After the ba t t le of 
Dharmat, he joined Aurangzeb, and received as estate worth 
a crore of .d .^l,.t. Ma^asi^ul tlmara^ Vol. i n , pp.S68-77. 
s. Ma!.fl8tfc.i *ffla(psiri, p. 48. 
3. See for deta i ls , Ma'asly-i, '^m^^l^i PP« 50-51, 
Pliiyajiap^. Hl,a yipiesi PP. los-ge. 
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c^reed to serve under him as a Vassal. This fundamental condition 
he soon fulfi l led by fighting under the command of Raja Ja i Singh 
1 
against the army of Bijapur. 
RaJJia J a i Singh also succeeded, though with great 
difficulty, in persuading Shiva^L to go to Agra and pay his 
homage to the Emperor. He held out prospects of high rank and 
rich rewards, and assured him on solemn oatiis that no harm 
would be done to his person or honour. The Emperor approved 
the plan and instructed the provincial diwan of the Deccan to 
advance Shiva^i a sum of one lakh of rupees from the local 
treasury for the expenses of his journey. Shiva^i reached Agra 
in the f i r s t week of May, 1666, and soon after was introduced 
in the open darbar where he made an offering of 1,600 gold 
2 
pieces and Rs,6,000. The Emperor graciously accepted the 
presents and called him to move near the throne. But, "no 
costly present, no high t i t l e , no kind word even, had followed 
his bow to the throne." In fact , gifts comprising an elephant, 
a robe of honour and some jewels had been reserved to be given 
to him a t the end of his audience. The reason of the Emperor's 
indifference towards Shivajl may be ascribed to the heavy 
schedule of official business which he was conducting at the 
1 . Huntakhab»ul Labab. Vol. I I , pp. 176-86. 
Ma*asir*i AlffiaAJgir/. 
2, Alameir Hamah. p . 969 
lffi J ir/. p . 5lj Alameir Namahy pp. 903-7. 
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moment in the corwded court. Shivajl was given a position in 
the row where mansabdars of 6,000 ^at were standing. Proud 
of his military achievements and prowess, the Maratha chief 
had expected a higher rnak, a more cordial interview and some 
promise for promotion in future. Disappointed in his hopes 
and disgusted with the atmosphere in the court, he could not 
suppress his anger, and consequently f e l l down in a swoon* 
Upon this he was removed to a seprate room, but on coming to 
his senses he openly complained of the i l l treatment and even 
accused the Emperor of breach of fa i th . He was la ter on placed 
under police suriEillance and forbidden the court. However, 
Shivaji , after three months of captivity, effected his escape 
by employing a clever device which he alone could think and 
execute. His escape proved a great shock to the Emperor the 
effects of Tiftiich continued to influence his mind t i l l the l a s t . 
I t portended official weakness and encouraged other predatory 
chiefs to fearlessly assert their power. Aurangzeb misteok 
Shivaji as an ordinary rebel and a military adventurer, and 
failed to understand his mental make-up, ambitions and the 
character of movement he had launched in the south. 
For three years after his return to home from Agra, 
20 November 1666, Shivaji lived peacefiully, giving no fresh 
provocation to the Mughalsj he devoted this period of peace 
1. Muntakhab-ul Lubab ( i i ) , p . 190. 
9 
to the consolidation and extension of his authority, 
organization of administration and construction of new forts 
aid repair of the old ones. Through the Intermediary of 
Prince Muazzam, the new viceroy| and Maharaja Jaswant Singh 
he made peace with the Mughal government in the beginning of 
1668. The fin^eror recognized Shivaji 's t i t l e of Raja but 
did not restore to him any of the forts except Chakaw. 
ahombhuji, his eldest son, paid v i s i t to the Prince who agalh 
conferred on him the mansab of 6,000 add assigned ,1agirs to 
him in Berar. Half of the assignee's contingent/were posted 
for royal service in Aurangabad, while the other half was sent 
to Berar to help liia in collecting the revenues. 
But in 1670 he broke away with the Mughal government 
and abandoned the treaty obligations he had recently entered 
in to . He opened his offAnsive with resolve and vigour, and by 
rapid strokes recovered nearly a l l the forts ceded hy him in 
2 
1665. A b i t t e r feud that arose between Prince Mu'azzam mA 
Diler Khan, the Afghan general, prevented the imperialists 
1. For details see* Shiva.1i and his times, pp. 160-164. 
2. For details see* Life of S.hiva.1i Mahara.1. pp. 311-36. 
In March 1670 even Purandar was recovered by one of 
Shivaji 's general and the Mughal ailadar was taken as 
captiire. 
Maasli^" Alamgjri^ p . 99. 
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1 
from chastising or even checking Shivaji. Encountering no 
opposition from the liighal army Shivaji plundered Surat for 
the second time, 3-S October 1670, and brought safely a booty 
2 
worth of 66 lakhs of rupees. On 17 October he defeated Daud 
Khan at mndoni who had been sent to Intercept and attack 
3 
the Marathas on their homevard march from Surat, He then 
made raids into Baglana, Khandesh, Berar and Aurangabeni, 
devastated and seized towns and vi l lages , and imposed chauth 
on the conquered t e r r i to r i e s . On 6 March 1673 he took hold 
of Panhala by bribery and 27th on July secured the possession 
4 
of Satara fort by the same means. He thus frustrated the 
plans and tactics of the Mughal generals in the Deccan and 
gained great accession of power during th is period of b i t t e r 
warfare^ For the Hughals the situation became dismal and the 
gloom was deepened by the Afghan revolt and confusion that 
arose after the death of *Ali ii&il &hah I I . Shivajl, now 
1. It is said that Prince l^azzam wanted that DUer Khan 
should f i r s t attack Shivaji instead of revaging the 
Bi^apur te r r i to r ies . Diler Khan, after ravaging the 
lands of Adil Shahi kingdom, had besiged Bijapur and 
thus openly violated the Prince, Moreover Maharaja 
Jaswant Singh was also misguiding the Prince because 
for him Diler Khan»s presence in Deccan was not good, 
Iftikhar Khan the Khan-i Saman wa« then sent to investi-
gate into the matter and report t o the Emperor, but he 
too played a dubious role . The quarrell becams so b i t t e r 
that i t became a common talk of the camPt and ultimately 
DiOer Khan was recalled and deprived of his rank and 
t i t l e . For details see, MUhanmad Ebraheem Zub^i , Basatin' 
ttS-Salatinf pp. 450-612J P^ya.U,flqd HjLg, Tiffl,fta,pp.367«70. 
S. .HR!a8,iy-^ ,A3.gnK3li:Jr> p.306| Afe^ ba^ fil - 13*10. 
3. For details see , Bhimsen, Huskha.! Dilkasha.pp. 84-88. 
4. ^a*fl9ir>| ^mnXiXf P. ^7, 
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secure and supreme, crowned himself Chhatrapati at Raigarh 
1 
in June 1674. He s^pmit one year in conquering Madras and 
Mysore Plateu, However, he was badly defeated by Ranmast Khan 
in November 1679 at a place between Jalna and Aurangabad. His 
four thousand soldiers f e l l and he slipped out by an obscure 
2 
path to his own capital where he died on 4 April 1680 at the 
3 
age of 53* 
At the time of his death Shivaji*s king^dom, 
included a l l the country stretching from Hamnagar in the 
north to Karevar or the Gangavati r iver in the Bombay 
district of Kanara in the south. The eastern boundry 
embraced Baglana in the north, Hasik and Poona d i s t r i c t s , 
and covered the whole of Satara and much of the Kolhapur 
d is t r ic ts* His la tes t conquests included the country extending 
from the Tunghhdra opposite Kopal to Vellore and iHa^U The 
revenues from this whole area was nearly one crore of huns, 
while the chauth when collected in ful l brought in another 
80 lakhs, "The imperishable achievement of his l ife? writes 
ff.N. aarkar, "was the vrelding of the Marathas into a nation, 
and his most precious legacy was the spirit that he breathed 
4 
Into his people." 
1« For details see, Life of ^hiva.1i Mahara.1. pp. 348-69. 
2. Shivaii and his times, p . 328. 
3 . Maasir-i Alamgiri,, 194| Muntakhab^ul JEaibab. ( i i ) , 271. 
4 . J.H. Sarkar, History of Aurangzeb. I l l , p . 190. 
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Revolt Of The Frontier Afghaagt 
The Yusufzal and Afrldl elans living in the Piabawar 
and Khyber regions rose in revolt in the second decade of 
Aarang8eb*8 reign bat vere subjugated by the superior forces 
of the Enplre. The rugged and narrow hi l ls of the region 
yielded two scanty a sustenance for the evei^incaPeasing 
population of these sturdy and warlike Afghans and law-
enforcement agencies generally failed to keep them under 
control. The Afghans had preferred highway robbery to peaceful 
pursuit of trade and agriculture as their hereditory profess-
ion. Divided into clans and fsmilies and torn by mutual 
Jeal-ousies they could never be welded into a well-organ!zed 
nation to establish and sustain a s tate on permanent basis . 
Unlike the Marat has and the Rajputs they did not obey a leader 
under all circumstancesi they forsake him the moment he failed 
to provide them with booty. 
At the beginning of 31567 the Yusufzai clan, living 
in Swat and Bajaur and the North Peshawar plain, rose under 
1 
Bag ha who croitned a pretender under the t i t l e of Muhammad Shah. 
The Yusufzai Afghans crossed the Indus r iver above Attock and 
burst into Hazara dis t r ic t and plundered the imperial posts. 
*^ Mintakhftb^ul T.Qb«bT Vol. I I , p. 229. 
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other bands of the Afghans ravaged westein Peshawar and Attock 
d is t r ic ts* But they were defeated and driven out by Kamil Khan, 
the commandant of Attock. Shamsher Khan, another imperial 
gKieral, crossed the Indus with a large army and ruthlessly 
devastated their villages and towns• Barly in September 1667 
the Smperor sent Muhammad Amln Khan to tak:e the supreme command 
of the Mughals, and he with hard blows further shattered the 
power of the rebels. 
Few years la ter in 1672 the Afridi clans of Khyber 
Pass rose in revolt under their leader Akmal Khan, a bom 
general andcapable administrator* Akmal Khan croTiRied himself 
king and declared open war with the imperialists, and i t soon 
assumed the character of a national movement. At a place 
called All Mas3id he surrounded the arngr of Muhammad Amin Khan, 
governor of Afghanistan, cut off the supply of water and 
attacked so furiously that the Mughal commander could not stand 
the onslaughts and turned on his heels for safety. But the 
butchery that followed was unprecedented. Teii thousand m«n were 
s la in , 20,000 ii«n and women, including the governor's family 
were dragged into c aptivity, and entire baggage and equipment 
worth twenty million of rupees were plundered by the 
1. OB. the orders of the Knperor Amir Khan the governor of 
Kabul had deputed Shamsher. Khan along with 500 men to 
put down the rebels* Further Aurangzeb deputed Balchshi-
u l Mulk Mohd* Amin Khan, along with other nobles and 
%000 troopers to crush the revolt* Maasir-i Alameiri. 
pp. 61-62. 
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1 
fanatics, Khushal Khali| the poet warrior of Khattak clan, 
inspired the t r ibe to join the ranks of the victorious leader 
and make sacrifice for the avowed national cause. 
The Eii^eror degraded Muhammad Amln £}ian for his 
inadequate arrangements and shameful flight and replaced him 
2 
by Mahabat Khan. But neither this new commander nor his 
successor Shu3a*at Khan could cope with the fast deteriorating 
3 
situation. Now Aurangzeb himself went to Hasan Abdal near 
Peshawar, 6 July 1674, to direct the operations against the 
victorious foe. His personal supervision soon brought success 
to the Mughal aims and restored the morale of the anay. The 
leaders of many clans submitted to the Emperor and in return 
received pensions and posts, while the lands of the refractory 
chiefs were ravaged and overrun by the Mughal armies. In this 
warfare one Turki general Blghur played a conspicuous role 
and his ruthless tactics and matchless courage created terror 
in the hearts of the Afghan armies. Having established his 
1. Akmed Khan had successfully united the Afridis and 
Khattak tr ibes. He had reaUy become a great danger for 
the iBq?erial authority after his victory over Mohgmmad 
Anln Khan. Ma'agjr-I. .AlamgUA* P. 117. 
2. ffehammad Amln Khan's rank was reduced from 6,000A to 
6,000A and he was ordered to join his new appointment 
without visiting the court. Mfl'apiy-^ ^apiK?,ntP» 121. 
3. I t is said that Mahabat Khan's policy of secret arrange-
ments ai^ understanding with Afghans displeased the Emperor 
and he sent Shuja'at Khan with Maharaja Jaswant Singh to 
handle the situation effectively. But mutual r iva l r ies , 
and lack of co-operation led to the l&ighal dlsast§r at 
Khara pass, resulting the death of Shuja*at Khan in 1674, 
Ma'aslivi AlamciriT pp. 129} 131-32. 
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1 
authority in the waivtorn area Aurangzeb returned, and in 
2 
1667 appointed imlr Khan as the governor of Afghanistan, 
By means of arms as v^LX as diplomacy Amir Khan voa the 
confidence of the tribesmen, and under his astute management 
the Afghans ceased to give trouble to the imperial government. 
The J a t . Satnani and Sikh Pprisingfl* 
In 1669, three years after Shlvaji*s escape from 
Agra, the Jats rose under their leader Golda of Tilpat , and 
in the fighting that ensued hilled Abdun Nabi, the fau.idar of 
Hathura, seieed and plundered villages and pareanas around 
3 
Agra* However, Hasan HI Khan, whom Aurangzeb had sent at 
th© head of a large army, defeated the Jats in a hotly contest-
ed engagement and established the Mighal rule. The Jats had 
mastered 20,000 strong, mostly peasants, and fought gallently 
but could not stand before the rapid and furious charges of 
the Mighal cavalry and a r t i l l e ry . Gokla vas taken prisoner and 
1. The personal vis i t of the Emperor boosted the morale of 
imperialists and slowly and gradually the situation was 
controlled, When Aurangzeb returned to th© capitaljAsghar 
Khan was made thanadar of Jalalabad, Hazber JSian of 
Jaijdaiak, Farq Khan of Lamghaii^t, Khajar Khan of Bangasht. 
Ma»asir-i Alangiri, pp. 144-145; 148; 167. 
2. Ma'a^iyvi jq,g|Rirjl,, p. 157. 
Amir Khan, son of Khalilullah Khan of Yezd, served «a 
Mir Tuzak in 29 regnal year of Shah Jahan, and in 31 regnal 
year he received the t i t l e of MLr Khan. InlO regnal year 
of Aurangzeb he accompanied Ifehammad j^ min Khan to fight in 
the canpaign against Yusufzal Pathans, In the Afghan war 
he showed remaiteable capacity of dash,skil l and organiza-
t ion, and in recognition of these merits he was appointed 
in 20 regnal year as governor of Kabul where he success-
fully dealt with the Afghan tribes and solved various 
administrative problems. Ma'asir-ul UmayaTlIfDp.g77-g^ft. 
3. Ma*asir-i ALamgiri. pp. 84; 92; 94-95. 
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l a t e r put to death la a most cruel way. The leadership of 
this huge plundering movement ever remained in the hands of 
the J at z^ lndars . 
1 
2a 1672 the Satnamis of Kazuol took up arms and 
organised aiebellion to overthrow the imperial authority in 
their dis t r ic t* They belonged to a sect of the Bairagis and 
believed in absolute monotheismi and condemned r i tual} 
superstition and cast dist inctions. Th^ were farmers, artisans 
and petty traders, devoted to the ideals of f raterni ty, honesty, 
industry and simplicity, and anitoiously keen to earn a good 
name in this world. A petty quarrel between a Satnami peasant 
and a foot soldier sparked off a general conflagration the 
repercussions of ifdiich were fe l t in far off places. The local 
officers failed to fieal effectively with the large number of 
rebels , who easily routed the few troops sent in small units 
against them. Consequently, Hamol was sacked and BXI independent 
administration was set up by the Sataamis to and around the 
d i s t r i c t . This development aroused the Emperor to the gravity 
of the si tuation. He despatched a strong arnqr under Ra^dandaz 
Khan with art i l3ery and a det^chm^t of the imperial guard. 
M a most obstinate ba t t le that took place two thousand 
Satn'amis f e l l on the f ie ld, and the i r i^ole army, was completely 
routed. 
^* Mm^t^flb^l Xubftb, Vol. XI, p^ S52{ ^ft',af^r-i AlflmR r^^ i 
PP* U4-16. Th ,^,toflgjL8B, Syst,Qm..of ,Mugii^,IiQ43A 
U5S6-1707) , pp. 342-44. 
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Hargovlndj son of Guru Ar^mi^ was the f i r s t Guru of 
the Sikhs who endeavoured to transform the sect into a military 
body ob%ient to i t s chief and set up a po l i t i ca l organization 
to achieve material prosperity and worldly glory. He formed 
a small army, kept in his retinue armed soldiers and adopted 
the s tyle of a Raja. "I wear two swords as emblems of 
sp i r i tua l and temporal authority. In the Guru*3 house religion 
and worldly enjoyment shall be combined." But his relations 
with the Mughal government soon became strained. On refusal 
to liquidate the fine imposed on his father Arjun by Jahangir 
he was condemned to imprisonment of twelve years which he 
stolely suffered in the fortress of Owalior. However, Shah 
Jahan employed him in the government, but he resigned and 
organized a revolt against the King* His ariny defeated and 
kil led Pai^da Khan Afghan, an imperial general, in an encounter, 
and plundered his camp. The fame of his victory spread far and 
wide, and the hope of booty attracted the sturdy J at peasantry 
in large numbers. He died at Kiratpiir (m. 10 March 1645. 
He was succeeded by his grandBon Har Rai, son of his 
eld4Bt son Gurditta. fhe new Guru sent his own eldest son Ham 
Rai to the court of Aurangzeb, and himself lived In peace at 
Kiratpur ^ e r e he died in 1661» After his death iiismal feuds 
1, For details seet Dabistan^l Maeahib. p . 234. 
Z. Farooqi, Aurangzeb and His fimes, pp. 247-59# 
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broke out amoag the &lkhS| who in the end aolmovledged fegh 
Bahadiir, second son of Har Govlnd as their 6iirU| and he 
selected a new place near Klratpur for his ahodei calling i t 
Mandpur* Tegh Bahadur lef t this place and proceeded to ^ma 
from where he accompanied Earn Singh Kach^waha on a military 
expedition to Assam* He took part in the campaigns against 
the Raja of Assam but af ter some time returned to Anandpur aid 
began to l ive a wandering devotee; the S.ikhs called him &aeha 
Padshahi or the tu re King, He supported the cause of the Hindus 
of Kashmir who were opposing the policy of religious persecution 
pursued by Aurangseb* On this charge he was arrested and 
brought to Delhi where he was beheaded* 
Aarangzeb's ReUeious Policet 
Aurangzeb's religious policy was shaped by the 
po l i t i ca l and economic trends 90$ as well as his own missicmary 
zeal to restore the r e l i g l m of Islam to i t s pr is t ine purity 
and rejuvenate the Muslim society. In the s tyle of his l i f e 
he was puritan* attsterei and industrious while in the observance 
of his religious r i t e s and practices he was passionately 
devout and inflexibly r igid. A great upholder of shariatT 
Aurangseb wanted to enforce i t s rules md regulations through 
s ta te machinery for socio-religlous reform of the Muslim society. 
,2 
With4l|that end in view he pxt>hlbited music| danee, gambling, 
and dylnklngj he forbade the use of t ight troHsec^ by ladles, 
disallowed women to congregate during the anniversaries of the 
sa in ts , and even prescribed the length of a man*s coat. He 
denounced such saints who led people astray and indulged in 
1 
unlawful practices. In the beginning he displayed no 
hos t i l i ty towards the Hindu faith and i t s traditions} he, on 
the other hand, tried to win i t s followers to his s ide . In 
one of his nishansy addressed to Rana Ha4 Singh of Hewar, he 
stated, ** a king who practices Intolerance towards the rel igion 
of another, Is a rebel against (fod.** iigain, he expressed his 
3 
views about other religions in the following words* 
'*What connection have earthly affairs with 
religion^ and what right have administrative 
works to meddle with bigotry? For you is 
your religion and far me Is mine.'' 
During the war of succession and immediately after 
his enthronement he made earnest efforts to secure the support 
of the Hajput chiefs and mansabdars ^ d scrupulously avoided 
the use of religious slogans which \rould have surely alienated 
1, Munta3chab<*ul Lubab. ^^^ /" />/>^/J-/3. J-Z'^^y V^^^ j . /^ .^ . / f . e - j 
2« Yiy Yinodf I I , pp. 4ie»420, 
3, AaecodotqS| 99. 
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them. It is true that Dara Shukoh had brought in 22 Rajputs 
among his 87 Jmowa. supporters while Aurangzeb had only Nine 
Rajputs holding ranks of 1|000 and above* The reason for this 
difference lay in the fact that at that time majority of 
Rajput chiefs and mansabdars were posted at the royal court 
and they could not afford to defy the orders of Shah Jahani 
who wanted to prevent the forward march of his three sons on 
Agra* After accession Hirza Raja Jai S>ingh was given the 
high rank of 7,000, and appointed governor of Bengal with all 
the powers and privileges vested in that office* Even Raja Jaswant 
Singh, in spite of his roles in the battles of Dharmat and 
Khajwah, was promoted to the same rank of 7,000/7,000, and 
twice appointed governor of Gujarat, 1669-61 and 1670-72. 
Thus, Aurangzeb treated the Hindu chiefs and zamindars 
with indulgence, and continued to appoint and promote the 
^^<^u mansabdars and civil officers with liberal patronage* 
However, the stresses and strains to which the imperial 
government was subjected during the Haratha and Jat risings 
brought a change in his attitude towards the Hindu classes, 
and he began to exercise restraint in matters of recruitment 
and promotion of Hindu officers at the close of the first 
decade of his reign* The sack of Surat by Shivaji in 1664 
and later on his escape from Agra in 1666 jand the revolt of 
1. Maasir-ul Umara^ III, pp*599-604. 
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Qokal Jat in 1669 l e f t a deep impression oiii his mind and he 
drealed the dangers of an organized movement against his 
regime. But, unlike his predecessors who also faced similar 
challenges to the s tabi l i ty of peace in the Bapire, Aurangzeb 
did not remain satisfied with mere suppression of the 
insurgents by force. He contrary to the Mughal traditional 
ways of dealing with such elements, resorted to iconoclastic 
measures which in consequence gave cause of b i t t e r resentment 
to the Hindu public and brought charges of belind bigotry 
against hto, Abdun Nabi Khan, fauJdar of Mathura, forcibly 
removed the carved stone railing presented by Dara Shokoh to 
Keshav Hal* s temple. This he did in compliance with the roysi 
orders issued on 14 October 1666, Finally in January 1S70 this 
magnificent temple, buil t by Bir Singh Dev Bundela at a cost 
of 33 lakhs was raised to the ground and on i t s ruins a grand 
1 
moscme was constructed, O^n seeing this strength of the 
Emperor*8 faith and the grandeur of his devotion to God, the 
Rajas fe l t suffocated and they stood in amazement l ike statues 
2 
facing the walls." In accordance with Hana:£l law the Enperor 
l a id down that old temples were to be protected while the 
construction of new temples would be prohibited. Howsfer, 
the evidence on record suggests that not a l l the newly buil t 
temples and shrines of the Hindus were demolishedj few cases 
1. 5br de ta i l s , HUntnlthnft-u|-fy|^f-l^ A/^-oL.-A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ /•/•fr-?/ 
2. ^ -
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of destructlcai of new teii5)les do not conclusively prove tha t 
these orders were car r ied out In every v i l l age and town of 
1 
the Smpire. But the mere issuance of the government orders 
regarding the destruct ion and profanation of sacred and holy 
places of the Hindus can^not be j a s t i f i e d from even the then 
prevai l ing standards of j u s t i c e and equity; such narz'ov 
interpretat lcai of the canon law revealed his re l ig ious 
fanaticism and const i tued a reversa l of the enlightened 
2 
policy so successfully pursued by his predecessors* Moreover, 
Aurangzebi by an ordinance of 10 April 1665, fixed the custom 
duty on a l l commodities brought in fa?* sa le at 2-J- % of the 
value in the case of Muslims and 5^ in tha t of the Hindu 
merchants. Two years l a t e r , 9 May 1667, the Smperor abolished 
the custom duty al together in the case of Muslim t r a d e r s , 
while the Hindu mei^hants continued to pay the duty a t the 
3 
old r a t e of 5%» ^his might have been probably done to 
encourage the Muslim trading classes to increase t h e i r 
f 
business and comete with the Hindu t raders possessing f a r / 
greater resources, experience and s k i l l in p ro f i t ee r ing . In 
1670 the imperial government imposed pilgrimage t a x , and 
according to Khafi Khan the Hindus excepting the Hajputs were 
4 
forbidden to r ide pa lk i s , elephants and horses of high qualify. 
1* Ma'aslr-*! Alameiri. p . 8 1 . 
2 . Sujan Hal, Khulasat^ut Tavarikh. pp. 14, 16,65, 9 1 . 
3 . Muntakhab-ul Labab. XI, 229, 230. 
4 . Muntakhab-ul Lubab. I I , 212, 88j Ma*a.sir~i Alamgiri. 
370, 354. 
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The Muslim religious and intel lectual classes received large 
revenue-free grants of land| and their mosques and madrasas 
were not only protected but also given ffinancial help by the 
government. Nevertheless his fanaticism as reflected in 
these discriminative regulations produced no deep Impact on 
the working of the imperial administration for i t continued 
to function on the old secular l i nes | and the basic socio-
economic structure of the Hindu society remained unaltered. 
C en t r al Ad minis t r at ion i 
During these f i r s t two decades of Auraagzeb*s reign 
the central government exercised sway over provincial aantx 
administration and operated at the peak of i t s efficiency. 
Highly centralised and de;^potio in character, the In^erlal 
government performed i t s multifarious functions in a most 
vigorous and effective manner, ^he Emperor supervised the 
working of every department, dealt with important issues 
confrftnting the government and curbed with strong hand any 
form of corruption, abuse and off ic ia l excesses. He displayed 
qualit ies of leadership in raising the standards of efficiency 
in every department, maintaing the integrity of the government 
and prestige of the monarchy. But he made no fundamental 
changes in the basic structure of the admjjiistrative machineiry 
which he had found in a s tate of slackness and negligence. 
He placed the departments of the central government under the 
charge of competent and experienced ministers while in the 
provinces he took care to bring local agencies and functionaries 
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under his direct supervision through the process of regular 
transfers and promotions of officers and prompt execution of 
the royal orders* For five years Aurangaeb kept the post of 
wizarat vacantj only two experienced officers, Rai Rayan 
Eaghunath and Fazil were totssasctBil entrusted with the 
functions of the office* 5his was a wise step on the part 
of the ^mperor as itfi ensured unity and balance of power 
among different sections of the nobil i ty, so essential for 
the s tab i l i ty of the govemment in a situation arising out 
of the peculify? circumstances of his accession to the throne* 
After his accession to the throne, Aurangzeb took 
care to maintain balance of power among different sections of 
the governing class , and tried to satisfy the demands of the 
nl^obles for promAtbn in order to secure their cooperation in 
military campaign he had launched to establisha his position 
as a strong and c-apable soverign* He even did not appoint 
any noble to the post of wizarat les t i t should prove a source 
of frict ion and result in the formation of groupings among 
the ambitious nobles and high off ic ia ls . For a decade he 
adhered to the principle of conciliation aad concord with his 
nobles, and did his utmost to keep his court free from 
tensions of factionalism which characterised the pol i t ics In 
1. Ma'asir»i Alameiri. p# 25$ History of Auranezeb. I l l , 
pp, 41 , 41 . 
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the couiii during the later period. After the death of his 
father in 1666 Auranzeb f e l t secure and found himself in a 
better position to deal firmly with the nobles if they 
musttired strength to challenge his authority. This self-
confidence reinforced by success in tiie suppression of 
insurrections led him to change his at t i tude towards the 
nobility? particularly the Hladu section of i t was affected 
most by thf5aifi change. As most of the revolts had been 
organized by the MarathaS| the Jats and other Hindu zamindars 
and peasants causing b i t t e r mortification to Aurangzeb, the 
Muslim orthoa^ox elements in the court and outside i t aroused 
the suspicion of the Emperor about the loyalty of not oiily 
the classes involved but of the Hindu public in general. The 
Muslim orthodox nlema acted in a manner best calculated to 
serve their own in teres ts , and at las t their steady pressure 
on the Smperor bore f ru i t . The Emperor now began to banVC 
heavily on the exclusive support of the Muslim religious 
c lass . Mahabat IQbian expressed his disapproval against such 
trends in a very strongly, worded l e t t e r to the Emperor. 
"The experienced and able officers, of the s t a t e , *he wrote, 
"are deprived of a l l t rust and confidence while fu l l reliance 
is placed on hypocritical mystics and empty-headed scholars." 
I t has been suggested that Aurangzeb sought to satisfy the 
demands of the Muslim nobili ty at the expense of the Hindu 
i» Mughal Nobility Under Aurangzeb. p . 90» 
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mansabdars and zamlndars for he had no lan.ds to conquer and 
no Jag Irs to assign to the farmer. fhe foreign elements in 
the Mughal nobil i ty — the Turanis and the Persians — 
occupied a predominant position, but the khanaaad nobles 
also enjoyed a privileged position as there were 213 khanazad 
mansabdars out of the to ta l 486. By the end of the second 
decade of his reign the Rajputs suffered a setback in matters 
of recruitment and promAtbn , whereas the number of the 
Afghans increased. Ihe government assigned .jagirs as well as 
zamindari rights to the Afghan mansabdars in the areas which 
were centres of chronic disturbances and disorders. 
Another striking feature of the imperial administra-
tion during the period lander review was the growing evi l of 
corruption and vainftlity from which even the theologians and 
judicialll officers were not free. The repeated orders and 
the warnings of Aurangaeb evidently indicate that the evil had 
become deeply rooted, affecting a l l the departments and 
consequently eroding the credibi l i ty of the government. At the 
same time the influence of the ulema and the oazis was 
increasing at the court and they were assuming a role which 
was outside the sphere of their jurisdiction and beyond their 
capabi l i t ies . Wh^ AurangzebK was in search of a competent 
general to lead a campaign against Shivaji, Mahabat Khan, the 
ablest and most out spoken of the courtiers, is said to have 
remarked. " I t is unnecessary to send an army against himj a 
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1 
proclalmation by the chief aazl would do the work." Qazi 
Abdul Wahab accepted bribes while appointing qa2siS| and 
during sixteen years of his tenure he had amassed Rs, 32 
2 
lakhs in c>ash besides jewellery and other valuable collections. 
The governors and faujdars also collected huge wealth through 
unlawful means without the fear of being punished for their 
acts of exploitation and misappropriation. For instance, 
Abdun Nabi Khan, faujdar of Mathura, was able to gather 
93|000 gold coins and thirteen lakhs of rupees. Ja 'a far Khan, 
ahaista Khan and Hafiz Mohammad Amin Khan were same of the 
few officers who by indulging in corruption had amassed 
3 
treasurers of money. I t appears that Aurangzeb failed to 
cursh the pernicious practice of corruption and reconciled 
to the existing social system which he could not transform 
without provoking the b i t t e r opposition of the vested 
in teres ts , 
I t has already been observed that during the war of 
succession the zamindars and other revoaue-collectors had 
withheld the payment of dues to the government, and, encouraged 
by the pol i t ica l ins tabi l i ty , they took to highway robbery and 
plunder of the vi l lages . S-oon after accession to the throne 
2. Ma' asir-ul^Umaray I , pp. 235-41. 
3 . Ma'asir^i Alameiri. p . 83j Manucci, I I I , pp. 232-291. 
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Aurangzeb adopted severe measures to punish the refractory 
elements, res tore order in towns and v i l lages and recover 
the government dues so far unpaid by the 2amin,dars and 
peasants . Punit ive expeditions under the command of experienced 
generals were despatched for the maintenance of peace and 
co l lec t ion of revenues. At the same time he took steps to im-
prove agr icul ture and provide r e l i e f to the hardpressed pub l i c . 
He abolished both the rahdari and the pandari in the crown 
lands and requested the .iagirdars and zamindars to do the 
same in the areas under t h e i r j u r i s d i c t i o n . This remission 
of the t r a i s i t dut ies on grains resul ted in the free flow of 
corn, o i l and vegetables, and bringing down pr ices to an 
1 
appreciable extent . Owing to drought in 1661 famine took 
place in north India and c i t i e s with large populations l ike 
Lahore, Delhi and Agra were affected by sca rc i ty of food. The 
government opened centres in these and other places for 
2 
d i s t r i bu t ion of food among the poor and needy. 
In a farman issued to Muhammad Hashim, dlwan of 
Gujarat, In 1669 Aurangzeb urged the revenue off icers to show 
benevolence towards the cu l t iva to r s and encourage them by the i r 
own kind treatment to bring more land under t i l l a g e . The 
off icer concerned should inquire into the condition of every 
1 . Muntakhab«ul Lubab. I I , pp. 87-89, 212. 
2 . Ma*asir-i Alameiri. p . 34t. 
Alamgir-Namah. Vol. 11, p . 609. 
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cultivator and act according to his information. If the 
ra* iyat was desti tutei possessing no implements of t i l l age , 
ca t t l e or seed, he should be provided with financial assistance 
in the form of taaavif and persuaded to cult ivate the land. 
In case he was in possession of a l l the means required for 
cultivation and there was enough ra infa l l , but failed to 
plough the land and sow the seed he should be punished and 
compelled to do his ^ob. ^t should be declared that whether 
**ie ra* iyat cultivated the land or not he would have to pay 
the rent fixed at an alterable rate for a specified quantity 
of land. If the cult ivator was too poor to get together 
agricultural implements or fled away leaving the land un-
cultivated, the land could be givei to another peasant onjf^ sfc^ ^ 
or for direct cultivation and the amount of the revenue 
collected from him. I t was further laid doim that the 
government share in the revenue should not exceed ohe-half, 
even if the land is capable of paying more thsa. t h i s . Whenever 
the ra* ivat deserted the land owing to the excessive exactions 
and oppBdssion of the officers cultivation suffered and the 
revenue declined. The officer might change fixed revenue into 
share of crop, or vice versa, if the z^vat agreed to i t 
otherwise not* 
1. J.N. Sarkar, Mughal Administration, pp. 176-181. 
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Remission to the cultivator was allowed in Case his 
cultivated field was devasted hy a natural calaraityi such as 
drought and flood. If a man sold his land, i«e«, the crop of 
his land and the purchaser got sufficient time during the year 
to cultivate i t , the officer should take the revenue from the 
purchaser* In case a person buil t a house on his land or 
plants trees the rent as fixed before should he realised from 
him* If he turned an arable land, on which a fixed revenue 
was assessed for cultivation into a gardm jand planted f ru i t -
trees on the whole t r ac t , the officer should take Rs« 2i iirtiich 
was the maximum rate for gardens, although the trees were not 
yet bearing fruit» In the farman addressed to Rasikdas Krori 
issued in 1667 the Emperor laid stress on the increase of 
cult ivation, protection of the peasants, fu l l investigation of 
agrarian conditions prevailing in each pargana, enforcement of 
royal orders regarding the abolition of i l l ega l cesses, 
necessary help and kind treatment to the rai*yat and .full 
realisation of the government dues* The aims and objectives 
of the £n5)eror's agricultural policies are embodied in the 
preamble to this important farman* "That, a l l the desires and 
aims of the Emperor are directed to the increase of cultivation, 
and the welfare of the peasantry and the people at large." The 
revenue officers have been urged to make inquiries into the 
s ta te of the crops and cultivators of every village"and exert 
themselves to bring a l l the arable lands under t i l l age and to 
increase the cultivation and the to ta l standard revenue, so 
that the pare anas may become cultivated and inhabited, the 
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people prosperous, and the revenue increased." 
The questions that how far these orders and 
instructions of the Emperor were implemented by tiie local 
revenue officers and to what extent the cultivation increased 
and the condition of the peasants improved have generated 
acute controversy among the historians. For Instance, Moreland 
basing his formulations on the contemporary t r ave l l e r ' s 
accounts has concluded that the condition of the peasantry 
was worse during the r eign of Aurangzeb then in the previous 
regimes of the Great Mughals. But i t appears that the si tuation 
deteriorated due to incessent fighting which took place In the 
second part of his re ign. The reasons ascribed to the distress 
and hardship of the peasants are the excessive exactions, 
corruption, transfer of .iagjrs and revolts of the zamindars. 
Dr. Athar All, on the other hand, Isolds that these regulations 
were enforced and the^e checks and restraints the .iaeirdars. 
A 
preventltii them from committing excesses as the government 
machinery was operating efficiently and effectively. Prof. 
Irfan Habib is of the opinion that peasants enjoyed bet ter 
position under the zamindars in kh^lisa or .jaglr lands. The 
zamindars being always in need of their support in conflicts 
with the govemmant officers treated the peasants kindly and 
generously. 
1. MuAhal Administration, pp. 190-191. 
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CHAPTER - II 
THE CITY OF AII-IBR DURING THE RATHOR REBBLLICTI 
Strategic Importance Of The Cityt 
Situated on a high plateu in a valley surroundedl^y the 
hills of the Aravall range, the city of Ajmer occupied a position 
of great strategic importance in Rajputana during the medieval 
period of the Indian history. It had served as a watch-tower 
over the neighbouring states of Mewar and Majpwar while the 
famous fortress of Taragarh built on one of its hills provided 
a strong defensive shield against the foreign aggression. The 
hills and plains in the valley had witnessed in the past inter-
mit ent and fateful fighting between the troops of the warrlords 
striving to capture it for establishing their supremacy over 
the whole region. As the city lay astride the trade routes 
betweoa the Gangetic plain and Gujarat, it gradually became the 
seat of commerce and trade and consequently grew in population 
and prosperity. Already a famous place of religious worship for 
the Hindus and the Jains, the shrine of Khawaja Mu'in-ud-din 
Chishti vtio had preached the spiritual message of Islam in the 
twelfth century began to attract Muslim pilgrims in thousands 
every year, adding new element to its social and cultural life. 
Like other cities in India A^msr, too, became the religious 
centre of different communities which inhabit the country. 
During the period of the Muslim rule beautiful structures —• 
monuments, public buildings, shops and houses — were eracted 
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and gardens were laid out in the ci ty and i t s environs. I t 
became the capital of the aubah of A^mer, the military head-
quarters of the imperial government, the key ci ty of Rajputana* 
the centre of beauty and attraction and the seat of culture and 
arts* 
The early history of A^mer is shrouded in obscurity 
and there is a difference of opinion among the historians on 
the date of i t s foundation and the dynasty which established 
i t s rule over the place* I t is said that Ajmer was founded 
about the year 145 A«D« by AJaipal, a Chuhan who also established 
the rule of his dynasty• But R.C, Ma^ umdar contends that 
Pri thvi Raj*s son and successor A^aipal founded the ci ty of 
"Ajaymeru" or modem Ajmer at the dawn of the tweKth century* 
But the description of Ajmer as given in the contemporary 
l i t e ra ture presents the picture of a fully developed c i ty , and 
in the l ight of th is evidaice i t is diff icult to understand 
how i t expanded to such a great extent withia a short period if 
i t had b e ^ founded at the beginning of the twelfth century. 
1* J.M. Dave, Immortal India. Vol. I I | p* 5, Bombay-1960. 
Dave holds the view that the city was fomded by 
Ajaipal, a chohan king who ruled during the days of 
M^hftt>har^ t,. ^^  
Dr. Buhler, Ajmer- Indian Antiquary. Vol. XXVI,pp. 162-63 
holds the view that the foundation of the c i ty was laid 
down^A^aidev I I , the twenty third chtthaa king. 
*'The other modem sources whfttliitention the date of i t s 
foundation in 145 A.D. are Encyclopadia Britc^inica. Vol.1, 
pp. 481-825 lincyclopadia Americana. Vol.1, p . 293. But 
Dr. B.C. Ma^umdar, The Struggle for Emplref p.82j hold the 
view that the present c i ty was founded by Ajairaj in the 
closing years of twelfth century. 
(Contd. on next page ) 
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I t may be safely assumed that Ajmer had been founded long before 
the times of Prlthvi Haj and the former Rajas, who ruled over i t 
1 
worked for i t s growth and expansion. 
AJmer Under The Sultans of Delhi* 
The second bat t le of Tarain in 1192 resulted in the 
defeat of Prithvi Rai and the conquest of DelM and Ajmer by 
2 
Shihab-ud-dJn Ghauri. The victor, howefer, did not annex AJmer 
to his newly founded kingdom, but allowed the vanquished*s son 
to rule over i t as his vassal. The Chuhans did not accept 
this position and under the leadership of Hari Rai, brother of 
Pri thvi Rai, organized ^ rebellion on massive scale, and 
capture Ajmer after driving out Prithvi Rai's son who had been 
installed as the vassal Raja by the Turks. Qutb-ud-dln Aibek, 
the commander of Shihab-ud-din's troops, immediately rushed at 
the head of a strong aimy to the scene of trouble and compelled 
(Contd. from previous page). •. • 
For details see, H.B, aharda, Aimer ~> Historical and 
Descriptive, pp. 37-40f Also see. R.C. Bramely. Imperial 
Gazetteer, 137-40j J.D. latauchi. Gazetteer of AJmer-
Merwapv p . 4j B. Thorton, A Gazetteer of t e r r i to r ies . 
under the Govt, of East India Company^  p . 66. Col. Tod, 
Annals and Antiquities of Ranasthan. 77^ / ??3) ^^ P/' /<^^ /- ^7 
1. I t is said that Anoraja or AWoji constraoted the famous 
Ana-sagarf and named i t after him, so did the Visaldev,who 
had buil t the f amous Sarsawti Mandir, which was la te r 
converted in the famous mosque known as "Adhai Dln-ka-Jhonpra". 
He also buil t the Visalsagar now known as Bichla Lake. For 
detai ls see, A3mer - Historical and Descriptive and the 
Gazetteers mentioned above. Hasan Nizami, Ta'a.1-ul Maasir 
2. Mlnhaj-us S i r a j , Tabaaat-i Nasiri.Vol. I , p . 400. 
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Harl Hal to give up his hold over Ajmer, which was again placed 
1 
under the charge of the son of Prithvi Raj. Ho sooner had the 
Turkish coiamandep turned his back than Hari Rai ousted the 
vassal of the Turkish government and took possession of Ajmer. 
Again Qutb-ud-din Aibek marched on Ajmer and recaptured i t 
without difficulty, but this time he put i t s administration 
under the control of a Muslim officer and transferred the 
Chuhan Raja to Ranthambor, The local Rajput chiefs made 
several vigorous attempts t o recover this important place 
from the control of the Turks bu the determination and fearless 
3 
courage of Qutb-ud-din frustrated their designs. 
Since this time Ajmer remained under the direct 
control of the Turkish government and al l the Sultans of Delhi 
took special interest in i t s administration. In X3S6 Mihammad 
bin Tughluq marched agairst Rana Hamir Deva who had captured 
Ajmer, The Sultan dislodged Hamlr Deva and :lmposed his para-
mountcy over the place, and paid visit to the shrine of Khwaja 
1. Ta'aj.u3, Ma*a§^yf ^ ^ V - - ^ ^ - ^ - .^^^ ^: ^^ ^ -^-^ ^ 
2. l«tran Syed Hussain Khang ^was appointed the qjladar of 
the city but in 1210, the Solankia and other clans of 
Rajputs attacked and kil led him with a l l his companions 
at the fortress of Garhi Bitle. His shrine along with 
others s t i l l visited by pilgrims. 
Ferishta, Tal'ilfe.Ni g? ;^i.,3Ma» Vol. I , p. 62. 
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1 
Ito«iii-ua-diii Chlshti. In 1396 Zafar Khan, the governor of 
Gujarat, led an expedition against the Bajputs and established 
2 
his control over AJmer. the local chieftains, taking advantage 
of the break-down of central power caused hy the invasion of 
3 
Timur, 1396-97, occupied Ajmer and kept i t under the i r control 
t i n 14S6 when Ifehmud Khalji, the Sultan of Jfendooi recovered 
i t and appointed his oisa o ^ i c e r , Khawaja Nal'mat-ullah as 
governor of AJmer, Maharana Sangha, re-occupied i t in 1516, 
1. Isaial, Ma^'^uf ga;^amn» p. 466, 
According to Mir iOiurd who had quoted Shaikh Nizam-
uddin Aullya, Shaikh Muin-al-Din Chishty stepped into the 
heart of A^mer ci ty during the closing reign of Perthivi 
Haj Chauhan, He lived there for about 40 years and preaehed 
Islamic mysticism. He passed away and buiried in 1235/633 
A.H. in the sane ce l l where he had spent most of his time 
in meditation. Sivar-ul Auliva. p. 46. 
2. Sikander, .^ga.ttrl ,S^ l^ aP4,arJ^ ,» P. !«• 
3. According to Tod, Maharana Mukul held i t between 1490-33} 
^^aalS an# Ant;|q^t;L98j?f HfijM^toi Vol. I I , p . 16. 
Later on I t is reported by H.B, Sharda, Maharana Eambfaa, 
p. 144j that the ci ty was under the control of Maharana 
Iambha t i l l 1456. 
4. KaviraJ Sheyamaldas, Vir Tinod, Vol. I , pp. 395-27. 
Mlzamuddin Ahmad, Tabaaat-i Akbari. Vol. H I , p . 338. 
The author of Akhbaiyul Akhiysff, says tha t the 
Sultan of Mandoo f i rs t requested Shaikh Qutbuddin, a great 
grandson of Shaikh Mu* in-al-Dln Chlshti to become the 
Haklffi of AJmer, but the descendant of the great Chlshti 
saint refused, aM la te r Khwaja Walmatullah was given the 
charge of Ajmer. 
Shaikh Qutbuddin was compelled by the Sultan to 
ffisecanpany hia to Mandoo wher® he was *© given a mansab ©f 
3,000 with the t i t l e of Chisht Khan. A Havell in Mandoo 
very near to that of the Sultan's s t i l l exis ts , and i s 
known as Chlshti Khan's Haveli, and reminds the people of 
the respected Khan. 
Molvi A. Haq, W^ay»4 ^^YaTt PP» lSO-31. 
5. B.H. Bao, glflrles of Marwar and aiorious Rftthore. 
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In 1532, the Gujarat army of Bahadur dhah snatched i t from 
1 
Rajputs by an assau l t . We are informed tha t in 1544} aher shah 
Sur i attacked the c i t y , and after the victory v i s i t ed the 
2 
shr ine of Shaikh Muin-al-Din. The v i s i t s of the Sultan of 
Delhi | Mandoo, Gujarat, and of t h e i r respect ive nobles , ruipats^ 
the theory tha t i t was only during the period of AkbaTi t h a t 
the c i t y of Ajmer assumed greater importance owing to the 
shi rne of Khwaja Muln-al-Dtn Chisht i for whom the Emperor had 
deepest regard. 
After the decline of Sur power, Haji Khan, a s lave 
3 
of Sher Shah established his independent s t a t e c t a t Ajmer. 
I t was from Haji Khan Sur tha t Akbar's general wrested in 
4 
1556/946 to the Mughal Empire. 
Formation of the Subah of A.1mer Under Akbari 
Soon af te r his accession to the throne in 1556 Akbar 
despatched a mi l i t a ry expedition under the command of Muhammad 
Qasim Khan Nishapuri to conquer Ajmer and annex to the Mughal 
Empire. When in 1580 the provincia l administration was r e -
organized and a uniform system - c i v i l and j u d i c i a l — 
1 . Mira t - i Sikandar i . p . 293. Actually Shamsher-ul Mulk a 
Gujarati Commander attacked and had occupied the c i t y . 
2 . AbdooJah, Tarikh-i Daudi. p . 164. 
3 . Abul Fazal , Akbar Wamah (Tran. Bev.) Vol. I I , p . 72. 
4» Akbar"-Namahy Vol. I I , p . 46. 
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Introduced throughout the Empire, Ajmer obta:lned the s t a tus 
of a seprate and ful l -f ledged sub ah and c i ty of Ajmer, i t s 
c a p i t a l , became the base for mi l i t a ry operations in Rajputana. 
The increasing In t e r e s t of the Emperor in the a f fa i r s of the 
Rajput s t a t e s led the imperial government to under^take 
measures for the development of the c i t y in a l l spheres. To 
the east of the subah of AJmer lay Agra, to the nor th the 
dependencies of Delhi, to the sou^th Gujarat and to the west 
Dipalpur and Multan. I t comprised seven sarkars having 197 
1 
pareanas , the sarkar of Ajmer had 26 narganas* The sarkars 
of Ajmer, Nager, Ranthambor and Chi t tor were under d i r ec t 
control of the cen t r a l government and t h e i r fauidars were 
appointed and t ransferred by the orders of the Emperor, But 
Jodhpur, S i rho i and Bikane^r sarkars were not administered 
d i r e c t l y by the cen t re , as the chiefs of these places had 
acknowledge the Mughal suzeranty and ruled as vassals* I t s 
revenue was 28,61,37,968 dams, and i t had to furnish 86,600 
cavalry, and 347,000 infantry . The Ajmer sarkar had t o 
cont r ibute 16,000 cavalry, 80,000 Infantry and 6,221,83,890 
2 
dams as revenues from i t s mahals. 
1 . Abul Fazal , Aln«i Akbari. Vol. I I , pp. 23-26. 
2* Ain-i Akbari. Vol. I I , pp. 23-26; 128-30. 
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The anperor^s repeated visi ts between 1S61-80 to 
1 
the shrine of Shaikh Muin-ud^Din Chlshti his grants of revenue 
free land to the KHADl?6y and the imperial officials of the 
2 3 
shrine, and his keen interest in the development of the ci ty 
enhanced the position of Ajfl»r, and i t grew Into one of the 
most prosperious and flourishing c i t i es of the Empire. 
Jahangir visited AJmer in 1613 and made i t a head-
quarter of his operations aglnst Maharana Mar Singh of Hevar. 
He stayed here for nearly three years and frequently paid 
v is i t s to the shrine during this period. He admired the beauty 
of the landscape of i t s buildings, markets and climate 
1. A&bar visited A^mer in 1561 and sent Hussain Quli Beg in 
1663 to eiush the revolt of Mirza Sharfuddin Jaeirdar of 
AJmer. He again visited i t in 1S68< In 14 regnal year 
the famous journey of the Emperor on foot took place. 
He visited Ajmer for the las t time in 1680. 
2. Three villages of Nandla, Beer and Kakniavas were 
assigned to li^UiXm as madad^l ma*ash. For detai ls See 
Maulana A. Bari, Asnad^us Sanadid^ PP. 3 - ^ , 
3. The famous city wall (kot) was constructed. At the same 
time a palace-cum fort was erected for the royal residence, 
known as Daulat Khana, now called as Maozine. Khas Bazar, 
now called m Dargah Bazar, was founded^soid a big mosque 
in the shrine of Khwa^ a Sahib with a tank in i t was bui l t , 
finding the Mughal Saperor, so much attached to the Khawaja, 
many among his nobles erected buildings in the shrine of 
Shaikh WUln.ud-din/::on the Taragarh fort and also in Shrine 
of ML ran Syed Hussain. 
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1 
of the elty. During the period of his atay Mehrun lfi.ssa wa« 
given the t i t l e of "Noor Mahel and Prince Khurram that of 
Shah-1 Jahan, Dara was also born here in 1616. I t was here 
that Sir Thomas Roe, the English ambassador, tfisited the 
ihipeffor. According to Poster, there was an English factory 
under Master Edwards, when Thomas Roe csane here, and Tom Coryat 
lived in Ajmer for more than a year in 1615. Jion also came 
3 
to Ajmer in the seme year. After the death of Jehanglr, 
Khurram passed through Ajmer on his way to Agra* and here 
Mahabat Khan met and promised him to support in his struggle 
4 
of succession to the throne. Shah Jahan sdTter his accession 
came to Ajmer and on one occasion bis daughter ^ahan Ara and 
5 
other members of the family visited the shriLne. 
^. Tugute-i Jehanglri. pp. 1S4, 68. 
2. % Foster, The Embassy of Sir Thomas Roe, pp. SO-Sl. 
3. V. Poster, Eatfly Travels in India, pp. 194-236. 
4. MMlSsSJLSmSMi Vol. I l l , p . 399. Mahabat Khan who 
was afraid of Asaf Khan pledged his loyalty to Shah 
Jahan by taking a solemn oath at the shrine of Khwaja 
Sahib, I,ater, he was given the t i t l e of Khan-i Khanan, 
si,Dah8alar with a rank of 7,000/7,000, a gift of Ra,4 
lakhs, and the governorship of Ajmer. A Hamid Lahor^ 
laS^MfeJflMlJ* Vol. I , pp. 69, 117. 
5. Ibr ^ahan Ara*s v i s i t , see, MoMs-nl Arw^h^ 
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Shah Jahan constructed some magnificent buildings in 
1 
the ci ty and Dnrgah* and took keen interest in i t s administra-
t ive affairs. He sett led the dispute among ths custodians of 
the Dargah over the issue of the key-keeping of the shrine 
2 
and distribution of dally Inctsme. 
During the l i f e time of Shah Jahan war broke out 
among his sons, and the city of Ajmer witnessed one of the 
bloodiest and decisive batt les of succession. 
Battle of Peorai. March 16591 
Deorai or Doral is four and a half miles south of 
Ajmer, and l i e s at the mouth of Chashma valley, and at the 
foot of eastern spurs of the hi l l s crowned by the famous Qarh 
B i t l i . I t was here that a deeisive ba t t le for the 
imperial throne was fought between the amies 
1. Among his famous buildings are the Jama Hasjid of white 
marble in the shrine, Kalami Darwasa of the shrine, 
marble Baradaries on the embanlsnent of Anasagar. 
2. There is a big * Far man' in the trdasury (commonly known 
as Toshe-khana-1 Qadlm) In which the names of a l l the 
Majavars are written. The whole community of the Hajawirs 
was divided into seven groups, each composed of Sf7 persons. 
It was arranged that each would keep the key and obtain 
the income for a dayt and thus a l l the seven groups will 
get their turns within a week. The Farman is dated S9 211 
HiJ, 28 R.Y. A5nad»us Sanadid also contains a copy of this 
Xaeaaa, pp. 210-214. 
3. The villages Deorai and Sombalpure weare given to the 
shrine of Syed Hussain at Taragarh by Al&ar. 
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of Aurangzeb and Dara B,hlkuh on 14 March 1659. Having s e t 
up his authority in jahmadabad and secured the submission 
of Slhah Nawaz Khan, the governor of Gujaratf Dara organized 
a fresh army of 22,000 to challege his victorious brother 
Aurangzeb for another t r i a l of strength. But Ahmadabad was 
exposed to the enemy's attack, and in case he was surrounded 
and besieged he could be easily minirft. Search for a safe 
base of operation forced him to withdraw from Ahmadabad and 
proceed towards the Deecan where he was confident to gain 
the support of the rulers of Bi^apur and Golkonda and hold 
on for long. But the news that S-huja* was at that time 
rapidly advancing from the east and Aurangzeb was faraway 
in the Pan^ab inspired Dara with a new hope of capturing Agra 
and releasing his father Shah Jahan from the prison. He, 
therefore, changed his original plan of going to the Deecan, 
and, accompanied by his whole army and family started fop 
AJmer. He had hardly coBtcreed a short distance of journey 
than was the real t ruth revealed to .hi>v viz , that Aurangzeb 
had triumphed over Shuja', Agra and Delhi had fallen under 
his complete control and an army had been despatched to 
invade Marwar to punish Jaswant Singh for his treachery In 
the bat t le of Kha^wah. The disappointing news upset his 
scheme of marching northward, but at this very moment he 
1, Khafl Khan I Muntakhab^ul Lababy Trans. El l io t & Dowson 
Vol. I I , pp. 234-7. 
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received a message from Maharaja Jaswant aingh which 
encouraged him to continue his forward march and reach 
Ajmer. The Maharaja professed his devotion to Shah Jahan 
and promised unreserved support in the contest o^ against 
1 
Aurangzeb. Seeing the prospects of Rajput support and the 
s t r a t e g i c a l posi t ion of Ajmer Dara decided to move on and 
face his mortal enemy in the hear t of Rajputana. 
But Aurangzeb was shrewd enough to foresee such an 
a l l i ance between Dara and Jaswant Singh, and he, Inorder to 
checkmate any combination of t h e i r armies, asked Mirza Raja 
J a i Singh K wean away Jaswant Singh by offering him f u l l 
pardon and res to ra t ion of his t i t l e and rank. Raja J a i Singh 
impressed upon Jaswant Singh the hopelessness of Dara's 
cause and the f u t i l i t y of f ighting with the large and superior 
armies of the Emperor. Jaswant Singh decided to accept the 
offer made by Aurangzeb through Raja J a i Singh and leave Dara 
2 
in th i s dangerous lurch . Dara appealed Jaswant Singh to 
f u l f i l l his promise of mi l i tary ass is tance but h is earnest 
3 
requests j^roduced no e f fec t . The fa i th lessness of Jaswant Singh 
1 . Aqil Khan Razi, Waolat-i AlamgJri. p . 111} Isardas Hagar 
Futuhat~i Alameiri. p . 77* Vir Yinod. Vol. I I , Part I , 
p . 687. 
p . 238. 
2 . Muntakhab^ul Lubab. Trans. £11. & Dowson^ Waaiat-i« 
lamgiri . pp. 113»14. Shaikh Muhammad Baqi, Mirat" i* Al 
J^aflTJM* P« 361. 
3 . SipAhar Shikoh was sent by Dara to brjug Jaswant Singh 
to the b a t t l e f i e ld but a l l in va in . Futuhat*i Alameiri. 
p . 78; Muhammad Kazim, Alameir Namah. V o l . 1 , p . 311 j 
Waaiat«i Alamgiriy p . 114^ 
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rendered the position of Dara untenable, but the Prince 
found no other alternative in th i s situation except to fight 
ba t t l e slnglehanded new forced upon him. Fierce fighting 
raged for three days on the hi l ls of AJmer in which a number 
of veteran generals and thousands of soldiers perished. 
Shaikh ^ r on the side of iarangseb and Shah Navaz Khan on 
1 
that of Dara were kil led. When on the thirdl day it became 
clear to Dara that fighting without reinforcement from any 
quarter would result in to ta l destruction of whatever troops 
axA baggage were le f t there, and his own cs^ture and death, 
he left the field of ba t t l e , and accompanied by his son 
Slhpihr Shikoh, his general FiruE Mswati and ten or tw^ve 
faithful soldiers he fled lo headlong haste towards Ahmadabad, 
2 
without earing about the fate of his family now l e f t in Ajmer. 
His flight was a signal for the complete plunder of 
the camp by the victorious soldiers, and the submission of 
the vanquished amy to the Maghal Emperor. By the orders of 
Aurangzeb the dead bodies of Shaikh J t r aM Shah Nawaa Khan 
1. Actually Dara Shikoh had appointed his troopers with 
a r t i l l e ry between the landscape of Oarhl B i t l l and the 
mountain of Madar. He appointed Shah lawaz Khan Safavi 
to defend the Kokha Range. On the other hand Aurangzeb 
appointed Purdll, Khan with 250 men to proceed towards 
Ebtal (Kbkla).Rad Andas Khan and Abdullah Khan along 
with 2 or 3 thousand veil equipped soldiers appeared 
over the Kbll range,and Baraq Andaz Khan Mlivi Atish 
took position at Hafis Jamal Range. On next day Raja 
B.\sp Singh along with Rajputs proceeded towards Noor 
mountain from or via Meedar range. In between this Shaikh 
J t r , Mirsa Raja Sal Singh and Dller Khan proceeded towards 
Bagn-i Abu Sayeed. Bahadur Khan along with 10)000 a£Xa£t 
lyppeared from the Anasagar side and thus Dara was besieged 
from all sides. For details see VftQiftt-1 Alamglri> 
pp. 115-120. 
2. Waaiat-1 Alangirl.P. 119; Alameir Nanah.Vol.I,PP.408-lX). 
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were buried In the precinct of the Dargah of Shaikh Mu^in-
uddin Chish t i , and the two graves s t i l l stand to remind the 
pilgrims of t h i s fa te fu l b a t t l e and the sac r i f i ce which 
these f a i th fu l warriors made in the cause of t h e i r respect ive 
masters* Aurangzeb himself v i s i t ed the holy shrine and 
presented Hs.5,000 to the attendants as a thanks - offering 
2 
for the v ic to ry . 
AJmer During the F i r s t Half of Aurangzeb*s Relent 1669-1679» 
After h is v ic tory over Dara Shikuh at Deoral 
Aurangzeb did not stay in Ajmer for long. He appointed 
Tarbiyat Khan Bdjy^ las governor of the sub ah of Ajmer and made 
3 
important administrative arrangements. Tarbiyat Khan B ^ l a s , 
a mansabdar of 4,000/4,000 held the office t i l l 1660 when 
Marahamat Khan, a mansabdar of 2,000/900 replaced him. 
Marahmat Khan remained in the off ice for only two years , 
4 
1661-62. We have no information with regards to the appoint-
ment of his successor5 i t was only af te r the lapse of f ive 
years tha t Abid Khan Turani who had served as Sadr - i kul in 
1 . Mir a t - i Jahanumat p . 361; Alamgir NamahtVol. I , p . 330 
Hatim Khan, Alamgir Namah^ pp. 72-73. 
Adab-1 Alamgir1. p . 278. 
3 . His o r ig ina l name was Sha!^fa?-Ullah and,^ 'an Uzbeo- by b i r th . 
He had received the t i t l e of Tarbiyat Khan in° l651 . For 
d e t a i l s , Ma 'as l r -u l Umaray Vol , I , pp. 493-98. 
4 . Alamgir Namah. p . 593. 
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166f was appointed governor of Ajmer In 1667. He 
remained In the office t i l l 1669 and an year after he vas 
1 
transferred to l&iltan. He held the mansab of 4,000/1500. 
Izzat Khan, the new governor vas an Indian Muslim, and a 
2 iU 
mansabdar of 3,000/ 2,000. He continued to hold office 
3 
t U l 1672, and in 1673 Barab Khan was appointed to this post. 
In 1676-76 Syed Ahmad Khan was appointed a fauMar of AJmer 
4 
in place of Darab Khan; and within a year he was replaced 
1. Sbr detai ls of his early l i f e and career, Ma'aair.ul* 
2aa£s. Vol. i i i , pp. iao-i23. 
3* Medieval India - A Miscellany. Tol. I , p. 115. 
3. ^a*ag3iy-vt3, %£fffi> Voi, i i , pp. 3i-42. 
A copy of a sanad of madad.j maVash grant Issued in 
1673 under the seal and signature of Darab Khan suggests 
that he acted as a fauldar of Sub ah Aifmer in that year. 
The grant of 90 bjgahs of land was renewed by the fauJdar 
in favour of Saiyid Dan, a Mujawlr of the shrine on 2 
Sha*aban 1084^{November 1673) for his maintenance. The 
copyiof the sanad i s included in Asnad^us Sanadld. 
pp. 246-247, I t was in the 19th regnaJ. year that Darab 
Khan l e f t Ajmer to assume the charge of Mir At ash at the 
imperial court after the transfer of l*il4afit Khan from 
that office. Ma'asiivi Alamglri^ pp. 160-161. 
4. The intervening period bet%ieen the transfer of SaiyM 
Ahmad Khan and the appointment of Sa}.yl^ Hamid £}ian is 
too short to suggest that a new f^u^dai could have been 
appointed. However, Dr. Athar All Is of the opinion that 
Amanet Khan was appointed fauMar of A^mer during this 
short period. But this fact is not buttressed by the 
iflt evidence contained in contonporary l i t e r a tu r e . More-
over, in the petit ion presented by Bhoja Baqqal to the 
governor Iftekhar Khan the name of Anjinet Khan i s not 
mentioned along with other names of the former fauMar/ 
such as Darab Khan, Salyld Ahmad Khan and Saiyid Ahmad ^ 
Khan, who had favoured him in the past . Waoa*»l Sarkar 
A.1ffier, p . 20. 
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by Hamld Khan a Syed from Bokhara. He held the rank of 5000/ 
1 
6000 and enjoyed the confidence of the Emperor, In July 1678, 
on the death of his father he arrived at court and received 
2 
a robe of condolence. 
In 1678 Iftekhar Khan, son of Asalat Khan, an Irani 
noble, vas appointed faujdar of AJmer. He vaa a manaabdar of 
3 
3,000/1,900, and in the following year, 1679 he was succeeded 
4 
by Tahawwar Khan al ias Padshah Quli Khan, Tahavwar Khan was . 
the son-in-law of * In ay at Khan Khwafi, diwan of the kh^lisa* 
an Irani noble, aM he held the rank of 4,000 zat. After his 
assassination *lhayat Khan, his father-in-law, was appointed 
6 
governor of Ajmer in 1680, 
Thus, after the bat t le of Deorei Aurangzeb never 
visited Ajmer, t i l l the Rathor rebellion, that broke out in 
1679, compelled him to come and personally supervise the mil i tary 
operations. During this f i r s t half of his reign,from 1659 to 
1679, the d t y of Ajmer remained quiet and peaceful, no revol ts , 
no warfare and no dlstuzbances as were witnessed in other 
1, ¥fl,'a1;Mff-^,A3i,^giir^, p. i s s . 
s. Wa^j^r-^ A^rgngM, p. 165, 
3. Ma!a4r-»iJgmara» PP. 252-55, 
4 , Tahawwar Khso was appointed in Safar :iD90 A.H,/Marcb 1679, 
Wagi!>i A.1mer, p, 167. For detai ls about him see Ma« aair-
a L A a l a i Vol, 1, pp. 44B-63. 
6. Ma«ftflir-ul Umara. Vol, I I , pp. 813-18, 
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parts of the En^jire took place here. Pol i t ical s tab i l i ty 
and peace contributed to the expansion and prosperity of 
the c i ty , the capi ta l of the sub ah. The governors or fftU.1d^s 
of Ajmer appointed during this period were experienced and 
trusted officers of the govemmait, and they discharged 
the i r duties efficiently. 
The City of A.jmer during the Rathor Bebellion 
The Rathor rebellion that broke out in 1679 after 
the death of Maharaja Jaswant Singh was one of the most 
momentous event-sjof Aurangzeb*s reign. I t s :lmpaet on imperial 
pol i t ics was deep, many,sided and abiding. The rebellion, 
spreading like a movement, turned into a furious, complicated 
and prolonged warfare, and continued to rage in different 
forms t i l l the end of the seventeenth century. The Rathors 
struggled hard not only to regain possession of Jodhpur but 
even to overthrow the Emperor and raise his son Prince Akbar 
to the royal throne. Prince Akbar, after having suffered dis-
comfiture escaped into the land of the JfeTathas where Sambhaji, 
son of Shivaji, gave him safe refuge and pledged assistance In 
his enterprise. At the same time the prospects of support 
from the Mjslim states of the Deecan hcetile to Aurangsseb seemed 
plainly bright. The situation thus arising out of this chain 
of events was most threatening to the sovereignty of AsiPangzeb 
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whO| crossed Nariada In 1681 but only to get himself bogged 
down in the Deccan, ceaselessly f ighting and can?)aigning, 
and never to rcfturn t o the cap i ta l of the Itaipire in his l i f e 
or death. Prom this time i s to be noted a complete shif t ing 
of the centre of gravi ty in the Po l i t i cd . s i tua t ion from the 
north t o the south. The Rathor rebel l ion proved a devastating 
s t ruggle to the Rajputs and the Magbals a l ike . Hot only the 
mate r ia l resources concentrated in the ba t t l e - f l e ldsby the 
be l l ige ren t s were destroyed but agr icu l tu re and t r a d e in 
areas under mi l i ta ry operations suffered heavily. The 
Impeilal highway passing through Malwa i n to the Deccan was 
ser ious ly threatened by the elements of la^Sessness. The 
r ^ r e s s i v e measures adopted by the government tO-fia*s* the 
rebel l ion drove a wedge between the Mughals and the Rajputs 
whom the Mpghal Snperora had t r i e d t o weld together for the 
service of the s t a t e . 
The various aspects of the r ebe l l i on i and the 
complex issues involved in i t hase been thoroughly analysed 
by the modern h is tor ians , and, therefore,^do not reciuiro any 
reproduction of nar ra t ive even in a sunmary form. We are 
concerned here only with the events and developments which 
d i r e c t l y affected the d t y of Ajmer. The account i s based 
mainly on V/aqa*i A.1mer which is the pr incipal source of our 
1. History of Auranggebf Vol. I l l ,pp.214-248j iuzafi£i£fe..flQfi 
MS^lJlmeai pp. 903-2461 P£g^^^<^ng8 oL.I"4^8Q H!,stQry 
Congress. 1961, pp. 135-141. 
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Infomatton. A close study of this diary shows that the sole 
alii of Aurangzeb vas to extend the sphere of direct Mughal 
administration on the vassal estate of Marwair. His policy 
was dictated by Imperial considerations and the lure of gain. 
The imperial rules and regulations were to be rigidly enforced 
to se t t le the dispute of succession in the estate^ in tegr i ty 
and honour of the ruling fanily and local cuistoms and t radi-
tions formed no part of the impezlsl system); and the methods 
to be employed for achieving the goal vere:* overwhelming 
display of forcei concentration of all resources at the 
disposal of the government and straight and incessanc fighting 
unti l complete success was attained. The policy of vlgrously 
A 
applying the imperial rules in Marwar was in keeping with 
the pattern of the unvarying objective of establisbing Mughal 
paramountcy on tributory estates which he contlnpualiy 
followed throughout the period of his reign. The Issue was 
parely po l i t i ca l , and the motive of religious persecution 
ifeis been un^ustlfiedJiy imputed to Airangzeb, However, i t 
must be admitted that Aurangzeb failed to cope with the 
situation diplomatically and find an amicable settlement of 
of the dispute. H«S be taken other considerations in to 
account the ^ r could well have been avoided. 
Maharaja Jaswant Singh died at Jamrud on SO December 
1678 without leaving a son. On the receipt of news Airangzeb 
ordered that the whole of Marwar including Jodhpur, with the 
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exemption of only two parganaS} was to be resumed to the 
khallsay and accordingly government off leers l ike faaJdar^ 
oUadaff kotval afti amin were appointed to take charge of the 
administration of the capital c i ty of MaTwar. The officers 
posted in Jodhpur were* Tahir Khan, Khldmat Guzar Khan, 
Shaikh Anwar and Abdur R&him. On 19 January 1679 the ©nperor 
himself proceeded to •Tnfffrpftr to "overawe opposition and direct 
the military operations that might be necessary, " He arrived 
in AJmer on 2g February 1679 and paid a vis i t t o the shrine. 
AB the Maharaja was heavily indebted to the imperial exchequer 
royal orders were issued to seize the treasure burled in the 
fort of Siwanah snd to escheat the entire property belonging 
to the deceased. Kesri Singh I'liitasaddi along with Raghunath 
Singh and other Rajputs prepared a l i s t of the preferty of 
the l a t e Rajla and presented before Iftekhar Khan, the governor 
of Ajmer. At the SQme)blme high officers, l ike the \razir Asad 
Khan, Shaista Khan and Pxlnce Akbar were summoned to Ajmer 
to ass is t the Emperor in the admin is t rat i 0fi arrangements of 
Marwar. Having established his direct rule over Marwar the 
Emperor returned to Delbl, 12 April 1679, and rdmposed 
iftziyfih. In the following month Kban-1 Jahan Bahadur, who 
had been sent to occupy the country and demolish temples, 
came to the court to give a detailed report of his success, 
and was highly praised toe his services. "The cart-loads of 
Idols he bad brought away were ordered to cast do6Ain the 
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Annaury Square of Delhi for t and under the steps of the 
1 
Jama Mosque to be trodden upon." 
According to the |?aaa'i A.1mer the Rathor s ^ d a r s of 
Jodhpur made a representation to Iftekhar Khan in the following 
terms: 
"During the rule of the Mughal dynasty, 
no )?humi or zaindar has been turned out 
. >. 
of his nat ive place (watan) even on the 
C!:Mnmission of any specif ic f a u l t . The 
Rathors, who have eA»ays bpen loyal and 
fa i thfu l , ask simply tha t they be not 
subjected to e x i l e . " 
The Rathors were prepared t o give over the v;hole of Iferwar 
but not i t s c sp / i t ^ l Jodhpur. If tekhar Khan held that 
according t o imperial ru les the w^tan could not be conferred 
2 
upon e i t he r a woman or a servant. The Rathors expressed 
t he i r determination to safeguard the i r in te res t s at t he cost 
of t h e i r l i v e s , but declined to suggest any name of a family 
3 
member who could succeed to the g^ddi of Jodhpur. If tekhar 
1, For d e t a i l s , Ma'asi ivi »Alamgiri, pp. 172fl735 
MQntakhab.ul Lubab| I I , p . 259; Mi r a t - i Ahmadl. I, p . 277, 
jaqa*,«i .^mr.$ I» PP* 7 2 , 7 3 , 7 4 , 8 1 , 7 6 , 8 2 , 8 3 | History 
of Aurangzeb. I l l , pp. 217,218. 
2. W5Qa*~i A.imery pp. 80-83, 117-IIB. 
3« Waqa*«i AJmer, pp. 116, 141. 
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Khan and other VSa^hal officers concluded that the gardars 
had a plan to keep the control of Marwar In the i r own handst 
a position that vas hardly acceptable to the government, lifhen 
Aarangzeb learnt , during his stay in AJmeTi that two of 
Jasvant Singh's widows had given bir th to two posthumans 
sons at Lahore, he did not change his former orders of bringing 
1 
Mar^^r under the direct control of the imperial government. 
Though he accepted the genuine^ss of the two sons, he refused 
to concede to the i r l ^ i t ima te claims to the es ta te of the i r 
father. In the f i r s t veek of June 1679 he, on the other hand, 
recognized Inder Singh, the chieftain of Nagor and grand-
nephew of Jaswant, as Raja of Marwar in return for a succession 
fee of Bs. 36 lakhs and sent to Jodhpur to take possession of 
2 
the estate* 
1. According to Khafi Khan the tva sons, Ajit and Dalthamman, 
were born at Jamrud) and fod supports th is view. 
Mintftkhab-ul Lubabt H , p. 259; Annals and Antiquities 
of Rttjastb^nf I I , p. 47, A few weeks after the arrival 
of the family at Lahore, one of the sons died, only A^it 
survived to play a prominent role in the history of 
Marwar, After the birth of these two children the Hatbors 
submitted a petit ion to Aarangzeb requesting him for the 
grant of the Haj^ to the heirs of the la te Raja. The 
Baperor refused to concede.to their request but promised 
to confer J^ JfeA and n^^sab when they reached the age of 
discretion, MaVasir-J Alaaeirif p* 177. 
2. The Rathor leaders were opposed to Inder Singh's success* 
ion to the ggddi of Jodhpur because he was hosti le to the 
faaily of Jaswant Singh, and they had represented to 
Iffcekhar Kten tha t the t ika should not be conferred on 
Inder Singh t i l l a son was born to the rani of the l a te 
Raja. Waaa'-l ^ ^ ^ ^ i . p/>. l45.-//y 
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At the beglnlng of July the Maharaja's family arrived 
m Delhi, and they pressed the claims of AJlt Singh to the 
1 
gaddi of Marvar. They made representation through Khan Jahan 
Bahadur "whose breach of court etiquette in forcing an interview 
greatly exasperated Aurangzeb who was already enraged at the 
conduct of the Rajputs in having ki l led the Mughal officer 
2 
at At took." The S^peror refused to accept the demands of the 
Rathors, and ordered that the fsmily st&uld be put under guard. 
But the Bathore, having dressed the Ranis in male a t t i r e and 
taken AJlt Singh with then, fled away to Jodhpur before ^ » 
3 
day-break. The Iteperor then sent a strong sirmy into Marwar 
under the command of Sarbuland Khan, and a fortnight l a t e r , .?<-
14 August, he himgelf started for AJmer to direct the mili tary 
4 
operations. The Rajputs, enboldened by the safe escape of 
1. The Rathor sardars who had accompanied the fanlly of 
Jaswant Singh held a meeting at Peshawar and decided to 
instruct their Wakil at the royal court; to press for the 
restoration of Jodhpur t o the Raja»s family, but if the 
peti t ion was not accepted by the Emperor, he should 
^deavour to secure the grant for Sojat and Jait^ranH^. 
-At the ssdne time they sent a messenger to the PaHhan 
Diwan in Jodhpur asking him not to oppose royal orders 
but cooperate with the government officials engaged in 
making settlement in Marwar. However. Pardhan Diwan 
and other Rathor sardar^ of Jodhpur did not approve of 
this suggestion. They started plundering and collecting 
revenues forcibly. G.D, Sharmai Marwar war as depicted 
in the RaJasthaP^Sources, Proceedings of I n d i ^ History 
Mgyeas , 3973, ip . 
2. Aurangzeb And His Tlmea> p. 223, 
3. For detai ls , Ha^aslr-l Alamgirif pp. 177-178? Mantakhab-
ul lubab^ I I , 259-S60J History of Aurangzeb^PP.219-222. 
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kiit Singh and the arrival of Durga Das, began to collect 
revenues from the paxganas and take control of local adminis-
tration. They created disorders every where and defied the 
1 
royal authority. As Tahir Khan, fauMar of Jodhpur, and 
Inder Singh, the Raja of Marwar, had failed to maintain law 
and order in the estate and handle the situation tactfully, 
the Emperor removed both of thsm from the scenei Tahir Kb&n. 
2 
was deprived of his rank while Inder Singh of his £al» 
The Ra;)put rebels had become so bold and daring that 
t h ^ started invading and plundering the villages in the 
environs of AJmer. Their frequent attacks threatened the 
security of the city and caused consternation among i t s 
inhabitants. The fau.1dar of the subah and other officials 
held a meeting to discuss measures for the safety of the city 
and i t s suburbs against the attacks and depredations of the 
Rajputs at present in open revolt, ^he prcMinent cit izens 
1. Waaa'i Sarkar AJmer^  pp. 125,296,309,314. Durgadas was 
the son of Askaran, a minister in the government of 
Maharaja Jaswant Singh. It was IXirgadas who played a 
hero^lc role in taking away Ajit Singh and his mother 
from Delhi. History of Auranggeb. pp. 220-221. 
2. Ma'asiP-i ALameirif p. 179. In his ar t lce l ent i t led 
A Re-examination of Facotors leading to the Breach 
Between Aurangzeb ana Rana Raj Singh, published in the 
Pr.pp,e,e(?ijt^ ,^,fff :inajj.aP gl-s1?pyy ^P^RT^MJ 1 9 6 5 , pp. 169-76. 
Dr. Satlsh Chandra has defended the policy of Aurangzeb 
towards Inder Singh. He holds that control of regency 
over Marwar would have upset the balance of power in 
Rajputana and further complicated Jfaghal Raj put-relations. 
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assembled at the residence of the fau.1dar to know what measures 
the government had adopted to ensure their safety against the 
imminent danger of invasion of the c i ty , Tahawwar Khan, the 
fauMar of AJmer and commader of Mughal forcesi deputed 
sujperint^dants (thanedars) of police to the villages where 
disturbances were taking place, and be himself frequently 
marched ^ t h select troops to supervise the security arrange-
ments in the trouble-hit areas. The gates of the ci ty vere 
closed early in the night and no one was allowed to enter. 
All these arrangements were made under the direction of 
Aurangzeb \Jio had taken up his headquarters at Ajmer, and 
quietly spent the month of Rsanzan in October in keeping fastd 
and ^s^ usual prayers, while his son Muhammad Akbar and 
1 
Tahawwar Khan organized and led the military operations. 
The Battle at Pushkar Lake 
As was feared, the Rajputs in thousands marched on 
Ajmer and t r ied to enter the city from the side of Pushkar 
Lake. It was the I4alrtia claat«-of Rathors which under the 
command of their warrior-leader Raj Singh had appeared. 
Tahawwar Khan, the faujdar, ms busy in inspecting the troops 
in the morning hours wh^ nev;s of the approaehsil of the 
enemy were conveyed to him. Forthwith the fftujdar moved to 
1. ffaqaVJl, garkftff ^mx* ?• 3 ^ . 
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check £Uid encounter Raj Singh, and a severe fighting between 
ttielr troops ensued on 3 September 1679 in front of the tanple 
of the Baar near the sacred lake of Pushkar. The ba t t l e raged 
for three continuous days. Cm the third day furious ehaj^e 
of arrows and bullets followed hand to hand fightingj Raj 
singh was founS killed in the heaps of dead bodies. More 
than one hundred and twenty Rathor soldiers xmre k i l l ed , while 
the Mughal lost only thir ty four men, fhe dead bodleaof the 
Mughals were burled on the bank of Pushkar lake. In this 
engagement Zulflqar Beg Turk, a mansabdar of 105 i a | and 
Sfeah Beg Khan exhibted feats of valottr and were honoured and 
rewarded for their services In the cause of the Empire. 
The occupation of Jodhpur by the Mughals had 
expcsed Mewar to the threat of invasion and i t s chieftain 
Maharana Raj Singh tried to avert i t by making professions 
of loyalty and assurances of non-inter vert ion iix the affairs 
of Maa'way. ^ sent his son to attend the court and assure the 
Emperor about his loyslty and neutrali ty. When the Bnperor 
1. ,|%qa!^^,„,Sarkar, AHsf.i PP« 346-58. The jaSfl^ contains 
a l i s t of mansabdars who with their contingents took 
part in the ba t t l e , it also gives the namesof those 
who were killed, A ntamber of wounded soldiers %5ho 
had fled away frcaa the field died on their way or 
succumbed to thd.r injuries lateraa, pp. 35g, 960. 
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was returning from Ajmer towards his capital the MewaT Prince 
was granted audience and rewarded richly on 12 April 1679 
( I Rabi-ul Awwal 1090 H.), But after the escape of the 
Rathors from Delhi the situation underwent jL drastic changes. 
The raobher of Ajit Singh was a Mewar Pzlnces, and the Maharana 
for reasons of this dcrae relationship could not refuse to 
support the efforts of the Rathors for recapturing Jodhpur. 
Moreover, the Maharana wanted to esctend the shpere of his 
influence in Marvar and establish his leadership in the whole 
of Rajasthan. He, therefore, openly espaused the cause of 
the Rathors and declared war on the Mughals. Khafi Khan writes 
that Aurangzeb sent a farm an to the Maharana to accept ^a8iyah 
and turn Jaswant's son and his supporters out from Jodhpur. 
The awe, which the devastation in Harwar had inspired, deterred 
the Maharana frcsn carrying the matters to extremity. Unable to 
resis t the imperial army, the Maharana sent his agents with 
suitable presents and a petition expressing his loyalty and 
promising not to help the sons of Jaswant Singh to the Emperor 
1 
who «as at present ^^r staying at Ajmer. 
The Maharana was, however, in secret all iance with 
the Bathers, and making preparations of war with the Imperialists, 
His devotion to the principle of legitimacy had prompted him to 
1. Muntakhab-m Lubab^ I I , 951-SB2, 
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play the role of the champion of AJlt Singh by opposing the 
central government with al l the strength at his command, "He 
repaired the fortifications of CttLttor, closed the pass of 
1 
Deobarl which leads to his capi ta l ." Aurangzeb sent Hasan 
All Khan at the head of seven thousand picked soldiers to 
attack 0dtdpur, and himself lef t Ajmer on 10 December 1679 
(7 aiqa*ad 3090 H.) with his main army to :pelnforee the 
Mughal general. Hasan All Khan ravaged the Maharana's 
t e r r i to ry most merd.les^y and the Imperialists conducted 
the war with relentless severity. Death and destruetlon were 
let loose on Merwar, towns and temples were destroyed, and 
fields and huts were devastated and burnt. Unable to with-
stand the aggression or check the devastation of his t e r r i to ry , 
the Maharana vaeated Udalpur and with his fiamlly ret i red into 
the hlUs of the Aravall mountain. The capital of Mewar was 
occupied by the Mughal officers, and the %,peror after placing 
i t under the charge of his son Prince Muhammad %bar returned 
to AJmer In March 1680. The Rajputs, secure in the i r un-
assailable def i les , resorted the tacticses of gu6r^Ila warfare, 
making surprise attacks on the Mughal forces and cutting the i r 
supplies. The son of Maharana, Bhlm Singh Invaded Gujarat and 
captured Idar. In the course of their raids into Gujarat the 
2 
Rajputs destroyed the mosques in large ntsnber. 
1. H|pt:ff?y,Pjr AufanRz^b, p . SS5. 
Vlr Vlnody 471. 
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Throughout this 1*1 ole period of fighting between 
the imperialists and the Bajputs the city of AJmer remained 
the mili tary headquarters of Aurangzeb and the centre of 
all administrative ac t iv i t ies . The Eteperor continued t o 
l ive in the city during this period (August l679u Sept ember 
1681> holding his court regularly, directing military 
operations and issuing orders to governors and officers of 
the Bnpire. The roy^ court and camp provided means of 
emplo3/ment to the people of A|tner, and stimulated the 
growth of tr^ade and commerce, thus direct ly contibutlng 
to the prosperity of the city. However, the citizens of 
Ajmer passed al l this time under the shadow of war, and the 
threat of surprise attack by the enemy loomed large in 
their minds. The amy quartered in the c i ty kept a vigilant 
watch on the movements of the enemy, and carried d n ^ effect<^/^ 
measureSjDf defence to ensure the safety of the inhabitants. 
When in the beginning of Sept^nber l£79 the Rathors invaded 
Ajmer the government took up steps for i t s security, and 
the Mughal army defeated and routed them in the ba t t le of 
Pushkar, For more than a year the city did not face any 
danger of outside invasion and enjoyed s tab i l i ty and peace. 
But in January 3^81 a disturbing situation arose in the 
wake of Prince Muhammad Akbar's revolt, necessitating 
vigorous measures for the. defence of the c i ty . 
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The Hajpufcs, having failed to achieve any decisive 
success in their grim struggle vith Aurangzeb, resolved 
upon a Isold strode of raising a 'Prince to the imperial 
throne and involving the imperialists in c ivi l war. The 
enterprise, i f carried on successfully, would subvert the 
regime of the implaceble foe and throw the Sapire into 
confusion. More than twenty two years of his reign haA 
passed but no Prince of the royal blood appeared to 
challenge the sovereignty of his father in imitation of 
examples set by the mebers of the ruling dynasty in the 
past. Realising this basic defect in the Mughal system of 
succession the Rajput leaders excited the ambition of the 
sons of Aurangzeb to seige the imperial throne and formed 
conspiracies to shatter the basis of his power and prest ige. 
They f i rs t apprached Prince Mu'azzam and offered their full 
support i f he decided to proclaim himself king and wage war 
of succession against his father now faced with a serious 
c r i s i s . But the Prince was prevented from undertaking the 
rash enterprise by her mother Nawab Bai. Then they went to 
Prince Muhammad Akbar with similar offer and found him 
Ai m n 
agreeable to their sister seeheme. "he Prince had recently 
suffered disgrace on account of his repeated failures in 
campaigns in Mewar. This factor caused estrangement between 
the son and the father. On }0 January 1681 Prince Akbar 
crdwned himself Eciperor and bestowed ranks and t i t l e s on 
his adherents. Tahawwar Khan was promoted to the post of 
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ita^lr-ul Umara and the manaab of 7,000. His amy swelled 
to 70»000 men, including forty thousand Rajput soldiers. 
With this huge army Prince Akbar marched on 
Ajmer which was at present denuded of the armed forces and 
in a s ta te of defeneelessness, jfhe regular and best 
fighting forces of the Mughal government were engaged for 
away in Marwar or Mev r^ and could not be immediately 
gathered for the purpose of repelling the Invasion. The 
tropps under Aurangseb formed a total of less than ten 
thousand! including a large number of noneombatants — 
personal attendantsi clerks $ eunuche and unserviceable 
soldiers, ^he news of the eneny*s dash struck te r ror in 
the imperial camp and created conditions ini the ci ty which 
could scarcely be distinguished from anarchy. But Aurangzeh 
rmained unloved and did not loose his self-confidence. 
He proved equal to the challenge and by a mixture of 
audicity and adroitness broke the grand design of his 
adversaries. He Issued urgent orders t o the imperial 
generals to imnediately rush to A^er with their contingents, 
and accordingly Shihab-ud-din Khan, Hamld Khan and Prince 
Mu'aazam reached the headquarters, raising the strength 
of the defence to 16.,000 men. At the same time vigorous 
measures for the defence of the ci ty were adopted* Sntran-
chements were dug around the royal camp, and guns were 
1. Ma* asiiv i-Alamgirt.DP. 297*aD4i M^ 
pp. 266-276, 
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placed on the neighbouring hi l la . The roads and passes 
leading to the c i ty were guarded by the military men. 
This work of city defence was done under the supervision 
of Brahmanand Khan, the Mir Atish. The Emperor himself 
Inspected the troops at the muster, and visited loca l i t i es 
of Aimer, Asad Khan, the Am;tr,ul Umara* was directed to 
guard the Pushkar lake, while Abu Nasar Khan, his deputy, 
was to keep watch on the western side of the c i ty . The 
st ree ts of i ^ AJmer leading t o t he imperial camp were 
fort if ied \d.th guns, and lEmmat Khan was put in charge of 
Garh-Bitill , where the agents of Prince AMaar and Tahavwar 
Khan had been detained. 
Prince Akbar ^ms, on the other hand, slow In 
reaching A^mer, which he did in a foctnlght. This inordinate 
delay in covering a distance of ISO miles gave an opportunity 
to his father to organize the defence of the ci ty and ZJ 
strengthen military position. In the f i r s t week of February 
A 
Aurangzeb moved out of the city and encamped six miles south 
of I t on the historic field of Deoral where two decades 
back he had inflicted a crushing defeat on his luckless 
brother Dara Shlkoh, Prince Akiar advanced to Karkl, 94 
miles south west of Ajmer and marshalled his troops In a 
ba t t le array. From the very outset desertion of the Mughal 
soldiers had started in the camp of the Prince, and the 
escape of Tgwwahr Khan completely demoralised his army and 
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and upset the plan of offensive. Even the toops of t h i r ty 
thousand soldiers fled hurriedly when they suspected 
treachery on the Part of the Prince. Aurangiseb wrote a 
false l e t t e r to i&bar in which he praised him on his success 
in bringing a l l the best Rajput blades within the reach of 
the imperial army to be destroyed root and branch in 
accordance with the sch«ne already worked out by him. It 
was contrived that this l e t t e r should fa l l into the hands 
of Durgadas, the principal leader of the Rajputs and the 
architect of the conspiracy against Aurangzeb, The ruse 
1 
succeeded and the Rajputs fel l into the trap, fhe absence 
2 
of Tahawaar Khan from the camp confirmed thei r doubts which 
the Ekaperor's l e t t e r had roused, and when they failed to 
meet the i^rlnce who was a^^leep at this crucial time they 
feli: sure that the Mughals had formed a treacherous p lo t / 
against th«n. Exaspca'ated and alarmed to extreiiity, the 
Rajputs saw thei r safety in headlong flight from the place 
selected for their fiaal annihilation. So, leaving the 
Prince in his camp, they took to their heels, and ^ e n 
1, Isardas Nagar, Ffituhat»i-»Alamgiri, pp. 1S3-59| 
tM;al^^flbyUl-.Mafe» n , p. 869. fhe author of 
^^'asa,fri-Alaig3r?l f^ oes not menHon any thing 
about the l e t t e r . 
2* For detai ls of fahawwar Khan»s defection and his 
murder In the Court of Aurangzeb, Ma^asiivi'' 
MMSXIL$ p. soil Muq1;^ l^ h,a^ ra3.-^ "^ ,afr.t I I ,P . 269. 
Vig-Vlnoft> IX, p« 649. History, ^f J^ran^a^^,!!! 
pp. 240-241. 
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the Prince woke from his fatal sleep he could find 
no trace either of his army or equip page. 'The 
dream of contesting the throne of Delhi vanished T«Lth 
the night«^ Accompanied by his family and a liand of 
his old faithful retainers the crestfallen Prince 
fled hurriedly, and after wandering for two days 
joined his ^ 1 1 es who had by this tiaie discovered the 
1 
fraud played on them by the clever W.ng. BurgadaS 
b i t t e r ly repented his folly, and bore the blame for 
the collapse of the project. He took the Prince 
under his protection, but finding no place of safety 
either in Hajasthan or Gujarat he conducted him under 
Hajput escort into Ebnkan where Sambhaji gave him 
refuge and promised wholehearted support in his struggle 
against Aurangzeb, hated and feared not only by the 
Rajputs and the Marat has but also by the Muslim rulers 
of the Deccan. '^ hus^ superior generalship and diplomatic 
manipulation proved more effective than a l l the exer* 
2 
tlons made by the Rajputs, 
1. MaVagi^j^l-iy.aifiJ-rtt asa-aae; s i i t WwlfaK^a^rPX* 
SfliMfcllSa, n , pp, 892-893. 
2. E^gtory pf .Aurflp^z^^, I I I , p. 344. 
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^%^ ^baff'9 nxm^ 
The ci ty of AJmer which witnessed In these months 
mili tary act ivi t ies on a large scale was i ^ now the scene 
of rejoicings and celebrations. Aurang^eb continued to 
st£^ in the ci ty and conduct administration unt i l he resolv-
ed y 
ed to cross Naraada in September 1681 in pursuit of ikbar 
who had t ^ e n refuge in the court of Sambhajlf the son of 
Shivaji. On 96 January 1681 news were conveyed to the 
Bsperor that Akbar and his a l l ies had fled away from the 
f § l d of ba t t l e . It was a provldental victory which the 
imperialists gained without fighting, and orders were given 
to celebrate i t by playing the music for three days. The 
couhftiers and nobles offered congratulations and presents 
to the Binperor* Mohammad All Khan, the Mlr»i Samgny was 
sent to confiscate the properties l e f t by Prince Akbar, 
while Darb_ar Khan,-.^te>^^zl?, to bring the members of the 
family found there, A strong^ force under Shah Alam was 
despatched in search of the fugitive! and several dist in-
guished officers l ike - Qullch Khan, Inder Singh and Khan-
1 Zaman -« were ordered to help him It was here that some 
of the officers In the service of Akbar and the four »Ulepi# 
who had given j^atwa in favour of the rebeO. were aeverly 
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punished by the royal orders. They were mercilessly 
whipped and throiitfj into dungeobs. The Prilncess 2eb-un-nisa, 
^ o had secret correspondence with iacbar, was deprived of 
her allowance of four lakhs or rupees and confined in the 
1 
Salimgarh fortress. 
Some of the £^pointments made in this period were 
2 
as follows I 
Hame 
1« Ashraf Khan 
5. Brahamand Khan 
3. Mughal Khan 
4. Kalaghar Khan 
6. *Ihayat Khan 
6. Bada^ uz-zaman 
7. Hamid Khan • 
8* Mlrak Khan 
9. Ftimad Khan 
10* Qalicfa Khan 
fost 
First Bakhshj 
Mir Tuzak 
News Reader 
PfiiygRhari, Buyu a^l^  
Dlyan»l Khal^sa 
fMJm of Bhojpur 
imMsX of Julandhar Doab 
1. Mafa^r*i-Aiafflfir^rJli PP* ao3,204,a)S,ao6; 
2. Mfltaa^p-i AmR^rit pp. aos-ao7. 
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I t was during the stay of Aurangzeb in Ajmer that 
a treaty of peace was concluded with the Maharana of Udal-
pur on 24 June 1681. The new Raja of Mewar, Ja i Singh, 
possessed neither the military ski l l nor the organizing 
capacity to continue the struggle against the Mughals,and 
in the face of the superior forces even a successful 
resistance was held impossible. Through the intermediary 
of Shyam Singh of BikanCJ:* the Maharana sued for peace and 
personally visited Prince Muhammad •A«am, He agree^to 
cede to the finpire the parganas of Mandal, Pur and Bednur 
in l ieu of the lazlza demanded from his kingdom, ^he Mughals 
restored Mewar to Ja i Singh, and withdrew the i r forces 
from the territory* The Rana was made the mansabdar of 
1 
6,000. 
The settlement with the Maharana brought host i l l -
t i e s to an end in Mewar and^^disturbing tensions in the 
imperial court. The new atmosphere provided an occasion 
for rejoicing and celebration. The Binperor, noticeably 
happy at success, celebrated the marriage of his son 
Muhaataad *A2am with Shahr Banu, the daughter of Adil Shah 
1* Ma'asiiwi-Alameiri. p. 208. 
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of Bijapur, and that of Kambakhsh, his younger son, with 
1 
Kalyan Kttmari, the daughter of the gflpiAMfljp of Manoharpur^, 
At this time Salyld Muhammad of Qannauj a learned divine, 
came to Ajmer and paid visi t to the Emperor. Khau MLrzai 
the envoy of OA ^L^^J^ also visi ted the court, and receiv-
ed costly g i f t s , robes of honouMand money. One day both 
Shah Alam Bahadur and A* zam started from the i r respective 
camps to go to the court to pay homage to the i r father, 
but on the way each one tried to reach ear l ie r than the 
other and quarrel arose between the two brothers over tWLs 
small issue. When the Emperor was apprised of this incident 
he la id down that each Prince would vis i t the court in the 
3 
time fixed for him. In 1681 he made some other appoint-
ments and transfers of officer which are given below. 
1. Khan»i Zaman Khan governor of Burhanpur 
2. Tarbiyat Khan « " Jauinpur 
3. Ittzaift-ud-din |'au.1dar of Sirhiind 
4. Brahamand Khan daroeha of Gfaui^ al Khana 
6. Lutfullah Khan Ar».i Mufcarr^r. 
1. Ha*asU- '^*A3.ai? j^l.n» PP. 210,211,2121. 
2. MMifhl-^ ^m?.%v%i pp* 207$ Ma'flsij*-^ ^ 
pp. 609-611. 
3. Storia-Do-HoKar. 11, pp. 465-66, 
4>/mhftfll/ft.rlN«?a»gAMSf 
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Departure of Aaranezeb Prom kM&^ SeDtcmber.1681: 
These celebrations and normal proceedings at the 
imperial court were rudely interrupted by the rumblings 
of a new menace from the Deecan. I t was reported to the 
Eraparor that Prince Akbar had taken refuge in the court of 
Ssunbhaji and both were engaged in working out detai ls of 
a grd^d alliance with the rulers of Bijapur and Golkonda 
to topple down his regime. Mrangzeb, with his character-
i s t i c prtMptitude and determination! resolved t o checkmate 
the design of the enemies by striking the f i r s t blow at 
them. He announced his decision of proceeding to the Deecan, 
and made necessary arrangements for the security and adminis-
tration of Ajmer, Prince Muhammad *A!dm, son of Shah »Alam, 
was given the supreme command of the imperial troops 
employed in the subahto fight with the insurgents. Asad 
Khan was to serve as his guardian and supervise mili tary 
operations in Marwar, now the main theatre of war. S«me 
of the important officers posted in Ajmer to serve under 
Prince •Aaim were t »Itiqad Khai^ i, Kamal^ud-din son of Diler 
Khan, Raja fihim Singh, Dindar Khan, * 2hayat Khan, the 
laaMaS of Ajmer, and Saiyid Yusuf Bukhari, the qila«adar 
of Oarh B i t t l i i w r e directed to ass i t the Prince in his 
campaigns against the Bathors. Aurangzeb, having completed 
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a l l these arrangements, lef t AJmer on 18 September 1681 
1 
and marched towards the Deccan with his ajrmy and court. 
After the d^a r t a re of Aurangzeb the dlty of 
A^er gradually lost i t s importance* It remained no longer 
the seat of royalty and the centre of military and adminis-
t r a t ive ac t iv i t ies . W.th the removal of tbe imperial court 
the splendour and glory of the ci ty also departed} ^ d 
with the conclusion of peace with Mewar the din and turmoil 
of war passed away. The l i f e in the c i ty became normal,and 
conditions of quietude and security began to prevail , The 
city never faced any danger of attack from outside, though 
desultory war continued to rage unabated in Marwar, -^ he 
Rathors made repeated attempts to regain their los t -
t e r r i to ry and force their way to Ajmer , but they suffered 
defeat and heavy losses In armed clashes* However, they 
were now and then successful in intercepting supplies of 
food grains into the ci ty by blocking roads and stopping 
communications with the main towns and highways of the 
province, Mthln a short time the military situation in 
the Deccan coiiq;>elled Aurangseb t o recall generals and 
contingents from A^mer to reinforce his position. In 
ccsnplianee with the royal orders Prince U^hammad *A2Lm and 
!• Ma!a8ly-^:Aiapigiir|, pp. 212,213$ Xsxi 
p. 119. 
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afld Asad Khan l e f t Ajmer, the former reached Bui'haiiPur 
ear l ier than the l a t t e r . During their absence the fatt.1dars 
of the subfth discharged the military as well as the 
administrative fxinctionsj they were responsible for 
launching campaigns against the Rathors sind protecting 
the city from their raids. During this time 'Inayat Khan 
held the office of the fau.idari of subah Ajmeri but he died 
in 1682 while Asad Khan was s t i l l staying in the ci ty of 
A^mer perhaps vested ^ t h supreme powers in the conduct 
1 
of Administration. 
The absence of competent and experienced generals 
and reduction in the number of imperial troops provided 
opportunities to the Bathors t o create disturbances and 
drive out the Mughals from their land* A strong fore© of 
SfOOO Bathors gathered at Malrtha to challenge »Itiqafl Khan, 
the local IgjU^Mt ^ a ba t t le . But in the fighting that 
ensued they were routed? nearly 500 Rajputs and 300 MUghils 
vere ki l led, and a large number of soldiers and some dis-
2 
tinguished officers were wounded« Later, they captured the 
fort of Siwanah, ki l l ing Purdil Khan, son of Hroz Khan 
Mewatl in an encounter in April 1685, They raided the Pare ana 
!• M.aal£:du=Alaailll»PP«217,223,241,242; Tarikh-i> 
i U M i J l i n* 125,128,-
S. Ma*asiivi-Alamgirif m. 2l4.Sl5.217l y^t^hfi^il-tM.amf^i^^lf 
pp. 202,S04. 
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1 
of Mandalpore and thoroughly sacked I t . However, they 
failed to achieve their avowed objective of seizing the 
Mughal posts and establish their sway in Jodhpur, Raja 
Bhlffl Singh, son of l a te Maharana Baja Singh, who was 
serviJag in the Mighal government at Ajmer waw'slso called 
in the Dec can by the Emperor, and he had his audience in 
2 
the court in July 3JS06. No information regarding the 
appointment of faujdars of Ajmer daring this period i s 
available. I t was in 1688-89 that Shaja»at Khan, the 
governor of Gujarat, was appointed the f^u.1^ar of AJmer. 
He was an efficient and energetic administrator! h© lived 
for about six months la Ahmadabad aM six months in Jodhpur. 
He successfully waged wars with the Rathors and surmounted 
the diff icult ies which the Imperial government faced in 
Marwar. At the same time he adopted a concilatory at t i tude 
towards the Rathor chiefs and strove to hiring to an end the 
b i t t e r and prolonged warfare through means of a negotiated 
3 
s e t t l ^ e n t . 
X. %!,aP^yr^, Alffligir^, p. 256. 
2. Mfl*flSJLy.;^  ja^a^iTj^ p . 256. 
3. His name was Kartalab Khan,and he was an Irani noble 
holding the rank of SOOO/5000. He was the matasfid^li of the 
port of Surat. In 28 regnal year (1684) he was promoted to 
the governorship of Gujarat. Impressed by his ab i l i t i es 
the Saperor assigned him the task of s^mlnisterlng the 
province of AJmer and dealing with the problem of the 
Rathor rebellion. His rank was increased t o 6000/5000 
in 33 regnal year. He continued to hold the post of the 
subedari of Gujarat t i l l his death in 1701, 45 regnal 
year. He served as faa5d^ of AJmer for the period of 
V wonliu.,* **•« •• *•,*« 
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Ishwar Das, the ne%fl.y appointed Amln of Jodhpur 
also played an Important role in striking a conciliation 
betveen the Hathors and the Mughal government. Durgadas, 
t i red of endless fighting and roving, responded to the 
friendly gestures of Ishwar Das and expressed desire for 
peace. He wrote a l e t t e r to the Emperor that he would send 
Salfi^un-Kiga Begam, the dughter of ^rlnce Akbar to the 
court provided no harm was done to his home in Jodhpur by 
the Mighai officers, ^he Eknperor approved his proposal, 
and Shuja'at Khan presented both Durgadas and the Princess 
1 
before His Majesty on SO Jfey 1698. A robe of honour ajtol 
rank of 900 £Sk was bestowed upon him, and AurangKeb issued 
orders to Shuja'at Khan to give to him (Durgadas) one lakhs 
of rupees and assign Merta to him as a personal estate . 
After some time Durgadas brought Buland Akhtar, the son of 
Prince Akbar, to the imperial court, and was rewarded with 
pearls. The pare ana of Dhandhuka was also given to him 
« ~ I I I • " • "I II " I t Ill »• I, r i i I I I I I iir 
ggnt;ip^iM„lrQg| pr^Y^gUj pafig jTtQt not4 
1689-90. According to Bhimsen he hold the fauMarl 
of AJmer t i l l 1701, but this is not supported by 
other contemporary writers. Ma<asirwi AIamgiri. 
p- s^} i^ uqtaKhabr^ X IfVjba^ t n , p. SBO; ms^kih. 
Mm^$ Vol. I, p. 312; Ma*a?U'ul ^^ara» ^h 
pp. 706-708J Nuskha-i Dllkushay p. 131. 
I- Ma*apir-^ 4affifi^ yi» PP. S ^ $ ^ywar P«a?r t^g Mu^ tiaa. 
BnoerorSf p. 139. 
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1 
on th i s occasion. In his meeting v i th t he En|>eroP, Durgadas 
pleaded the cause of Ajit Singh and succeeded i n setfuring 
pardon for his master. At l a s t Ajit Singh also submitted 
and expressed his des i re to attend the court , Aji t Singh 
was made an imperial mansabdart J a lo r , Siancher and Siwana 
were granted to him as AsSl£S. and a tSMSS^ot 1,600/500 
2 
was conferred on him. But t h i s se t t lenent did not l a s t 
long, and both Durgadas and AJit Singh again organiaed 
insurrect ion against the Mughals. Aurangaeb d i rec ted Prince 
*Aiam, the governor of Gujarat, to s te rn ly deal ^ t h the 
rebels and suppress the revolt* Consequently, h o s t i l i t i e s 
\mre renewed, and though compromise was patchedj^p in 
1705, r ea l peace could only be establ ished i n iMarwar during 
the reign of Bahadur Shah I , the successor of Aurangzeb. 
During th i s period nine more governors were 
4 
appointed in the subah of Ajmcr, A l i s t of containing 
1* Mirat-i Ahmadiy I , pp, 332-33. 
2« Mirat-i Atoadit I , pp. 341, 34B| MslMSlS^ikMmMLAi 
p. 395. 
3. For d e t a i l s . History of AuraneaebT, Vol. V, pp.232-23 6 | 
Marwaff ^nd^r t:h^ ^:^Khal,g, pp. 141-143. 
4. Ma*asi]Via Pmara. vol . I , pp. 296,498-603,vol. I I , 
pp. 489-91, 796-807; MaI jyS l l r l J lM^^>PP.470-3 . 
- A Miseellanv,, Volume One,pp. 117,118. 
t he i r names, mapsab and tenure Is given below? 
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!• Safi Khan 
2. MaJaMd Khan 
Salyid Ham Id 
3. Tarblyat Khan 
m r Khalll 
4 . Mujahld Khan 
Salyid Hamid 
5. Saiyld Abdullah Khan 
6 . Hasan All Khan Barha 
7 . Prince Aaam 
8 . Sher Aadaz Khan Pannl 
9* Zabardast Khan, 
Mahamnad Khalll 
i§nMs MaMj^ 
1689-1695 
I6fS-1696 
1698 -
1696 -
1696-1703 
1703-1704 
1704-17D6 
(Deputy) 
1706-1707 
3,500/2,000 
3,000/1,600 
2,000/1,200 
3,000/1,500 
2,500/-
2,000/1,000 
40,000/40,000 
» » • • • • 
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GHitPTBR - I I I 
ADMIJJISTRATION OF THE CITY OF AJMER 
The adminigtration introduced in the city of AJmer 
was in form and design similar to that wtilch operated in 
other leading c i t ies of the Empire. It 'had the sane body 
of officers, arrangements of internal security, system of 
local taxation and civic amenities. Being the capital of 
the province, the city of A^mer was the seat of the 
provincial government, frbm where the entire administration 
of the province was controlled in accordance with the rules 
and instructions issued by the central government. The 
governor was concerned not only vdth the provincial 
administration but also with the local administration of 
the city. The supreme executive head of the subah was some-
times designated as subedar and sometimes as fauMar. Both 
were equal in authority but differed in rank. The subedar 
generally held the rank from 2,500 to 7,000 while the 
fauMars held the rank from 500 to 6,000, ^he number of 
subedar3 far exceeded "ter that of fau.1dar/iaopointed in the 
reign of Aurangzeb, Shuja*at Khan, the fau.jdar of Ajmer 
held the highest man sab of 5,000, The posts of subedar 
and diir^ of the province were held seprately by two 
officers provides only one example of an exception to this 
81 
1 
rule wiiich was followed in every province. The fauJdar 
of aarkar Ajmer was i n fact the subedar of the province, 
and as sach| superior in rank and author i ty t o t h e fau.ldar 
of any other i^ar^ar of the sub^h. ^be fauMar^ of other 
s^rkars were under his control and appointed on his 
2 
recommendations, 
PpYfeyg sA^ Fi;tncUoq8 of, t;he,G0Yern,pff 
^ MatjLpn to t\i^ ^Ity, ,Ad?>Jlq1LstratiQn 
The Mughal governor was the chief executive head 
of the c i ty administration and the main lagency through which 
the central government exercised control not only over the 
cap i t a l c i t y of the province but a l l over the province* 
Maintenance of law and order in the c i t y and defend i t 
against outside a t tack were the pr incipal functions of the 
governor. Xt was his foremost duty to get the khutba rec i ted 
in the mosques of the c i t y and coins struck in the neme of 
the reigning monarch. He was also required to stop robbery, 
3 
ensure the safety of the roads and administer Jus t i ce . In 
!• VfeOafi AJmer. p . 167, 
2. Wag ft. i A.1meyf pp. 2O3.104,l78-9| 263, 312,402-3. 
3. . ^ i h i - J i M l i f PP. 223-25? Hidavat-ul Qawwaid.ff. 
13a-l6a| Mirat^i Ahmadi, I , 163-170? J.N, Sarkar , 
The Provineial Government ^f the Muehals, 183-188. 
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the discharge of these Important functions the governor 
was assisted by the lifilifflli the chief of the d t y police, 
who was appointed direct ly by the Emperor. The feij^Jaal vas 
to arrest and punish the thieves in the city, execute the 
decrees passed by the governor or the qazi of the city, 
stop the d is t i l la t ion of sp i r i t s , patrol round the c i ty 
and m i t s s t reets , secure surety bonds from dancing vomea 
and bad characters to behave properly and gather infopmat-
tion of a l l kinds from every corner of the d t y . " At 
places of sale and purchase, at places of entertainment 
where spectators assfflnble, keep watchmen to seize the 
pickpockets and the snatchers-up of things and bring them 
1 
to court for punishment." 
The fort in the city of A^mer, built by Akbar and 
now called Magzine, was the official residence and court of 
A 
the governor. He entered i t for the f i r s t time with much 
ceremony, and kept i t under his exclusive control t i l l the 
time of his transfer. The fort also served as the head-
quarters of the imperial army posted to serve under the 
instructions of the governor. Sometimes the governor lived 
in the palaces constructed by Akbar and Jahangir in thji»^  
c i ty for t . Under the noxmal conditions of peace and 
1* ^^K\lSiX..mpi^U%TSk%,Xp^t PP* ^ - 5 2 . 
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security the subedar held his court more than four times 
a week, but in the period of emergency and c r i s i s he could 
not spare much time to devote himself to the routine 
business of the administration. Vftien he moved out of the 
ci ty in connection with same cf f i c i a l business for a short 
period the court remained suspended, but in case he vent 
for a longer time his deputy held the court and heard the 
pet i t ions. Both Iftehar Khan and Tahawwar Khan appointed 
their respective deputies who exercised al l the functions 
vested in the office of the subedar. The subedar appointed 
the thanedars or police officers to control the law and 
order situation in the c i ty . During the time of the Rathor 
rebellion his responsibili t ies for the security of the 
city immensely increased. He had the power to transfer, 
dismiss aM punish the thanedars. Tahawwar Khan made 
excellent arrangements for the protection of the city of 
AJmer. He asked the Kbtwal to close down the main entrance 
of AJmer c i ty and decided to appoint 200 matchlockmen and 
1 
200 troopers. 
During the Rathor rebellion the crimes of robbery 
and theft increased on a vddescale every where in the province, 
even the city of Ajmer, the seat of the government, was not 
1. Waqa*i S^rkfir Aimer^  pp. 336, 342, 53,64,69,433,575. 
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free from the evils . The i^oa-i S^^i^^ A.1mer i s replete 
with numerous instances of robbery and theft committed in 
towns and villages of the province. A few instances 
regarding the c i ty of A3»er are given belovi 
1. The Chitta t r ibe of AJaisar, a village in the 
haveli of Ajmer, vas severly chastised by the 
fauMar for the crimes of robbery,its members 
had committed in the area. The Thori and the 
Hairtia were the other clanSf notorious for 
. 1 
thefts and robbery/ 
2. I t was reported that two cows, belonging to 
different owners in Madar Sate in the ci ty 
2 
were stolen by the thelves. 
3. On the occasion of the annual jjjcfi ceremony 
two thieves in the dress of beggars entered 
a house situated near the shrine and seised 
the movable belongings, and were about to run 
away with them when the owner saw th®a and 
caught them red handed* They were produced before 
the qai^i who in accordance with the holy law 
3 
ordered for the cutting of their hands. 
I . W9ifla>i Sarkar AJmer, pp. 28-29, 66, 763/3/ 
s* Waflftr^ . ParlfefiP Akert PP. ^ I 3 . 
3. llimdrlMK^^.Mmif P* S9* 
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4. The cloth shops In the d ty were looted by the 
burglars. The o^ers of these shops were Thsfeur 
and Sabha Maha^an. Not only cloth was stolen 
but cash was also tsken away by the thieves. 
5. The ^^oft'-l Nawls of A^ jraer rePtsr ted tha t the 
tldeves held men to ransom and freed them on 
payment of money. Once they kept a gardner who 
lived outside the city of AJmer a« caPtive and 
set him free only on the payment of money by 
2 
his relations. 
6. In several villages of the haveli and pargana 
AJmer, assigned as .1agir or ma<^ fld>.i ma*ashy 
thefts were co mm it ted. Reports of cases of 
burglary and robb^y were received from Budhwarat 
Bajnagari Kbkhra, Jharol and Da*t]ra vjgre=£fi^^git; 
7. The agents of Ifeaa'-i Niear reported from several 
places of the province that some .Jaeirdars and 
f^mindays were involved in one way or another In 
the incidents of theft and robbery. They provided 
the robbers with shelter and help. But no action 
!• ,WaqaV-A,Pftl^ ,gff,„A.1ffi.?yi PP. 33, 67, 68. 
2. Vfaqa*»i Sarkar A-imer^  PP. 76, 235, J?77. 
3. Waqa»»i Sarkar A.1mery pp. 19,26,67,68, 71, 99j^'>o^^^s-3^. 
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was taken against th« zaialndars by the faujdar 
1 
0f Ajmer, 
8. The thefts were committed even In the military 
camp lying outside the city, Oac& Anup Singh, 
grandson of Rao Amar Singh of Nag ore conferred 
his gttilt before Iftekhar Khan, the governor 
of Ajmer, bttt he p l eads that as his men were 
on the verge of starvation they conmitted the 
2 
crime. 
9. A thief fell down in Ana Sagar while trying to 
escape from the clutches of the watchmen. But 
he was caught alive and his head was chopped. 
ffhe gory head of the thief was fastened to a 
3 
tree in the city for display to the public. 
30. The thieves stole away cows from outside the 
c i ty , but Pri thi Singh and Raj Singh captured 
them and produced before Muhaaraad Khalil, the 
deputy fau.1dar of Ajmer, who ordered the 
4 
culpri ts to be Imprisoned. 
1. mqa*,rjl gflykaff ^mvt PP^ 46,47,61,19^. 
2, IfaQa'*i Sarkar A.1^rf p . 120. 
3. Bqa'-;^^arHar A,lfflgr» P« ISB. 
4 . ,]^qfl!,r.i Saykar A.1ffl?r» P* ^* 
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Thus, the aabedar of AJmer endeavoured vAth the 
help of police officers to maintain law and order in the 
city and uphold imperial authority. Tahawwar Khan s^XsM 
Padshah Qoli Khan suppressed the tribes of .Gf?it^ ta and 
lUiS which indulged in highway robbery and plunder of 
1 
villages. The highway robberies and plunder by the local 
people during the course of Eathore rebellion hsA become 
so eonmon that the Subedar Tahawwar Khan bad to appoint 
Qutubuddln, son of Nahar Oil, with fifty horsemen to patrol 
around his contingent in order to keep a vigilant watch on 
the robbers and disruptive elements. He l a t e r sent a force 
of fifty horsemen to support Qutbuddin, and issued urgent 
orders to the ^h^adars (police officers) to Patrol the 
area throughout night and perform the duty of ehaukidar or 
2 
watchman. He also undertook extraordina^ry measures to ensure 
the regular supply of food lynd fodder into the ci ty of Ajmer, 
He wrote a detailed report of al l his exertions aXd achieve-
ments and persuaded the local c ivi l and judicial officers 
to sign i t , Abdul Hazsaci, the ta j l of Ajmeri the bakfashi. 
and the V|feiqfl*>i % ^ g of the iukfibt I^ff AisHt a»^ SfiJlaiJI 
Nashin of Dargah put their signature on the pet ion fMahazar) 
4 
and i t was sent to the Emperor. 
s* .^<i»!,rl..J«to'.A.lPCT» pp. sos-503. 
3. miqa**! Sarkar A.imery pp. 590, 592-3, 604-6. 
^' .P^q '^ 'k S r^^ ftff Mmi f P* 311. 
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Judicial Fanetiona og the Subedayt 
The subedar of Ajmer, l ike the aabedars of other 
provinces , was vested idth the Judicial functions. He 
regularly held the court and administered justice in 
criminalf c iv i l and revenue cases aftSr proper investiga-
tion and inconsultation with the qazi and the mufti. He 
referred to the j jg i t some cases for investigation and others 
involving lav of 8hari*at for decision. Aurangzeb had urged 
every gubedar and fauMar to make efforts in trying and 
deciding cases in consonance with the established law and 
^ affording protection to the residents of towns, c i t i e s and 
villages. The Emperor asserted in the farman addressed to 
Sardar Khan, faujdar of garkar SuratK, that the main 
purpose of justice was to provide peace and security to 
the ra^jyat and the caamonfolk, "We in person, dispense 
just ice to the oppressed and afflicted for the establish-
ment of the principles of justice and equity and for the 
1 
destruction of the very foundations of tyranny and oppression," 
In pursuance of t h i s imperial policy the subedars and 
fau,1da^g paid special attention to the a«teini s t r a t i on of 
jus tice and protection of the weak, A few cases decided by 
*he fau.1d^y of Ajiaer are given below by way of i l l u s t r a t i on . 
.1 I, p. 257, 
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1. One ^ a n d i , a l&boiarert went to village Kbrah to 
purchase some wine, and took Gangaram, a text i le 
printer, with him promising to Pay money for the 
day he would spend in his company, i^lhen Gang a Ram 
asked him for the payment of his wag:es, Anandi 
killed him. Anandi was captured by the relat ives 
of the deceased and presented before Pad shah Quli 
Khso, ^he governor handed over the murder to the 
relatives of the deceased. But they le t him off, 
and the governor ordered his imprisonment so as to 
1 
set an exanple for others. 
2. Tikon, an inhabitant of J M M I^dwana lodged a 
complaint in the court of Padshah Quli Khan that 
Saleh Beg| an ahdi, had imprisoned tds son. Saleh 
Beg argued that he had purchased that boy for 
Rs.ao/- and made him Muslim, ^he governor held 
that as the boy was^inor his conversion was unlaw-
ful and ordered that the boy should be set free and 
handed over to his father, ^he plan tiff paid Jjlw 
2 
ten rupees to Saleh Beg and took the son* 
3. The governor was not authorised to award the death 
penalty. He was required to refer such cases t o the 
imperial court. But in one particular case which 
1. Waqa'*^ gay^ar hlmt% PP . 6 0 7 - 8 , 
2. >fefla' *ir ^arfcar, k^mt^ p» S73. 
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was of p o l i t i c a l nature Padshah Quit Khan ordered 
the accused to be tranppledunder the feet of^elephant. 
The accused was a Rajput who had concealed himself 
in the skirtsof^^tent \gith the in tent ion to k i l l 
Raja Maha Singh Bhadoria. But he could not find an 
opportunity t o achieve his aim and ran away ear ly 
in the morning. He was seen and captured, but he 
1 
k i l l ed four person who attempted t o seize him» 
The Governor's Relation with the Central Government { 
• The Waqfl'-4 gainsay A.1ffler throws considerable l i g h t 
on the re la t ionsh ip between the governor of Ajmer and the 
cen t r a l government. The governors were loysiL and obedient 
to the Bnperor and his minis ters a t t t e court and they never 
defied t he orders issued by the central au tho r i t i e s . I f t ekha r 
Khan was ordered, after the death of Jaswant Singh, t o 
proceed t o JoSi pur and ass is t the central off icers in t h e i r 
work of annexing Marwar to the crown tewrltory and es tabl i sh-
2 
ing imperial authority there. The governor received the 
!• WaqaM. ^arHar ^\ml^ p . 408, According to the penal 
code contained in the farman of Aurangzeb addressed 
to the diwsn of Gujarat, Jonei 1672, the governor was 
ins t ruc ted , "when murder has been proved against any 
man according to the Holy Law or i s c lose t o c e r t a l n i t y , 
keep the offender i n prison and r epo r t the facts to 
the Emperor." JJUaJidLAIaail* I»PP» 278-283; W^&Mk 
AJministratJon. p. 114. 
2. ^^Qa*-1 Sarkar A M ^ r . pp. 72173,801,81,117,118, 
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the royal farman with deference md in a ceremonial way. 
"^ J^ e vaaa* i informs t h a t Iftekhar Khan rewarded the mace-
bearer who had brought the farman tvo hundred rupees and 
Padshah Quli also gave the same amount to t h e mace-bearer^ 
1 
Fat eh Beg^ I t was also his duty to co l l ec t revenue* frcm 
the mahalg of .laeirdara serving outside the province and 
remit the money t o them* Sazawals came to Iftekhar Khan 
demanding the Payment of money due to .laeirdars who were 
serving in the Deccan. The governor held i nqu i r i e s in 
cases referred to M.m by the imperial court and despatched 
detai led reports t o i t . The Vfaga'^  has recorded the case of 
Kesri and J iv ra j versus Shyam Ran Brahman in which If tekhar 
Khan made inqu i r i es , Shyam Ram had complained that s ix years 
ago he Paid Rs. 2,3)0 in advance t o Kesri and J i v r a i for 
the purchase of 8,000 maunds of grain, but he could receive 
3 
ne i the r any quanti ty of grain nor the money back, 
Iftekhar Khan received royal orders, contained 
in a Hasb-ul-hukum under the signature of the M&zi£i to the 
effect t h a t he should d i rec t Salyid Jtahamraad, Sa.l.lada Waahin 
of the Pare ah, to present tdmself before the Imperial court 
1. Vaaa'-i Sarkar A.1mer, pp. 74,553. 
2. Waqa'-I, garHar. A.1i^ igy» P* S 2 * 
3 . Wafla*-4 SflTKar, AJwe^t PP. S^fSS. j^s;haA dg 
and Administration, p, 213, 
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and explained his position in the case f i led against him 
by his brother. The governor sent the copy of t he Hasb-ul-
hukum to the Sa.1.1ada Nashin urging him to proceed to the 
court \dthout delayi but the l a t t e r pleaded that he would 
s t a r t from Ajmer after t h e lyea ceremony v&a over. I t had 
been alleged tha t Saiyid Muhsmmad had fa i led to sa t i s fy 
the claims of his brother on the property l e f t by t h e i r 
1 
father . By another Hasb-.ul-hukum Iftekhar Khan was asked 
to s e t t l e the dispute'between Raja Manoha:pdas, .iagirdar of 
Manoherpur and his nephew RukamanXv. ^^?^ If tekhar Khan 
requested the Mir Bakhshi to get the t ransfer order of s ix 
mansabdars serving in the province of A;lmer cancelled. His 
request was conceded and the mansabdars were not sent t o 
3 
Deccan. The oazi-ul-r|Uz2at (chief Just ice) asked Iftekhar 
Khan to hold inquir ies into the complaints lodged by Ganga 
Ram against Muhanmad * Alam^^  An In of pare ana Didwana, and 
decided the caselD the l i gh t of his inves t iga t ions . Ganga 
Ram had complained t h a t Mihammad Alan k i l l ed his son-in-law 
Bhaqwan and forcibl;;t seized his wife af teir preventing her 
from performing the gatjj,« Iftekhar Khan male thorough inquir ies 
in the case. The wife of the deceased was summoned alongAthe 
1. \feiqft!-^gfirkay AJ^ey, pp. 14-15. 
S> Waqa*"?, gaykay A.1n;g|*» P. ^ . 
3» Waaa'-i Sarkar A.1mer. pp. 21,70. The names of t h e 
mang^daxp are noted below» 
a ) P i r t h i v i aingh, 150 M t , ( 2 ) aardole , 160 z^ , 
(3) Rath atngh, 40 ss^ \{A) Ghani Ram, 80 jf i t , 
(6) Harkaran, 100 ,aai and (6) Jag at Ram, 80 z^. 
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accused aM other witnesses from both sides, and It was 
discovered that the charges levelled against the PBEn were 
1 
baseless. 
The Governor* 8 Relations vlth other Officers of the Provincex 
Though the hold of the central government over 
provincial administration was absolute! the governor exercis-
ed discretionary powers and effective control over the 
apparatus of local government. The local off icers, though 
appointed and removed by the central government, worked under 
the supervision of the governor| none of whom could afford 
to flout his authority or thj6-wart the execution of his 
policy. The cffleers worked under his direct supervision 
when a s tate of emergen<gr prevailed in the ci ty or the 
province. The governor also enjoyed the privilege of local 
patronage. I t was on his recommendations that the Bnperor 
aPpoiiAed IgiUda£9, tJlaQMaSS, transferred the mansabdars 
and increased the ranks of and conferred t i t l e s on officers 
subordinate to him. The Diwan of the Subahy appointed 
direct ly by the Etaperor on the recommend at ion of the waglTf 
was vested with authozlty over the revenue department, and 
1. Ifaaa'-i Sarkar A.1mer. pp. 13,17,24. 
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In this sphere he funetloned Independent of the governor* 
But even he was instructed to discharge his duties in 
collaboration with the governor, i l l the provincial officers 
s^pointed by the centre had to Pay their respects to the 
governor before proceeding to take charge of their respec-
tive offices in the Subah of A^mer. For instance, when the 
yaQa*«i Nawis of Ranthambore was transferred to AJmer and 
made lfaqa»i ITawis^Bakhshi of the whole province, he f i r s t 
paid a visi t to the faujdar^ Iftekhar Khan, and, discussed 
with him the problens of his office. Sharf-ud-dln Husain3\ 
was appointed An in Palbaai and Karori of Ranthambore, and 
he, before going to that place, came to Ajmer and met 
1 
Iftekhar Khan. Razl-ud-din, who replaced Mir Inayatullah, 
as Daroeha-i DakchowklT came to see the governor at A^mer, 
and so came Abdul VjSihid Khan to pay v is i t to him before 
going to Sherpore to assume the charge of Paujdari, Similarly 
Mohammad Baqar when appointed as Darogha-i Khagaqa with a 
2 
rank of 300 jg^ paid v i s i t to the governor of the Subah. 
The Wkoa'-i Kawis-Bakhahi submitted copies of 
reports, sent by his agents from different parts of the 
province to the governor who formulated his policies and 
measures of administration on this basis of information 
1. WiaqaSJi, SarKar Afagr, PP. i x , 19. 
2. Waaa*«i Sarkar Afaer. pp. 11, 35| 3 -39 . 
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contained in them» Iftekhar Khan, the governor, kept in ^^^Z 
r^flth the Bskhshi and frequently consulted tilm on adminis-
trat ive problems. This mutual cooperation operated as a 
check on the rash and hasty action of the governor. The 
governor sought infomation from the Ba^chshi about the 
act ivi t ies of the rebels and the .asfflill^£S» As the B^hshi 
was answerable to the Emperor be could refuse to act on 
the advice of the governor especially in matters which,in 
his opinion, required direct instructions from the court. 
When Iftekhar Khan asked the B^hshi to help him in employ-
ing 1,000 horsemen and 1,000 a r t i l l e ry men according to the 
royal farm an, the l a t t e r expressed his inabi l i ty on the 
ground that he had received no orders from the centre with 
regard to this work. The governor conveyed his reply to the 
court which sent to him a Hasb-ul hukum under the signature 
of the Mir Bakhshi directing him to assist the governor in 
1 
the official business. 
Functions of the Governor in the Land Revenue Mministration 
I t was one of the foremost duties of the governor 
of Ajmer to collect t r ibute from the feudal lords, help the 
civi l officers in their work of revenue realisation and 
ensure the safe d€.spatch of the tre^surer^to the imperial 
1. Waqa'-^  Sarto m^rt PP. 95,96,IDS-S, IO5, lae. 
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court . The vassal chiefs and the zamlndars did not pay 
t r i bu t e and land revenue without being forced, by the d i s -
play of mi l i t a ry force or actual mi l i t a ry campaigns. The 
governor himself undertook tours for revenue col lect ion 
in the province and supplied troops to t he aid of tSSMMt 
amin and karori whenever any one of them vras found in a 
jdli 'ficult s i tua t ion created by the refractory zamindars. 
Iftekhar Khan, the governor of Subah A^mer, marched at the 
head of 4;4i an army to Gujar, the v i l lage of Amarsar pare an a^  
to col lec t revenue. He was able to r e a l i s e a sum of 
Rs. 25,000/- vdthin a short time, and stayed for some time 
1 
more to collect the arrears amounting t o Hsi 12,000/- , He 
launched mi l i ta ry operations against the refractory zamindars 
and rebel l ious Jae i rdars . Muhammad BaqAr, Daroeha-i Kfaaganay 
informed Iftekhar Khan that Islam Mubammaa K^oyi dic/not 
deposit the amount col lected from the peasants in the govern-
ment treasury. It was alleged that he had spent Rs,30,386/-
out of the money collected from the peasants, Taj Muhammad, 
Ka£a£l of Kft(i^ l> informed Iftekhar Khan that in the oargan^ 
of Amarsar, Yawasa and Kasali, most of the land was included 
lA paib^qi and complained t h a t the gamindf^rs did not pay the 
revenues. The governor took prompt action in every case and 
Improved the efficency of revenue administration, 
1. Mftoa'-i Sarkar A.imer. pp, 22-23. 
g 'V 
Padshah Quli Khan ordered Ham Singh Kachwahhat a 
manaabdar of 40 ^a t / and thaiiedar of Kbhkra, a place three 
^08 from the city of A^merf to proceed to pargana Chattsu 
and make the settlement of laM revenue with the zamindara 
of the area. The manaabdar compiled with the orders of the 
governor and made settlement of land revenue and helped the 
1 
local officers in i t s realisation. Further^ Padshah Quli Khan 
directed Hehmullah| son of Shah Baig Khan, afid others to go 
to the pargana of Chattsu, and Latif Beg to proceed towards 
2 
Afflarsar for settlement and realisation of the laiid revenue. 
The agent of Vaqa«-i Nawis and the sia£k of Mairta reported 
to the governor that Sa»adullah, the fau.1dag»amin-kAror^. 
had embezzled a huge amount of public mney^ that he was 
most dishonest and corrupt officer and that he had not 
deposited the revenues collected from the gamlndara and 
peasants of the area. At the time of Raj Singh* s 
invasion of Mairta there was a sum of Rs. 40,000/* in the 
treasury kept in the fo r t , but Sa'adullah Khan managed to 
seisse i t and transfer i t to his family members. He sent 
Rs.aOfOOO/- to his son at Shah Jahanabad and Rs.IS,000/-to 
his nephew at Anper, and the remaining amount ^e kept for 
his own use. After the invasion of HaJ Singh he infoimed 
the governor that the whole treasure in the fort of Hairta 
bad been plundered and carried away by the rebels . However, 
X. WftOa'^ i Sarkar Aimerf> p. 168. 
2. Anarsar and some other villages In oareana Chattsu 
were generally held as 3agir by the governor of the 
Sabah. W^^'-i ^afkaff A.t}neff, pp. 195*196} ^ 1 . 
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the governor could not tske any effect ive action against 
th is corrupt officer because there was no evidence t o prove 
1 
the charges against him. 
Sovernor's Relations with Zamlndars and JagJrdars t 
The governors generally followed a policy of 
conccirfd and conci l ia t ion in dealing vl th the heredi tary 
chiefs and zamindars of the Subat^ of Ajmer, The chiefs and 
gamln^arsf on t h e i r p a r t , displayed a s p i r i t of co rd i a l i t y 
and friendship in the i r re la t ions with the Mughal governors 
and o f f i c i a l s . They paid annual t r ibu te t o the governor, 
furnished the fixed quota of contingents for imperial service 
and maintained Imperial rules and regulat ions within the 
l im i t s of t he i r t e r r i t o r i a l j u r i sd i c t i ons . They kept t h e i r 
agents a t the court of t h e governor and sought t o gain his 
favour by sending g i f t s and messages of friendship through 
them to him. Maharaja Jaswant Singh had tils agent a t the 
court of Iftekhar Khan, and Raja Inder Singh transmitted 
the information of his succession to the gadd| of Jodhpur 
2 
through his agent posted at Ajmer. During t h e Pushkar f a i r 
the Prohit of Rana Raj Singh of Mewar cojie t o Ajmer and 
brought presents for the governor. The Proh i t , a mSs^^ did 
not pay v i s i t to the governor, but sent the a r t i c l e s through 
1. jiaqa'-;l, ^ax^r hU^u PP. 3i7-ao, 232, 236. 
2. ^ a » - i Sarkar AMer. pp. 22, 23, 242, 
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servants of the Rana. However, small zamindars of the 
Sub ah come in person to see the governor and give presents 
1 
when they visited Ajmer during the Pushkar fa i r . Once Raj 
Singh, the Rana of Ud alp or, sent costly presents along with 
2 
a friendly l e t t e r to Padshah Qull Khan. Maharaja J"aswant 
Singh despatched a force of 100 horsemen £ind 160 footmen 
to the aid of Iftekhar Khan ^ o was engaged in the suppress" 
3 
ion of disturbances in the province. But Raja Ram Singh 
refused t o provide military reinforcement when asked by 
Iftekhar Khan because the Shlkhawat clan {^gainst which i t 
4 
was to be used was In alliance with the Raja, 
The small gamindars were generally haughty and 
defiant, always with holding payment of revenues, resisting 
government officers and creating disturbances. They raided 
and plundered villages and t o ^ s and committed highway 
robbery. They fought among themselves an agrarian issues 
and sometimes on petty personal differences. The Mughal 
fau.1dar had to devote much of bis time and energy in dealing 
with these refractory elements. He undertook punitive 
' • . . . . . . . . . . . , , - . I 
1. Waq^ **^  gafHa? Ajiey, pp. so - s i , 
S. Waqa'-i SarkaT A.1mer. p. S94. 
3. T/faqa'-i Sarkar A.1mer. pp, 51, 6 1 , 69, 
4. mntiU^ Sarkar A.1mer. p. 61. 
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expeditions to chastise rebels and restore lav and order 
in the disturbed areas. During the Rathor Rebellion the 
incidence of dlstiirbai»es and revolts intensified, resulting 
in dislocation In normal administrative business and wide-
spread lawlessness in villages and toums of the Sub ah of 
Ajmer. 
The diary of the news-writer i s full of minute 
detai ls regarding the predatony act ivi t ies of the zamindars 
and dis-orders in the ^jaltab. For Instance, Fateh Singh Naro, 
zamin^^y of Kakora vlllagei forcibly seized the land revenues 
1 
collected from the peasants, ^he merchants and bankers 
reported t o Tahavwar Khan that zamindays iidth their armed 
supporters bad raided and plundered the town of Bebronda. 
The fau.idar promised to despatch an expedition to chastise 
the Invaders. The aTa«KahB-#j' c^^--A^^-^0 in formed the 
royal court that Debidas, a zamind^r of the area, had not 
deposited the revenue. The iB"1iHnrr of ^e±A±2^ submitted 
a petition to the royal court that Debidas, a zaAlndar of 
the area had not depostlted the revenues collected frcm the 
peasants, and that he had committed theft and robbery, 
Tahawwar Khan, the fauJda^f was directed by the Emperor to 
I I I ! " • I I " i — i » i i M « n » i i i I i . i i . i i i n i II iriiii iiiiiin i i iiii i i i i i i i • i • 
*^ W^qa'rj. Say^ai, A.1imgr> PP. 4 8 , 49. 
2. Ifeqiia' "X iP.ar,to Mmtt PP» 173*174, 
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take s tern action against the cu lp r i t . The amy sent by 
the fau.jdar succeeded in capturing the zamindar but the 
fau.1dar pardoned him on the solemn promise of paying the 
arears and abandoning his predatory a c t i v i t i e s , Talok 
A 
Singh, son of Subhan Singh Sisodia of Pare ana Khandar in 
sarkar Ranthambore not only refused t o pay the a r rears but 
k i l led eight so ld iers in an aimed clash viLth Muhammad Zaman, 
the karorif and escaped unpunished. Later in a family feud 
several persons were k i l l ed . The government annexed the 
2 
ifl£l£ of t h i s outlaw to khal isa. Anand Chand Shekhawat 
of Manoharpur was accused of murdering four persons i n a 
family feud. The investigations proved tha t the accused had 
committed the crime in self-defence, and he had cooperated 
vdth the government au thor i t i e s in the work of i nves t iga t ion . 
Anand Chand met the governor and professed his loya l ty to 
the government, and expressed his des i r e to serve in the 
imperial army in the Deccan. Iftekhar Khan, the re fore , 
requested the Bakhshi-ul Mumalik t o pardon the gu i l ty and 
restore his mansab. His recommendation was accepted by the 
tflr Bakhshi, and Anand Chand came to meet the governor again 
with a force of 300 horsemen. He honoured the manaabdar and 
3 
sent him to the Deccan to join the imperial army, 
^9-h A. 
1. Waaa*-i Sarkar AJmer,, pp.^39't397, 
2. waqa'-a, ga ,^ykar„A.1fflgi;:t p . 4 0 . 
3. WftOfl»-l Sarkar Aimer, pp. SfF-SB,32,;34,36,37,45-47,50,69. 
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Moreover, the zamindsrs of the sub ah A.lmer subjected 
the peasants and helpless people to i l l ega l exactions al-
though the ESnperor had abolished a la-rge number of ^bvab^ 
( i l legal taxes) and issued^warning to the officers against 
extortion and oppression, ^be f_^u.1dar of Ajmer punished 
these jasiQ^3£fi vrhen he hadsome opportunity to do sof but 
on several occasions, part icularly during the Rathor rebellion, 
be attempted t o prevent them from oppressing the people by 
means of persuasion and conciliation. The collection of 
a. 
xahAarHi ( t o n tax) was common practice which prevailed 
A 
throughout the province. The Jsfoaa'-i Nawfeff has recoiled 
many instances of the collection of this levy which prove 
the weakness of the government and helplessness of the 
People, fhe Waaa'-i Kawa^ g^  himself witnessed the forcible 
collection of th is i l legal Impost (j:sMaSl) at a place near 
Mai pore while he was on his way from Ranthanbore to Ajmer. 
He immediately reported the matter to Abul Hasan, the local 
UilasMJii who went to the spot and took strong action against 
2 
the offenders. The merchants and traders of Sambhar complained 
to Muhammad Arif, the aSllQ, that scsne Rajput zaiJ^nday^T l ike 
Sunder Singh and Gaj Singh Naroke imposed to l l tax in Sawara, 
a village in pargana Maftaabad at the rate of one rupee 
II III T I 1 1 1 • — » — — « » — i — 1 I m i l II i « — « — — — » — » « — y i i i i i J I IK I I III ••i iMI I I • ! II II i n i » i ' 
1. Wag ft!-i ,^flyHar.,A3'nejft PP« 73-74, 
2 . j^a^aSi ^ar!tcar..,iA.1'PfiXo P* ^3 . 
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per hundred cows and one tan^a from one bullacto-cart, The 
agents of the Tfeaa'»l Nawls had often t o go in the / ^ ^ 
1 
of beggars for the pui^ose of gathering information. 
As a number of chiefs and zamlndars went I n to open 
rebel l ion ajid^law and order s i tua t ion de te r io ra t ed , the 
Mughal mansabdars BXA officers began t o loose t h e i r hold 
oJEi .1 a e i r s . and complaints of forc ib le seizure of lands by 
malefactors poured In the court of the faujdar^ adding new 
re spons ib i l i t i e s t o his charge. The agents of :! a s i rdars 
came from different pa r t s of the sub ah to submit p e t i t i o n s 
in the court of the fau.1dar at Ajmer, requesting him to 
despatch mil i tary force t o recover lands from the possession 
of rebel l ious zamindars.. The fau.jdar launched mi l i t a ry 
campaigns against the rebels and recaptured lands and handed 2 ^ 
2 
over to the agents of the iaSi lMES. ^he CaaMfll* a t the 
same t ime, kept the mans^bd^s under d i s c ip l i ne by forcing 
him to abide by the imperlaOL rules and regula t ions . If any 
mansabdar fai led to obey his commands the fau,1dfir generally 
recommended to the ? t r Bakhshi for his t ransfer . Kasi Singh 
Rathore, a mansabd^ of 250/40, did not care to pay^vlsl t to 
If tekhar Khan on his a r r iva l in Amarsar, nor did he come to 
1. Waga*-j. Sfl^ k^fly jygfx* PP . §4, 321, 4<59. 
2. KaqaV.i, ^afi^fif A.1ffi,gf» pp. 22, 37, 42, 67. 
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kimer to see the fau.1dar at Ajmer a t t he time of bis assump-
tion of off ice. If tekhar Khan sent few howemen t o bring 
the haughty mansabdar to his presencei but he f l a t l y refused 
to obey the orders of a superior authori ty on the ground that 
he was preparing to proceed t o the Deccan with Jfen Singh son 
of Raja ^oop Singh, '-^ 'he Bakhs hi of the sub ah advised him not 
to pursue t he matter but l e t the n^ansabdar go away from the 
1 
Sub ah otherwise he would create mischief. 
R l^j|,gj,QU8 yunct^png 9f t,N Goy r^npff^  
According t o an established convention the Muslim 
governor of AJmer perfoimed his prayers on Friday in congrega-
2 
t ion in the Jama' Masild of the c i t y . He also made arrange-
ments for an^hlmself par t ic ipa ted in a special kind of 
prayer cal led I s t i i s ta which was usually held outside the c i ty 
In the day to pray^Qod for ra ins when the population f e i t 
3 
the threat of d:^ought owing to i t s f a i l u r e . On the eve of 
gjd the governor honoured the k hat lb of the c i ty and the 
other local Muslim divines and theologians with robes of 
honour, In his absence the deputy-governor or kotwal of the 
c i t y discharged these r e l ig ious and socijil funct ions. He wa3 
1. WaflftVi garkar A.imey) pp. 84, 85. 
s. Waqa*"i s ^ r ^ A.in^^r, PP . 1 4 , 43. 
3. Waqa^-LJarlay ,A.1qiej:» PP» I S - I 6 . 
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empowered to exereise general sapervisioci on the adninlstra-
tion of the Dargfth and protect the Interests of i t s employees. 
He not only visited the shrine and made offerings but spent 
1 
money on r i tuals performed there, Qnee Padshah Qull gave 
money for the preparation and distribution of ilaHs (sotqp 
made of wheat) sugar and milk) which was cooked in a huge 
deg|^ (cauldron) in the JBa£gaJ2 at night. During the Sjffi 
ceremony I f t ^ h a r Khan attended the Mahfil.i Sama (audition) 
and supervised the arrangements for comfortable stay aol 
security of pilgrims and vis i tors . 
The governor had no authority to intervene in the 
family dispute of the Sallada Ifashin of the Darg^ti on the 
issues of succession or inheritancei as such matters were 
referred to the Ehiperor for settlement. Saiyid Alauddin, 
the S^j.1a^a, %sfij[n of the SaE&abt had visited the Imperial 
court a»l received rewards and honours from the %peror, 
Shahjahan. After his death his son Saiyid Muhammad succeeded 
his father*s position in the Dargahf but his brother Saiyid 
Pa^uUah submitted a petition in the court for an equal d is t r lb 
bution of bis father 's properties. Iftekhar Khan was asked by 
*he Hasb-ul Hukum issued under the signature of the Ifazir to 
send Saljrld Muhammad to the court to ejqplaln his position in 
1* lfaffla '^^ l,^ a l^fflff A.1i^rt PP< 2di*s32{ MM%rr% Mm^i ^t 
p. 433 
S* Haaa**^ Sarkar A.1mert p. SD 
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1 
the presence of the Bnperor. But he effect ively exercised 
his authori ty and influence in the conduct of the Dare ah 
administration. When the holders of the da i ly subsistence 
allowance (Yomia*daran) coiBplained to the governor t h a t they 
had not received the allowance for t h e l a s t s ix months he 
made a thorough inquiry in to the mat ter , and t r i ed t o redress 
the grievances of these poor servants of the Dargah. The 
Ba.1.1ada Nash In and Mutawv4i of the Pare ah argued that as 
the number of da lments had increased and the income from 
lands assigned under th is head decl ined, i t was not possible 
for them t o pay the allowance regular ly and sa t i s fy every 
one. The >faqfi%i Nawis reported t h e mattei* to the court and 
settlement of the problem was deferred t i U the r ec i i p t of 
the royal orders in th i s respect . 
The governor also made adequate arrangments for 
pilgrims on the occasion of Pushkar Fair in the c i t y of Ajmer. 
Iftekhar Khan himself v is i ted the place and stayed the re to 
supervise the arrangement made p a r t i c u l a r l y for the day on 
which thousand^of devot4!es came from far off places t o ^^Ee 
3 
bathirin the sepred lake of Pushkar, But at the same time the 
governor had to oarryout the imperial orders per ta in ing to 
4 
temple destruction and r ea l i sa t ion of the .lazlvah. The 
1. Ifeaa*-i Sarkar A.1mer^  pp. 14, 15, S4, 25, 
2. Ifeqa»»i Sarkar A.1mer. pp. 33-32. 
3 . lfeaa«-i Sarkar A.imer. pp. 15, 48, 49, 63. 
4. yaaa»"i Sarkar A.imer. pp. 11, 306, 
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governor and his officers attjsmpted, whenever they found good 
1 
chance of success, to prevent a widow from performing sa t l . 
The kotimlf as the principal police officer, 
exercised jurisdiction over the thanas and patrolling police 
of the whole city and i t s suburbs,.He was responsible for 
the maintenance of the internal security and peace of the 
city land implementation of government orders which related to 
i t s municipal administration. Arrest and Imprisonment of 
criminals, control of market, malnten^ce of peace and order 
In streets and lanesof the ci ty, supervision on arrangements 
of civic sonenities, close watch on the ac t iv i t ies of bad 
characters protection of the poor against the strong, and 
giving help to the paz^ and inuhatisb in the discharge of their 
duties were same of the important functions Included in the 
range of his executive jurisdict ion. The ci ty was divided into 
wards (muhullas)^ and the chief of every ward (ii^ir»i muhullah) 
was assigned with the task of dealing sternly with trouble-
makers and supplying information about daily occurances to 
the kotwal. The subordinate police officers operated in each 
and every part of the ci ty and curbed violence and tensions 
arising there. The kotwal attended the court of the governer 
1. Vaqa**;^  Sayi»tflff AJpey, pp. 13, 17, 9i. 
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and executed his orders in respect of sentences Imposed on 
convicts . The administration of the prison was under his 
exclusive charge, and he was answerable for the condition 
and conduct of every prisoner to his superior a u t h o r i t i e s . 
He was s^pointed by the Emperor on the recommendation of the 
Mir At ash (superintendent of a r t i l l e r y ) , and could be trans-
ferred or dismissed by him alone. Under his command there 
was a considerable contingent of cavalry and grea t number 
of foot soldiers who ass is ted him in the execution of Imperial 
1 
orders . 
The kotwal of Ajmer, according to jHSSa* » was among 
the tab in an of Tahawww Khan, the fau.1dar of the sub ah. Once 
N'airaat-uUah, the kotwal,, came into clash with the a r t i l l e r y 
men who were reported to have oppressed the shopkeepers and 
traders of the c i t y . The kotwal s tout ly defended the cause of 
the merchants and protected them against the tyranny and 
2 
in jus t ice of the soldiers serving under the fau.ldar. Again, 
on another occasion, the butchers and grain merchants complained 
against the a t r o c i t i e s of the muhtasib (^3^—|/A^^^ ^>"'^) to 
the kotwal who assured them that necessary action would be 
1. For a de ta i led descr ipt ion of his power and funct ions , 
Mirat-i Ahmadif I M , pp. /^»~7o j Storia-Do-Mflggr, 11^ 
P» 421; The Provincial Qovernment of the Mughals,p.211. 
2. jjaq '^Tl. Say to hlm\^ P* 309. 
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taken against the cruel off icer . I t appears tha t the kotwal 
of Aimer was concerned with the welfare of the t raders and 
merchants of the c i t y and always t r i ed to save them from t he 
1 
oppression of o f f i ce r s , soldiers and turbulent people. When 
serious disputes arose between the kotwal and the inufatasib-
i t was the fau.idar who generally intervened s^d se t t l ed the 
2 
i s sues . Muhammad Murad, the ^otwqj.f requested Tahawwar lOian 
to supply him a force of forty hors^nen required for the 
defence of the c i t y , and the fau.ld^r accepted his reques t , 
but at the same time asked the bakhs^ii to enroll one hundred 
3 
horsemen more for that purpose. During the Rathor rebel l ion 
the kotwal extended ful l cooperation to the fau.idar and dlwan 
of the qubah and carr ied out a l l t h e i r Ins t ruc t ions issued 
4 
in connection with the defence of the city., The Wi^aa'^i-NawLs 
has recorded a very in te res t ing incident about the hunger 
s t r i k e s ta r ted by 26 prisoners in the j a i l of A^mer. The 
pr isoners demanded one rupee da i ly allowance instead of the 
small quanti ty of food, one fourth of seer of f lour , which 
was generally supplied In the j a i l . The fau.1dar,, however, 
rejected th i s novel demand, and the prisoners in consequence. 
1. J^qa!,r..i, garHar A.1mert P P . 3*5, 649-61. 
2. Waqa'-i Sgjfay A.1m r^, p . 346. 
3. Waga'-t g^Kar A t^^ r^? PP. 4 3 1 , 432. 
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went on hunger strike^ They did not take the food for more 
than 12 days!| and the p rob l^ was referred to the royal court 
1 
for a final decision. 
1 
The J M I occupied a distinguished position in the 
provincial administration of the Mughal Empire. As upholder 
of sharMat? , the s^dp tried to enforce Islamic law in govern-
ment and society and protect the interests of the Muslim 
religious class comprising theologians, learned scholars and 
preachers. He reconwended to the sady at the centre called 
sadr.ug*gadur the cases of the ulema^ scholars and needy 
people for the award of mad^d-^  maVash grajits and suitable 
stipends I and kept a close watch on the conduct and act iv i t ies 
of all such grantees. In Ajmer the Mut awai:}.i of the Dare ah 
exercised the functions of sadapfit as the bulk of madad^ ma* ash 
lands at the Pare ana l e v ^ and sent regular reports about 
the condition of persons who held revenue-free grants or 
received cash allowances. He put his seal on the pspers relat-
ing to all such grants. The provincial Sj^ dy was appointed by 
the Emperor on the recommendation of the saSr-us aadur and 
1, W^qa'"3L„,gflrkar A,1ffl^ r» 434. 
Hi 
the San ad of appointment bore his seal. He held a £&^ and a 
^avrar rank, and an additional rank of 50 2^ and 30 sawars 
on the condition of carrying out the duties of his office. 
The oaziSy the muhtaaiby the Imams* the MutavaLllis of tombs 
and the Moazzins of mosques served under him and received 
their l e t t e r s of appointment from him. He verified and 
confirmed the simaASi relating to tng^gd-^ Bi,a'aS.h» izaiils and 
1 
According to the Ifeaa** 1 of Ajjiiier the persons 
appointed to this office were , by and largei scholars,pious 
and honest. For instance, Sa*ad-u2lah| who vas both Sadr 
and Mutavalli, treated the people kindly and looked after 
their welfare. By his generosity and kind treatment Saiyid 
Sa'ad-ullah von the goodwill of the people i^o remained 
satisfied with his conduct. He always recommended only 
deserving eases for award of grants and appointments to the 
Imperial pady. Once the Sadrwus s ^ u r asked him to recommend 
two persons to the posts of preachers, but he replied that 
he found aone who was competent to perform the functions of 
2 
preachers. 
1. For deta i ls of powers and functions of the Sadr and 
Miassllt M^^zLMs&a^f Supplement, p. 17d{ 
Pygyincj.a;i, Gpygfiitq^t, pf t N Mughalp, P* 170. M&M. 
Land-Revenne Administration, pp. iao-X31| Waaa«-i* 
garjcgr A.1m r^» PP* 8 6 , 4S5. 
2, .waqa!-3^ Sarka^r A.1in r^t P P . 86 , s s o , 28 i . 
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Q a z i t 
"^^e oaz l - l aubah was al^ointed hj the Etaperor and 
the san^d of appointment was issued under the signature of 
the SadIVus sadur. He was not only the provincial naa^ t>ut 
also the qazi of the caq^ital c i t y of the province. Sometimes 
he was given charge of one or more pare an as or towns. He 
held the office duilng the pleasure of the Emperor. At the 
time of appointment he received a mansab, and the grant of 
a da i ly allowance as well as revenue-free land by way of 
mad ad- i ma* ash. He decided c i v i l and criminal cases , disposed 
of appeals referred to him by the governor and held i nqu i r i e s 
1 
into cases for which he was ordered by the cen t ra l government. 
The Qagi of Ajmer held his court of Jus t ice in the 
Kii6chery or In a hall adjacent t o the building of a mosque; 
he was forbidden by law to hold the court at t l s residence. 
He also attended the court of the governor who t ransfer red 
to him a number of cases every day e i ther for making Invest i -
2 
gation or passing Judgment. However, the governor reserved 
his Judgment in same cases which he referred to the ^azi for 
1. For a deta i led discussion of the powers and functions 
of the M z S s l J S U ^ f Mlra t - i Ahmadi^ Supplement,pp. 
193,1991 Hi^aYfit^-ul QftvaJLd,ff.aO,81; Provincial 
Mministrat ion of the Muefaals. pp. 353-354| Medieval 
India - A MiseelLanyf pp. S49«53. 
2. jfeqft!«i, Parkar ^^Vt PP. 197, i90. 
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heariing and recording th© statenents of the parties and 
their witnesses, When Shaikh Sulanan asked Iftekhar Khan 
to investigate and decide a c ivi l suit the l a t t e r referred 
i t the Jlaal for taking necessary and prompt action in the 
matter, Kanwal Vijal Sewrah complained that Prbat Vijai 
and other five persons, disciples of Sacche Barthor, had 
borrowed from him a sum of Rs. 1,SD0/- a long time age» but 
since then they neither contacted him nor paid the loan back. 
The governor sent a horsesian accompanied by the plan t iff to 
bring Prbat Vijai to the court, and after his arrival he 
made over the case to the SiasL* But the plantiff failed to 
prov4 the charge he had levelled against Prbat and others, 
The Qazi, then, asked the accused to take oath that he had 
borrowed no money from the plantiff. When Prbat Vijai was 
ready to take the oath as required by the judge, the plant i f f 
also expressed his desire to do the same thing, but the * a^zi 
did not allow him and dismissed the ease on the ground of 
lack of evidence, and reported the whole proceedings t o the 
governor. As the suit was false the governor also could not 
decide i t and requested Shaykh Sul«aan to exercise his own 
1 
discretion and pass Judgement, 
1. ,ifagf*-i gaxHar 4.1ffi?ri PP . 23-24. 
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Nature of some c iv i l and erlmlnal su i t s 
f i led In the Court of the Qazlt 
1. Lai Chand's vldow f i l ed a suit In the court of the 
Qazl for recovery of Rs, 18,000/- from her son. Shaikh 
Abdul j^azmfl^ the Qazl^ persuaded both the mother and 
son to give up l i t i g a t i o n and come to an agreement. 
As a resu l t of his persuasion they s e t t l e d the dispute 
and arrived at an agreement which has l a t e r duly 
1 
a t t es ted In the court of the Qazl. 
2 . As the £eg In the shrine was being looted, one of 
the servants of the Mutawalll ,hit one H r o z by a s t ick , 
as a resu l t of which he died. The matter was reported 
to the Q^zl by the members of F l roz ' s community. The 
Mutawalll pleaded that the accused was with him in his 
Havell at t i ls time. The JJ§5J. accepted t h i s a l i b i and 
acquitted the servant of the charge. But the lJkoa»l-
Nawls in his despatch reported tha t those present on 
the sp&t were of the opinion that the servant did hit 
2 
Piroz by s t ick and as a resul t of which he died. 
3. The sons of Chit too lodged a su i t that t h e i r 
father had been beaten to death by Plr Muhgimmad and his 
two ctMspanions. The jJasJ, convicted Chittoo and prounced 
death sentence against hln. The sons were given the 
choice t o ask e i the r for the execution of t h e murderer 
X. 1faaa*-l Sarkar A.1mer, p . 35. 
2. Waoa'-i Sarkar Ajmer. p . 292. 
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or blood money from him* But they proposed that the culpri t 
must be dismissed ffom service and driven out from the fort 
and the city, and never allowed to return, The Qazl Issued 
1 
the decree accordingly. 
4. Noori charged Nathoo and Harl Kris hen In the court 
of law that they had beaten her husband to death. But the 
t ^ Muslim witnesses produced by the plantiff were found 
A 
wan ting in the knowledge of Islam as well as in the perfor-
mance of religious practices l ike five times prayers and 
fasting. As the evidence of such ignorant and unreliglous 
persons could not be regarded reliable and authentic, the 
Qazi dismissed the su i t . After sometime i t was discovered 
that the man had died or srane disease from which he was 
suffering since long time. 
A 
6. A case was registered against Sc^^^ C/ic^^ 
in the court that he had abused the Prophet, The witness, 
when examined by the ^udge, failed to answer sat isfactori ly 
questions regarding the theoretical and practical aspects af 
of I s l ^ i , The second witness stated that few years back he 
performed prayers, but at present he neither practised nor 
remembered them. The Qaisl dismissed the case with the remaidc 
1. Wag a*-3. ^ari^ar AMgr» P* 9 . 
2* lfe.qa*«;i^arkar A l^mer, pp. 14, i s . 
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that what kind of Muslims they were who appeared to give 
1 
evidence to vindicate the honour of their Prophet. 
6, In par^^^ Mertha a temple was demolished by the 
Mughal officers on receipt of orders from the central govern. 
ment. Qazl Muhammad Ikram issued instructions to the officers 
that the IncMie from the sale of the material should be 
deposited in the bait* ul"mal^ and one hundred big has land 
and few shops attached to the temple should l^^ be confiscated. 
But the Hindu merchants resisted any attempt by the officers 
to seize either the material or land or shops on the plea 
that the whole property belonged to them, The dispute was 
2 
referred to the court. 
The .Sazi of Ajmer continued ^ e hold office for ^ 
longer period than other officers of the sabah l ike £M1^L 
and bflkhshi. For example Qazi Abdul Razzaq held office for 
3 
more than eleven years. The tjazi had to pass an examination 
and obtain a cer t i f icate which alone qualified him for the 
appointment to the post. The examination was conducted by the 
Sadr-us'Sftdur and the cer t i f icate bore his seal and that of/^ 
Qazi-ul«Ouzzat. Muhammad Sadlq, though appointed Qazi of 
1. jfe-qaS,^ ^..atisar. A.1n^ er, pp. 4 i e , 4 i7 . 
2. ,lfeqft!ajl garlc^...AJffler, p. 184. 
3« Asnad^i Sanadidf pp. 243-247. 
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Nagore by the Imperial o rde r s | was not allowed to assume the 
charge of office by the fauidar because he had fai led to 
1 
produce the relevant c e r t i f i c a t e . The Qazl affixed his sea l 
on agreements, court judgonents, gismatnamahs and other docu-
2 
ments re la t ing to c iv i l and financial mat ters . He announced 
the dates of the Muslim fes t iva l s on the bas is of evidence 
3 
given by r e l i ab l e witnesses about the v i s i b i l i t y of moon. 
Pr ior to the appointment of the Anln i .iaziyah the Qazi 
carr ied out the respons ib i l i ty of col lec t ing the tax and 
4 
depositing the money into the government treasury. He was 
empowered to confiscate the property of t he th ieves and 
robbers who were k i l l e d in an encounter with the police or 
6 
c i t i zens . The Muhatasib enforced the rules of sharlr'at but 
had no author i ty to order the a r r e s t of those who violated 
6 
them} th i s power belonged to the Qazl, A careful examination 
of evidence contained In the W a^a* ind ica tes tha t the fau.ldar 
of the sub ah of Ajmer had gradually obtained influence over 
the judiciary. However, the judges did the i r utmost to r e s i s t 
i . Vfatqa«*i Sarkar AJmer^  pp, 36, 36, 177, 
2. Asnad»us Sanadidp pp, 243, 244, 250, 252. 
3, ,feqfl!.rl garKgr ^M^r, PP< ^^t ^* 
4, Waqa*«i Sarkar A.1mey^  pp. 508, 509. 
6. Waaa'^i Saricar AJm T^^  p. 67, 
6. .feflfl'-l gflrKar MmVi PP. 190, S , 39. 
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their influence and encroachment on their powers and position 
1 
for most of the judges were upright, pious and learned persons. 
Mufatasib I 
The muhtasib or the Censor of Public Morals was 
appointed in every city and town in the Empire to enforce the 
laws of shari*at^ put down the practices and acts forbidden 
by the religion of Islam, curb heretical ideas and opinions, 
punish blasphemy against the Prophet, regulate the l ives of 
the Muslims in accordance with the rules of Islamic religion 
and prevent drinking of l iquor, ^h^g* liquid intoxicants, 
gambling and sexual immorality. In some places i t was also 
bis duty to fix the prices of goods and enforce the use of 
correct weights and measures in the markets, ^ t h a party of 
the armed soldiers the Muhtasib patrolled the s t reets and 
demolished and plundered wine*shops, d i s t i l l e r i e s and gambl-
ing-dens wherever he found them. It was also his duty to 
instruct Muslims to learn and observe the rules and laws of 
their faith; performing five daily prayers and keeping fast 
in the month of Samzan were obligatory TDIT ti^ em. 
2. For a detailed discussion of his powers and functions, 
Mughal AdministrationTPP.85. 961 Ml rat* i Ahmadi^  ^^ T/>/>2',9.s3 
Sia^^SirerTt, 
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Muhammad Pazil, the Muhtaslb in the p^rgan^ adjacent 
to the city of AJmer, received Rs, 45/- per month as his salary. 
Muhammad Baqar, the Muhtaslb of Jodhpur, held the rank of 80 
j^ajt/; but when he came to the city to assume charge of office 
he had with him 40 ^hadi^^ soldiers who were arrowmen, and 
other mansabdarSf one of whom Jftr Gul held the rank of 60 M^• 
I t appears that Muhtaslb was not appointed In the 
d.t ies and town of vassal estates of Rajput chiefs in the 
Pubat^  of Ajmer, In Amber and Jalsalmer and Jodhpur before 
i t s annexation no Muhtaslb was ever appointed, though in 
these and such other places a considerable number of Muslims 
lived. The agent of Waqa* Nawis posted at Nagore reported 
that after the death of a Muhtaslb a few years back no new 
appointment had been made, and the city was without a Qazl 
^^ Muhtq^lb. Nagore was, ^e further added, an;^  ancient c i ty 
having a large Muslim population and sufficient number of 
saints , ulema. and scholars. The agent, therefore, recommended 
for the appointment of a Muhtaslb who could not only look 
after the management of mosques but also regulate the lives 
of Muslims in accordance with the rulej/s laid down by the 
ahar'a^. According, Haflz Muhammad Muqeera was appointed 
Muhtaslb and ^kit^^w of mosques In Nagore, This new officer 
s* yaqa!*L^flrkar AJmer, p, i s s . 
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l a t e r on Informed the Bakhahj about the deplorable condition 
of mosques in the ci ty. The mosques in the city lay in 
ruins, neglected and unprotected, while the tenaples were in 
splendid condition, well-managed and well-provided. The 
Muslims did not spend money to meet the financial requirements 
of their mosques, but the Slndu Mahajans lavishly spent 
money on the temples and regularly paid the salaries of 
1 
servants and pr ies t s . 
The Muhtasib regularly sent reports of events and 
proceedings concerning his office to the Waoa'-i Nawia who 
transmitted them to the Qazi and Nazim for necessary action. 
Muhamnad Fazil, the Muhtasib of Parc^ena Ra-lnaear^ five Juig 
from AJmer, informed the mca '^ i Nayls that >Ane and other 
Intoxicants were openly sold in the villages of the oargana 
and people were indulging in anti»social ac t iv i t ies without 
the fear of punishment. The Maqa-i Nawis asked the agent of 
Raj Singh, zamindar of the pargana to stop the evil practices, 
and threatened that i f no efforts were made in this direction 
2 
Ise would report the matter to the Central government. 'Ubed-
ullah, the Muhtasib and Mut^wstia of saifear Ranthambore, 
informed the Bakh3hi>waaa*-i Nawig of the Subah that the 
1, Waqa'«j^  gaftar, AJwef i PP* 45, s i s - i e , IBS. 
2* Wiaq»*-i PayKtfT A.1ttgr» P* SO* 
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Rajputs were indulging In practices forbidden by Holy Law 
and violating the sanctity of the mosques. Even the kotwal^ 
a I&jput by castei publicly acted against the commands of 
shflri»ati he usually drafik wine on the Chabutra of his office. 
A sweet merchant of Sonlpur, a village in the i&gXL of Raja 
ManohardaSf had opened a shop in one of the rooms of a 
mosque, while P r ^ Kayasth had forcibly seized a room of 
another mosque and included i t into his oun bouse. 7he Rajputs 
prevented the Muslims from performing the five times prayers 
and observing their other religious r i t e s . At the end of his 
report the Muhtasib added that he had already apprised both 
the Qazi and poa**i W^ f^es of Rant hambore of these deve|.op-
ments but they found themselves unable to punish the mis-
erents. 
A 
The episode of Muhaiunad Baqar, recorded in the 
Wag a*. deserves a detailed description here, as i t throws 
new l ight on powers and functions of the Muhtasib and his 
relations with the superior authorities of the gubah. l ike 
the Bakhsfal and the Fau3dar>. Muhammad Baqar served as Muhtasib 
of Jodhpur and the nnrgflnaa of hgtvell Ajmer excluding the 
proper ci ty. He was harsh and rigid in his dealings with the 
•I • I l l • 'I ' III I • • • n . ' H 'Il l I • i i i i n I I l l • »» I •liiriiiniiil ir ml i ii i mi. • • • • • • • i n . 
I* Waqa*-^ Safitar AMP3F$ P P . 239-40. 
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public, and haughty and defiant in his at t i tude towards his 
superior authorities. He harassed the shopkeepers of the 
city of Jodhpur to such an extent that they in protest closed 
d 
their shops and observed two days s t r ike . Abur Rahim, kotval 
of the c i ty , and Tahir Khan, the paujdar, consoled the 
merchants and persuaded them to open the shops, giving an 
assurance of strong action against the high handedness of the 
Muhtasib* A voman complained that her husband had been arrested 
under Instructions of the Muhtasib without any cause and 
pleaded for his release. The kotya^r and fau:!dar of AJmer tried 
their best to secure the release of the prisoner but Muhannad 
Baqar refused to obey their commands. The BakhshJ challenged 
his legal position in the administrative matters of the c i ty 
of Ajmer which was outside his jurisdiction, He had no 
authority, according to the .aallM of WLs appointment, to 
imprison the crflminals or exOTclse jurisdiction over the c i ty 
of A^er. But the tftihtasib continued to direct and control 
a l l matters and acts which in any way related to his office, 
and the governor py Bakh^hj. failed to stop him from performing 
bis functions in the d t y of A^er, The real Mihtaslb of the 
c i ty , Muhamnad Ashlq, remained helpless a£id powerless to 
assert his position. Muhammad Baqar also arrested and Impri-
soned some singers at the Dare ah during the days of SM$ and 
in spite the efforts of the superior officer he refused to 
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1 
set them free. 
Bakhahi-Wftaa'-l Na^ig: 
The Bflkhshl Waaa'-i tTavis wafl an important 
officer in the provincial government of the Mughal Bnpire, 
ana in rank and authority stood belov t s the Mwan of the 
Sabah. He was not direct ly concerned vith the city adminis-
trat ionj the range of his official functions relating to army 
establishment and news agency covered the entire province 
Including i t s capital city, Hoveveri the Bakhshi of Ajmer 
vas associated with some business of local administration, 
and this aiditional responsibility enhanced hia dbatus attl 
importance in the administrative set-up of the c i ty . Moreover, 
the Waq^'-i Sarkar AJmer contains some new information in 
regard of the powers and functions of the Bakhshi, scarcely 
available In other conteaporary sources. Therefore, an attempt 
has been made to give a brief account of the powers and 
duties of the Bakhshi of Ajmer, 
The post of Bakhshi and isjaoa*! IfaiAs were entrusted 
to one and the same person. The appolntanent l e t t e r was issued 
under the seal of the Mir Bakhshi who recommended his promo*-
tion and transfer, and mider whose direct control he perfomed 
1. lfetqa,»-l gaykay MmHi PP. 3B9, 199, 223, 224, ©7,298, 
304. 
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bis duties. As heaA of military establishment In the province 
he vas eharged with the responsibility of recruiting soldiers 
mustering of horsemen servlneunder mansabdars^ payment of 
salaries to soldiers and enforcing the rules of branding. In 
his capacity as Waoa'^l Navls he gathered Information of a l l 
kinds through his agents from al l quarters and sent a constant 
stream of comnunlcatlon to the royal court. He generally 
posted his assistants In the departments of the N^lmyDivan, 
FauMar and Qaislf they despatched reports about the dally 
pJTOceedlngs and occurances to him* The Central government 
exercised absolute and effective control over the defftrtment 
1 
of the provincial Bakhshl, 
1. According to Ifl.Xa^ r It, At^a^l at least four Bakhsfais 
vere appointed in every province* But there are 
instances recorded in Waaa*«l A.imer %rhich show that 
BakhshJ^s were appointed in the pare an a^ also. There 
wa^ Bakhshl attached to every field army In the 
prolnce or town. Besides this ch^ef officer, there 
was" a secret reportes? called Saimeh Wlgay posted at 
few places, and charged with the responsibility of 
secretly sending news direct^^to the Enperor, aiay * 
administration which was indenslble duty of the Bakhshl 
was outside the scope of his jurisdict ion. The author 
of fflra£»j(, ANaOl, writes, «In former reigns ^^qp'^i* 
«awls were employed! but owing to the suspicion of 
their entering in to coilusion(with the local officers) 
Sawneh Nlgarf-wfao are also called khufia Navlses"-
were appointed to reside secretly in the subahs and 
report the ne^is. i l ^ a s t when the l a t t e r was entrusted 
with the duty t f supervising the posteO. arrangements 
within the province, the matter became public.**For a 
detailed discussion of the powers and functions of the 
Bri^ fis^ i|-Mftoa^ ";)i. %^P and S^S^QSLMMJU m.^&%'% A^'^Mt 
Supplement, pp. 17*, 176j Mrat« 1 Ahmajdi ^  I ,D. 266I Waaa'" 
i Sayltay. AM^Vt PP. 5S?,497,671} iksj^Q^us^s^ mnvj^r 
tB9Qt q£ ,%\\^ Mighals, pp. /?o.x.3 
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The Bakhsfai of A^mer h^d the raiik of ten jfiKaEJi 
and as Superintendent of Building he obtained an additional 
rank of five aavara^ and when he proceeded to serve In the 
anny of Padshah Quli Khan, eight horsemen and eight footmen 
mainly musketeers and archers, were further added to his 
hand. The tenure of office did not extend more than two or 
three years, and his teim was not cp^termlnjous with the 
FauMar. When he arrived in AJmer to take charge of office 
he f i r s t paid a vis i t to the governor, and then he occupied 
his residence provided by the government. According to 
instructions received fream the centre the Bekhshi arranged 
every six month for the branding of horses of the manaabdars 
who had .lagIrs (salary-assignment), and every three months 
1 
for the manaabdays who received their salaries in cash. The 
Bakfastii reported t o the Imperial court that the ipansabdars 
did not respond to the call to muster and preferred to stay 
back at their homes. The Mr Bakhshi at the centre received 
reports that a number of mansabdars posted at different army 
headquarters in the Mpire were coafertably living in villages 
assigned to them in 5agir (salary assignment) in the Subah of 
Ajmer, and were not willing to go out for active service in 
the armies now engaged in warfare with the enemy. The Bakhshi 
1. Waflfifri ^syKlff Afotggf pp. 513, 514, 639, 641,474,671,11. 
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of the Subeh waa accordingly directed to discover ell these 
indolent |n?^8abdars and urge them to join the i r respective 
contingents. During the Rat ho re Rebellion the Bakhshl had 
orders to s t r i c t ly enforce the rules of branding and compdLX 
the mansftbdars t o report at muster. The Pftkhshi kept a 
complete record of the manaabdars and soldiers— horsemen 
and footmen— posted at AJmer» When the Bakhshl vaa t rans-
fexTed from Banthafflbore to Ajmer he vas given a time of 
fifteen days to complete the record before he handed over 
1 
charge to his successor. 
Besides these functions the Bakhshl of Ajmer haS 
also the charge of the government buildings in the c i ty . He 
had to keep and maintain the buildings in a good and proper 
condition. On the occasion of the Emperor's vis i t to the 
c i ty these buildings vere plastered and whitewashed under 
his supervision. For this additional responsibility h© 
received special l e t t e r of appointment from the centre. He 
appointed his own deputy designated as Raib Dflrogha*i Amarat 
(deputy siq;}erlntendent of buildings) who looked after the 
business of repair and construction of royal palaces* fort^ 
and other buildings. The construction on Roop ^agar Dam to 
check flood waters could not be completed and every year the 
1, ,|feqfi*-j ,^Pftf^ff ^mv^ pp. 226, 227, 835, fiB7, 497-98, 
4B0, 538, 
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river overflowed by heavy rains destroyed the embankment 
causing havoc to the adjoining areasj although a period of 
six years hafl passed over and a considerable amount of money 
had been spent. Previously the responsibility of construct-
ing the dam rested with the an ins ^ appointed specially for 
th is specific job, but a l l the amins were, by and large, 
carciLess and corrupt. Now the Divan of the gubafa. Muhammnd 
Ali , entrusted this important task to the Bakhshi and secured 
in^ierial sanad of appointment for him. As sanctioned by the 
centrsl Diwan f wfiZir);[MgfaaBSad Ali gave a sum of Bs. 2,630/-
to the Bakhshi to complete the construction of the Roopnagar 
Bam, He was also assigned the duty of preparing a laz^e 
wheel to drain water from the Jhalra tank into the shrine 
1 
during the period of summer, 
•^ he Waaa'-i Nawis of Ajmer received several 
reports regarding the corrupt-practices of Abul Qaslm, ^mln 
of khalisa-mahalSf and Muhammad Aslam, the .gaSfiJl. I* was 
complained that both these officers had made changes in the 
revenue documents and enhanced the rent. The vast sums of 
money, collected through fraudulent means, were not deposited 
in royal treasury, but, on the other hand, given on interest 
1. Vfefla*-rPai!l£air,A.1t|>Qff, PP. 97, a)8,a09,294,295, 373, 
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to the bankers* This whale unlawful transaction was made In 
collusion with the fpt^day (treasurer)* Iftekhar Khan 
instructed the k^rorl to hand over the revenue Papers to 
Muhajnmad BaQar, dayoeha^i khazana^ within ^6 days and Pay 
the^ccumulated amount of money he had collected from the 
cultivators to the treasurer (fotaday). But Muhammad Baqar, 
who had made complaints against these of fleers t himself 
indulged in corrupt and fraudulent pract icis when transferred 
to Ranthambore sarkar as i t s amin*palbaqi. As he was on 
friendly terms with the dlwan of subi^ h no action was taken 
against him, Rehman Quli, amin*karor|, of pargan^ Bowal and 
mansabdar of 6oA reported to the dlya» of the Sub ah that 
the land revenue of the Pargan^ was not collected In the 
previous year and the arrears rose to a high figure of SB 
1 
lakhs of dam. 
^I» Pargflh ^a.ql8tjfa1sj.pni 
The dareah or shrine of Khwaja Saheb has ^ 
occupied a central position in the socio-religious set-up 
of the Muslim community In Ajmer, All the i r religious and 
social act ivi t ies centred round the dargah which ever remained 
a great source of their inspiration and moral strength. The 
1. waqfl*-j-,g^Kflr, A.1a.^ r» PP. 27,28,32,38,44,246,247,238, 
508, 510, 514, 635. 
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B&ighal Eaperors progressively extended their administrative 
control over the organlEation and functions of the dare ah 
by means of financial support for i t s ad3.ntenance and the 
subsistence of Lfefl^fi s^ misM^V§ engaged in the actual 
perfomance of religious r i t e s . A brief study of the eactent 
of state control and the nature of relationship between the 
Qaperors and religious authorities of the d^gafa ^ 1 1 b© 
necessary to assess the significance of the inner ttforking 
of this Important inst i tut ion of the Muslims of India during 
the period under review. 
The f i r s t l^sllm ruler, who after recovering 
AJmer from the Rajputs in 1456 constructed a few buildings 
in the shrinei bestowed land grants and took personal 
interest in the management of i t s affairs was Sultan Mahmood 
of Mandu. He ^pointed Shaikh Bayazid, who claimed direct 
descent from Shaikh Ifti'ln-ud-din Chishtif as Sa.1.1 ad ah 
1 
fiashin or successor of the saint. The next important Iknperor 
1. Although his appointment was made on the basis of 
the testimony of a couple of OXema and divines, 
residing at that time In Ajmer. The need for thd.r 
testimony arose, as the dL&im of Shaikh Bayazid to 
the descent of Shaikh Muin-ud-Dln Chishtl was ques-
tioned and stoutly opposed by an Important section 
of those attached to the shrine since the time of 
i t s inception. The evidence of a few unknown aleaa 
and divines seems to be^Questionable val idi ty in the 
presence of a welltaown great grandsoli^ of Khwajah 
Muin.ud«-Din Chishtl, vis. Chisht Khian who was himself 
a noble in the court of Sultan Mahmud of Mandu, 
Shaikh Abdul Haque, Akhbar^ul Akhiyar. pp. 130-131. 
1 0 OQ 
vho devoted personal attention to the improvement of the 
condition of the dargah was Akbar* a devotee of the saint. 
A perusal of his farraans of land grants to the functionaries 
of the shrine show that stme of the grants made prior to his 
accession had been reneved. He bestowed ffladad^i ma'ash 
1 
grants on the k^adlms. constructed a few builldings and 
2 
sett led disputes of succession. He appointed SaJ^lada Hashin 
and Mutawwflli. and himself presided the j%^a^X-J^ O^T% 
(devotional music) whenever he had the chance to come and 
stay in AJmer. The musicians were permanently employed in 
1. Tn sufl terminology a disciple^very close to the 
Murshid and looks after his personal well being is 
known as ^hadim. The well known example* is that of 
Maulana Badiwud*Dln Ishaq the khad^f khq;^ifi^ and 
son*in-law of Shaikh Parld-ud-i^in GanJ-i Shakar.The 
khadims of Khwaja MulEWUd-Dln Chishti claim to be 
the descendants of Khwa^ a Pakhr-ud-Din the Birgdar^i 
2A£ififl&f Ms^M and ^ M i l s of Khwaja Huitwud Qln 
Chishti. Right from the time of establishment of the 
Dargah they are the most important religious funotion> 
aries of this ins t i tu t ion, 
SjlYar"Ul-W;iyfttPP%gjlYftr"a3-'Arj.f jLja,p)^ . ^ osOMfiiJL 
2, When Shaikh Husain claimed to be a descendant of Khwaja 
Muin«ud-M.n Chishti, Akbar in ( z^^-^?- /^^o ) , the period 
in which he was intensely attached and devoted to the 
shrinei ordered an enquiry into Shaikh Husain* s claim. 
The verdict of th is enquiry in the words of Abul Fad. 
was, »^he Pretender* s claim proved to be baseless," 
As a result of this verdict Shaikh Husain was imprisoned 
at Bhekfcar for two decades, Akbar in C ^s~ ?/- /^o s) 
the period when he had proclaimed Din-'i I?.ahi appointed 
Shaikh Husain as custodian of the shrine on the recommenda-
tion of his mother, Although Akbar while sending Shaikh 
Bisain to Ajmer told his mother that he will misguide 
(Contd. « • * • • 
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J^he d are ah and paid out of I t s funds. Th© pomp and et iquet te 
of th© Mughal court were adopted by the SaiJada Nashln now 
called Blwan at the time of presiding the gathering of Sam a* 
(audition) during urs. Several mace-bearers dressed in the 
Mughal style accompanied him vhen be entered the haH and 
1 
stood round him while he sat on the gjBMi* ^^^ Mutawwali vas 
generally appointed from aisong the ^hadims and i t also became 
a hereditary office, maintained by the Mighal government. 
Both JahaDgir and Shah Jahan continued these arrangements 
and increased the number of grants not only to the khadlms 
but also to the musicians employed to rec i te the Qavwalis 
(devotional music) in the shrine on every thursday evening 
and during the days of the Ura. For instance, Shah Jahan 
had granted 900 MfiHai of land as madad-i ma^ash to Allah-
Din and others, the Oflvw^s of the shrine, and five aers 
2 
of grain as daily allowance during the OjSa Celeb rations. 
people,/d|y claim at SM££ BXIA create problems there . 
Xet perhaps in view of getting leverage at this great 
seed, of devotion and dedicatloJi, he conceded t o the 
wishes of h is^other . This policy/keeping some hold 
at the 8hrineTf(Alowed by his successors, aDd continued 
upto the downfall of the Mughal Bmpire. The descendants 
of Shaikh Husaln who cone to be known as the diwans and 
l a t e r started claiming to be SaJJada Nashins. also came 
Very close to the Mughal Court. Contrary to the Chishti 
pr inciples , they started visiting the Qsperors and 
receiving robes of honour, inams and other grants in 
l ieu of their services as tjie representatives of the 
State. /T^ /^ /^ vt-/i/<=^ <^=^ ;^ u<f)-ii /^/>ss-^-s-i 
I* lfiS^8SsJaS.l£Qs4MfPP* 7,9 | "M^^l Sflykftff A3ffi?ff> 
pp. 86 , 880-1. 
2. Asnad-us Sanadid. pp. 908-210, 109, 116. 
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Asnad'US S.anadld contains several copies of sanads 
and farmans of madad-i ma* ash grants issued during the reign 
of Aurangzeb to the khadims of the dargah. In th i s period 
grants were also made to the students studying in the 
madrasah attached to the s h r i n e . On the repor t of Haji 
Ismail , the Waaal-i Navis. 30 bights of land was assigned 
to Shajtlch Bayazid, son of Shaikh Fa t tu , an aged person having 
no meais of income. In 1681 a plot of 30 bighas was assigned 
to S-aiyid Ayub, an old man of 61 years , half of which was 
assigned to Muhammad Murad, a s tudent . In 1682, 46 bighas of 
land was assigned as madad~i ma'ash to S-aiyid Baqar, 
Hayatullah, Ahmad and other students of the dargah madrasah. 
The Emperor se t t l ed the dispute of succession among the 
descendants of Saiyid Ala-ud-din, who was &a.1.1ada Nashin 
in the reign of Shah Jahan. The WaQa'"i Nawis of Ajmer informs 
tha t the khadims had lodged a complaint In the royal court 
against the Mutawwali of the dargah who had not paid to 
2 
them the fixed amount of the stipend for s ix months. When 
Aurangzeb f i r s t v i s i t e d shrine af ter the b a t t l e of Deorai 
he himself offered Rs. 6000/- to the khadims. He also offered 
3 
same amount to the khadims when he v i s i t ed again In 1679. 
1 . Asnad-us &anadid. pp. 229-244. 
2. Waaa*-i aarkar Ajmer. pp, 14,24-26;; 30/32. 
3 . Alamgjr Namah« Vol. I , p . 335. 
Alamgir Namah by Hatim Khan, pp. 72-73j Adab-i Alamgiri. 
p . 278. 
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Saiyld Mihammad, Sft.1.1flda NasMn also used to vis i t the 
royal court and received robes of honour (khilat) and 
money. During the stay of Aurangzeb in Ajmer aiul ulylhid 
' ^ Saiyld Muhammad had received Rs, 2,000 in cash and a 
robe of honour in the year 1075 H. He once received 
Rs. 600 from Jahan Ara Begaa. Prince Akber, the son of 
Aurangzeb, had offered a sum of Rs. 3,000/- to the Sa.1.1adah 
1 
and khadims of the dargah. 
Thus, the Sa.1.1adafa Nashin. was closely associated 
with the royal court and entirely d^endent on the patronage 
and support of the king, his family members, governors and 
other bl^ nobles. B s^ main function vas to preside the 
* 
Sama' Mahfils (gathering of devotional music) held in the 
dargfth on every Thursday and during the |J£s Celebrations, 
T*5« ^fatawallT on the other hand, was d i rec t ly appointed 
by the Etaperor, and his main duty was to administer the 
grants, both land revenue sxA cash stipends^ and dis t r ibute 
the money ^ong the assignees. But the most important 
dement in the administration of the dargah was the group 
of the khadims or mujawirs who in practice were the actual 
custodians and guardians of the shrine. The work of clean-
ing , washing, maintaining discipline, guiding the v i s i to r s , 
1. ^qa«- i Sarkar A.1mer« p. 376^ <^4'/. /4€^^^^ A/^.£_^£^_7 
//> /o f^ '"il /il 
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distr ibution of food, arrangements of music and looking 
after other act ivi t ies were in their direct charge, and 
consequeniay they were the main receipents of Nag are 
(offerings) and rewards, made by al l who visited the 
shrine. The huge wealth acquired through these means 
made the khadims the most affluent and influential section 
of the Muslim community in Ajmer. 
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CHAPTER - IV 
SeClAL AND CULTPRAL CONDITIQI^  IN THE CITY OF AJMER 
The growing Importance of the c i ty of Ajmer as 
the seat of the provincial government, i t s nild climate and 
the ever-in spiring shrine of iChawaJah Saheb had attracted a 
large number of Muslims to se t t l e dovn within i t s walls. The 
Saiyids, who called themselves, the khadlms of Khwaja Sahib 
and were instrumental to the construction and development of 
the shrine, formed the main section of the Mjslim population. 
Besides them, Shaikh and Afghan families also l ived in the 
c i ty , but very few Mighals could choose this place for their 
permanent resid«ice. Added to these elements were the local 
converts from the lower castes of the Hindus, and they were 
1 
known as Inder Kotees, Qlam Khanls and Deswallis. These 
converts lived chiefly In the suburbs of the c i ty and 
followed their old social customs and traditions, with the 
progress of time the Muslim population increased and 
gradually became an integral part of the society though i t 
always remained a small minority mainly concentrated round 
the shrine. 
The urban culture of A^mer rested upon the pomp 
and pageantry of the governor»s court, religious shrines, 
fairs and fes t iva ls , and diversified economic act ivi t ies 
of the people. The city of Ajmer did not specialiise in the 
- [ - • — I III iiii I I • T - - - - i ' i i r r i ' ' i i i • - — -| I 1 • [• -• --1 — -
1. G.N. Sharma, Social Life in Medieval RaJasthan.p.IOS. 
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manufacture of any major industrial goodsi I t s vhole 
business depended on the supply of such materials as were 
needed for the local consumption from different places of 
the Hinplre. An adequate supply of manufactured goods as 
well as foodstuffs successfully supported the economy of the 
ci ty and kept i t s population contented and happy. To meet 
the ecclesiastical demands the local artisans produced wax, 
ecoidles and perfun^Si and the agriculturists laid out rose 
gardens as this particular flower was required in large 
quantity for offering in the shrines and temples of the 
place. The Hindu and Jain Mahajansi Mawarl SethSf goldsmiths, 
and cloth merchants had the monopoly of the entire business 
of the c i ty , and they composed the most wealthy and influen-
1 
t i a l class of the society. The Muslim .iaeirdars. owing to 
luxuriaus habits or failure of revenue collect ion,borrowed 
2 
money on interest from these Klndu bankers and mechants. 
The Banjaras brought grain from villages and towns of the 
subfth to the market while the merchswts Imported luxury 
goods like s i lk , fine muslin, wares, a r t ic les of metalwork, 
1. J a a ^ i U J l S S , pp. 326, 33, 67, 68, 423. 
2, For instance Dilawar Khan had mortgaged his elephant 
for Rs. 5,000 to a HahaJaJQ of the city, MHifhhAP KHgn /%^ /f^  
also in his financial distress had borrowed money on 
interest from the local bankers. Waoa*-! AJmer. 
pp. 23^^577. 
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precious stones, timber and arms. The Mislims worked as 
mas/ons, stonecutters, water-causers, and a group of butchers 
mong thaa carried trade in ca t t l e . The principal source of 
income for the upper class of the Muslim minority of the ci ty 
was either the government service or the shrine of Khiiiaja 
Saheb, They served in the army, the Judiciary and the c iv i l 
d^artments, while the religious class associated with the 
shrine, mosques and madrasahs depended for their livelihood 
on the madad^i ma'ash grants. The khadim^ of the shrine did 
not t ry to obtain government job as the income derived frraa 
the offerings at the tomb or the revenue free grants ensured 
1 
both economic security and social status, 
feXrp and yegf4va3.|i8 
The Hindus of Ajmer celebrated their fest ivals 
with great enthusiasm and rejoicing. Besides the main 
festivals of Dasserah, Diwali and Holi, they also celebrated 
Vasant Panchml and Qanesh Ghauth Sankranti, The Mahajans, 
merchants and rich persons made vast contributions to the 
funds raised on such occasions for the expenditure of the 
fes t iv i t i e s , Giring the days of Holi the Marwaris took out 
aisifi_(an open chair carried by servants on their shoulders) 
1. MU*'l A.1lg?» pp. 86, 425, 460-611 Asnad-us Sanad^d^ 
pp, 253, 255, 908, 210. 
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in which a hefty person dressed in the costumes of a typical 
Maghal aristocrat sat and they called him Padshah. They 
brought this dola in a procession to the main gate of the 
shrine of Khwaja Saheb where they induleged in the fun-making 
of Holi and sang songs in praise of the sjiint. They stayed 
there for at l eas t two hours and returned in procession to 
the place from where they had started. The Pushkar fair 
held during Kartik at Pushkar lake, seven miles from tb© ci ty , 
was the greatest fair in the whole of Rajputana. It attracted 
lakhs of people frran far and near and gave new impetus to 
the religious and so cial ac t iv i t ies in the c i ty . The Mughal 
governor visited the place and supervised arrangements made 
for the ccsnfortable stay of the pilgrims and performance of 
religious r i t e s . He adopted a l l necessary measures for the 
maintenance of law and order at the place. The Waaa*«.l Sarkar 
A.1mer informs that the government officers collected pilgrim 
tax frcm the visi tors and also octroi levy from the tr«!ers 
and shopkeepers. The Rajput chiefs came to part icipate in 
the fair; some of them idtio could not attend in person sent 
their own Prohits with offerings and presents to the sacred 
1 
place. 
1. Wsga'-Jr Paykar A,1m r^, pp. 16,40,41,48,53. 
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The Jata and Qujara of the city and i t s neighbour-
ing villages l ike Bewar and Kishangath celebrated the 
Tejajl Ka Mela In the honour of Tejahjl, a warlord who 
possessed the power to undo the effects of the snsfee-blte 
and remove the paison from the body. Another important fa i r 
of Qangurs was celebrated in honour of Gauri, the wife of 
Lord Shiva, and in this fair the women took a leading par t . 
At the village of Ajaipal, seven miles from the cityi a big 
fa i r was held in commemoration of Ajalpal who had founded 
the c i ty of A^mer. The Jain community of the c i ty celebrated 
their own festivals with great zeal and extravagance. The 
festivals of Paryarumat Rathyatra Ja ly i t ra and Dlpotsava were 
' 1 
the most important in which other Hindus also took part. 
The Muslias of Ajmer, as of other places, 
celebrated their two Ids - * Id-ul-Pi^ar and * Id-ul-zuha -
with great zeal and show. They went to * Ide;a^ in large number 
to pejfbBB their prayers. According to f^etoa* a new mosque in 
the Vldgah had been constructed during this period. For the 
celebration of these two festivals - *Ieda.in - in the main 
shrine (ia2u&Al}) the Mughal rulers had granted some amount 
of money for distributing of robes to the khadimsCaiii ii iiirii) 
and alms t o the poor. The khatJb who led the prayers also 
1. ,^teflft Ps%^Vi^^. m^ |>S?f?npU^ef PP* SB, S9) 
gPgi^al lU^ ^q Mi^YflX MftPthaft, PP. 1 7 4 , 176 , 227. 
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1 
received robes and money on both the occasions. The 
festival of * Id>Milad»al Nabl (bir th day of the Prophet) 
and Barafat (death anniversary of the Prophet) which fal ls 
on the same day of the same month (12 RabJL-ul Awwal) was 
also celebrated in the main shrine. These are not two separate 
fes t ivals , as Q.N, Sbarma understands them, but one celebrated 
2 
on the dame day. The dareah was the main centre of religious 
worship and ac t iv i t ies during the celebrations of aU the 
fest ivals! on these occasions the tomb and other buildings 
of the shrine were illuminated and thousands of people visited 
i t to make prayers and offerings. The managing committee of 
t:be dargah spent considerable mount of money on these 
arrangements as well as the distribution of food and clothes 
among the poor and recluse who were always found in large 
3 
number in the precincts of the shrine. It was,here that one 
of the greatest Muslim fair or »|j£a (the death anniversary 
of Khwaja Saheb) was held every year in the f i r s t week of 
Rajab and the celebrations continued for six days. Thousands 
of people came from all Parts of the country and their stay 
in the ci ty gave a fil3|> to the sales of the consumer goods. 
1. Waqa*-l§,arkar A.1ff?ri PP* se, 433} Dargah g^iea,iio.484. 
S. SftQifll ,1,3,^ ^ Xr^ MQ44?Yal ,MftPt^M» pp..176-177. 
3« Dargah Ftl,ef Nos. 96, 74. 
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Besides the usual prayers, recitat ion of the holy QuraQ 
and offerings, the MMMSIX (audition) gatherings at nights 
formed the focal point of the ac t iv i t ies . The governor of 
the gubab took personal in teres t in the arrangements of the 
fa i r t and Iftekhar Khan was present throughout the night 
l is tening the music in the islgjafe. ^ f'acfc, the Musliffls of 
AJmer remained busy in celebrating the *U£i of one Chishti 
Saint or another throughout the year, the main features of a l l 
these functions were distribution of food, sweets, recitation 
of Fate ha and the oawwalis (spir i tual music performed in the 
praise and honour of the saSsnt). 
The c i ty of Ajmer was not a place famous for 
educational institutions? i t bad no college or higAschool 
to which students eager for higher learning could flock from 
various parts of the country. Neither the rulers nor the 
local Muslims made any efforts for the dissemination of 
secular or religious knowledge. Craapared with other c i t ies 
and towns of Northern India where educational inst i tut ions 
and acadmies had sprung up during the long medieval pexlod, 
the c i ty of Ajmer had no college or erudite scholar to boast, 
and consequently was lacking in this most important sphere 
of cultural activity, Herei the idealogy of mysticism was 
1. ifefta'-l. Sjgffto A.1ffiert Pp. i9i 8i» as, is,i6,io6,3so, 
292. 
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the dominant crcea which held i t s sway over the minds and 
conduct of the people. The study of philosophy, jurisprudence, 
had is and grammer was discarded in favour of spir i tual 
knowledge and mystic practices, and a great emphasis was 
laid on worship and devotion in the shrine where a number 
of sufis could d.ways be found to inspire aiid teach the 
seekers after truth, Nevertheless, a Hadrasah was founded 
in the mosque bui l t by Akbar in the shrine to meet the educa-
tional requirements of the local Muslim population, particular-
ly the children of the JsJbaSiM* ^^e Madrasah was endowed with 
adequate resources t o make i t self-supporting aM relieve the 
staff and students of the financial worries. Airangzeb l iber-
ally patronized the teachers and students of the school by 
giving land grants and dally allowances to them, as i s evident 
1 
from the farpians and ^tftads issued in his reign. The contempo-
rary l i t e ra tu re supplies no infoimation regarding the teachers 
a«l scholars engaged privately or in the schools of AJmer in 
educational and academic ac t iv i t i e s . Only Tariktvi HJ.ndi. 
written by Bu8tt\.m ALi in the middle of the eighteenth century 
mentions few names of the saints and teachers, l i ke Saiyid 
Hayatu:y.ah and Shaikh Sharifullah who were attached to the 
shrine. The iifaafl»>i A-^ mer records that the provincial sMZ 
1. Affla^r«s-9fiffad44t pp. S33,8d6, 240, S43. 
2. Tarikh-i Hindis pp. 620, 640. 
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could not find out a single theologian or trained teacher 
in A^mer to recoamend for the appointment of Preacher(jffl!JLjB) 
Oien the imperial aaSX had asked him to do so. This reflects 
the death of educated and trained theologians and Indicates 
the fact that the Muslims of Ajmer could not take full 
advantage of the ^ucational f ac i l i t i e s provided by the state* 
In the city of A^er the beaut if ulfplaces, mosques 
and gardens constructed by the Mughal Emperors « Akbar, 
Jahangir and Shah Jahan - s t i l l stand and afford an excellent 
2 
testimony to their remarkable Interest in architecture. 
Aurangzeb evinced no great passion, l ike his predecessors, 
for erecting buildings and monuments which could contribute 
to the development of architecture during the period of his 
rule. He was too busy and aus t^e to indulge himself in this 
a r t i s t i c fancy and devete his time and resources to the 
construction of forts, palaces, mosques and masjftMulaian In 
addition to what had already been bui l t no other magnlficient 
building was constructed in this city during the reign of 
Aurangzeb. According to tradit ion a small mosque in the 
shrine, formerly buil t by the Sultan of Mandu, was enlarged 
1. Wftfla'-Jl Sayi^r Mn^it PP* sso .ss i . 
2. For details of these buildings, Ailmer though Inaerii 
JlM§» PP* 26, 29, 30, 44, S0{ Mm£4..M&MllS£L.M. 
JDg££li£lil§, PP- 101, 103. 
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and Improved by the orders of the Emperofi and noti I t Is 
called •AlamgiPl Masjld, I t was near this mosque that the 
dead bodies of the tvo Mighal generals, Shaikh Mir and Shah 
Nawaz Khan, were buried and small enclosures round the i r 
graves were erected. Shaikh Ittr fighting on the side of 
AurangjBeb and Shah Nawaz Khan on that of Dara had been killed 
in the bat t le of Deorai near A^mer, and Aurangzeb was so 
deeply iijpressed by their bravery eM loyalty that be ordered 
their dead bodies to be buried with honour in the shrine. 
Saiyid Muhammad, the 8a.1.1fld;^ h Nashin* had constructed a 
small mosque in simple design in the Bargah B^zar in 1692, 
2 
and s t i l l i ts condition i s good. 
The other important buildings constructed outside 
the shrine in the c i ty durilig the l a s t years of Aurangzeb*s 
reign w@re the tombs of Saiyid Abdullah Khan, his wife and 
a mosque, and al l these three have survived to our own times. 
Saiyid Abdullah Khan alias Saiyid Miyan was the father of 
Saiyid Abdullah Khan Qutb«ul Hulk and Husain ALi Khan who 
played a tremendo us role in the history of the Mughal Empire 
during the first two decades of the eighteenth century, and 
are known as king-makers, Saiyid Miyan had fought several 
!• Alameir Wamah. I , p . 330; Mrat^i Jahan Kuma. p . 361, 
s* Mmr y,hrff^ Rh„ ip.g,ortptjipna, PP . 55 , 57. 
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bat t les In Kbnkaiv and the Deccan under the command of 
Ruhullah Khan, the Mir Bakhshl of Aurangzeb, and by his 
gallantry, dash and loyalty won the admiration and trust of 
the Boiperor as ve i l as the commander. He vas f i r s t given the 
charge of the faajdari of Nandair, and then promoted to the 
governorship of Bijapur in 1688-89, and to the mgnsab of 
2,600 gat. He l a t e r on became the fau.1dar of AJmer where he 
died in 1702-3, He was buried in the city of Ajmer and a 
1 
tcfflb was built on bis grafe in the same year. The tomb is 
made of marble and stands on the main road opposite to the 
railwc^ station of Ajmer ar^ the local i ty around i t i s named 
as 'Abdullah Qanj. Pacing this building Is the tomb of Saiyid 
Mian*s wife, also bui l t in the same year9 i . e . 1702-3* In 
the simplicity of design, superb w)rkmansh!Lp ai^ elegance 
the building, though small in size i s very beautiful. Mr, 
Qarrick has remarked in his survey Report, "I found an 
exquisitely sculptured tomb of white marble, the perforated 
s e r i n s , surrounding the sarcophagus of tbls tomb are equal 
in workmanship to any thing X have seen and the marble is of 
the finest quality." Behind the tomb of Saiyid Mlyan i s a 
mosque and some traces of a garden la id out at that time can 
1. For details of his l i f e and ca/reer> Ma»A8ir»ul Umarat 
I I , pp. 489-91J ^qft*-i g f l^# ^Iffi^r, pp. 84-90,387-88; 
Akhbaratf forty to forty six regnal year. 
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s t i l l be found. I t appears tha t a31 these tijree buildings 
and the garden had been constructed by his sons, as ofre of 
them, Saiyid Abdullah Khan, received not only the t i t l e of 
hJ3 fa ther but a l so the fau.1dari of t he HikaJl o^ f AJmer, 
The nobles and members of the Maghal a r i s tocracy 
l i v ing in AJmer constructed t h e i r palaces and la id out gardens 
in di f ferent par ts of the d t y . The J s a a l refers t o the garden 
vhich Saiyid Ahmad Khan, the governor, had constructed a t the 
foot of the h i l l north-east of Anasagar during the ear ly years 
of Aurangzeb's re ign. I t was in th i s gard<si tha t Tahawwar Khan 
had encamped af ter his appointment as governor of the sub ah. 
Tarbiyat Khan, another governor of the province, had also 
constructed a garden, and i t has been located outside the 
Madar Gate where a big and flourishing market has now sprung 
up. In those days i t was cal led Bagh Taribiyat Khan, The 
Wag a' mentions Bagtvi Rahmat Khan constructed i n th i s period 
2 
but gives no de ta i l s regarding i t s loca t ion and s i ze . The 
poor people l ived in huts made of clay with thatched roofs 
vh i le the houses of the r ich were spacious and beaut i fu l . 
Round the shrine there were huts in which the khadims l ived . 
1. A?^c|i,a?p]L9f;^ <?^ g f^fYey Pffl,9X^» 1883-84| p . 47j i i i s £ 
Through Inscr ip t ions , pp, 57, 58; A.1mer ma to r ioa l and 
Descript ive, pp, 131, 13S. 
2. ¥«aa*-i S ark AT Aimer, pp. 167, 16B, ?K)2,3BS,342, 366| 
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From the study of the sale deeds given in Aanad^us Sanadid 
i t appears that there T*ere good houses also in the area» 
and persons of considerable means bui l t their houses with 
bricks and stones, A big palace had been erected near the 
shrine for the use of the royal JjasSit ^^^ after the bir th 
of Prince Danyal in this building i t was given as MiBZSS *o 
Shaikh Danyal, a local saint , to whose prayers the bi r th 
of the Prince had been ascribed. Shaikh Danyal was ft cm 
among the I t M l M or ptuJayar^ of the shrine, and the MBSSH 
is used by the members of his family and their descendants. 
The building has survived to the present day and is e a l l ^ 
1 
Shahl Mahal. The cost of the construction of an ordinary 
bouse in these days amounted to nearly ten rt:$ees. Every 
2 
house had several rooms a veranda and a main gate. 
AB regards the modes of food and dress of the people 
of Ajmer the Jaaa* contains no information which could be 
analysed to complete the picture of social l i f e in th is chapter 
of the present study. A general description of the varied 
forms and styles of dress and food prevailing in other parts 
of Rajputana has been given In the modem works and i t may be 
1* Tu^ ulc>4„ Jfit^pq^irl, p. 16; Asnad-us Sanadidy 
pp. 215, 225. 
2, Asnad^us Sanadid^ pp. 23, 25, 26, 193, 195. 
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aK>lied to the inhabitants of AJmer, too. However, the Waffle* 
CO nfIras the fact , as stated In other wcrks, that the vice 
of using opium and bhang reigned suprme among a l l classds 
1 
of people in A^mer. 
I t has already been discussed that Aurangzeb had 
adopted discriminatory measures against the Hindus and changed 
the policy of tolerance and benevolence puraaed by his pre-
decessors towards them. In 1664 Mrangzeb forbade old 
temples to be repaired and on 9 April 1669 he issued an order 
to the gowrnors of the provinces to demolish^ the schools 
and 4 temples of the infiedels and put d o ^ their teaching 
and religious practices. On 2 April 1679 the i a i i Z i was 
reimposed on the non-Misllms. In comitLiance \dth these in^erlal 
orders nearly sixty-six temples in the loyal s ta te of Amber 
were pulled down. Similarly a large number of temples were 
rafiied to the ground in the estate of Harwar ^ i c h was in the 
throes of deep pol i t ica l c r i s i s owing t o the Rathor rebellion. 
The temple-destruction operations were carried out vigorously 
throughout the province of A3mer during ^ i s period. The 
agents of the Waca^^i Nawi^  posted at different places reported 
about the successful implementation of the imperial policy. 
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According to this information the temple^demolltion took 
Place in Nagare, Sambhar, Mairtha. Didvana, Malporei JoWr» 
I ^ 
Jarwar, Chatu, Tonk, Jalore and j^Lmany other towns. Tahir 
KhaHi f^.1dar of Jodhpur, urged Diwan Ramdas Bhatti to dis-
mantle the temples in Jfodhpur as quickly as possible, because 
-tbfi delay in this matter would be brooked by the government. 
The conversion of Hindus to Is l am was also encouraged, as 
the Instances given in the Waoa* are several. The Rajputs 
sharply reacted to this religious fanaticism displayed by 
the Bmperori they in retal ia t ion demolished mosques and 
prevented the new converts l iving in villages from performing 
prayers in mosques and slaughtering cow;(s and goats on 
8 
occasions of festivals and marriages. 
In the ci ty of Ajmer there were numerous temples 
and Dharmshalas were the Hindus freely worshiped and performed 
their religious functions. The Dhaanshslas were also used afi 
places of r^ igious gatherings and devotion where Hindu 
preacters called Sevrahas «"ame from different parts of the 
province and delievered lectures to the people assembled there 
1. Bfla**^ Sfifk^ A.1ffier» pp. 173,179,1B0, 183, 192, 197, 
303,204,217, 22f7, 2SB. 
8. ]m^\rX Saykflff AJSPr, PP. 303, 214. 
3. ,^gfl!,rJ. SftTlsgy A.1mpr, pp. 353, 372, 468. 
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every year during the rainy season, The En|)eror assigned the 
task of conducting the enquiry about the ac t iv i t ies of these 
persons t o the local officers such as Tawwallar Khan, the 
fauidar* Abdul Bazzaq, the aa^f Hafiz Mihammad SaA^qv 
§S?^9KHzt ' flda3,a^» and Ra«i-ud-din, ^sXPR^^'i- PH^n* fbe 
Wag a* ifhroms that temples were pulled down in the haveli of 
1 ^ 
Ajmer. When the tide of hatred and violence was rising in 
other tovais of the province, the city of Ajmer remained, 
however, free from co-mmunfiQ. turmoil, though the danger of 
external attack alv/ays loomed* 5!he presence of the En^jeror 
and the strong measures for securi. ty of ths c i ty prevented 
any mandifestation of bitterness which his religious bigotry 
should have aroused among the local Hindus, 
1. ifeq^*-i Pax^r A.1m?r, PP. 192, 193, 2ao. 
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